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SUMMARY AND FACT SHEET
This chapter, with the appended fact sheet, summarizes

the results of the Freshman English Equivalency Examination
that was administered to 4,071 students on..May 12, 1973.
Analysis of the results shows that this program, designed
and administered by the California State University and

Colleges English Council, and funded by'the Chancellor's
Office division of New Program Development, was a major
success; it provided clear and substantial benefits to the

3,362 students who earned six semester units of college
credit, to-the English faculties, and to the California
State University and College system,.

Furthermore, the

project embodied a constructive resolution to what had
seemed to'be an irreversible and bitter conflict.

For many years, English faculties have been largely
opposed to the practice of large-scale equivalency testing
and to the objective testing instruments generally used.
This opposition was not without a basis in fact:

most

objective tests of writing ability, in particular, do
not measure what is usually taught in'freshman English.

English teachers, then, have generally opposed
external testing programs.

These faculty have not had the
4

funds, the time, or the specialized statistical knowledge

2.

that are essential to develop large scale programs of their
Thus,, it is not surprising that administrators,

own.

generally eager to proceed with equivalency testing, have
been perplexed at the positions English departments have
taken in this area.

A particularly vivid example of this

faculty-administration misunderstanding occurred in the fall
of 1971, when large-scale equivalency testing was in fact
institutedton two California State University and College
campuses, arousing substantial opposition from English
departments.

1

The California State University and Colleges English
Council took a statesmanlike position in the fall of 1971,
rejecting what it called "an improper objective test," but
endorsing "the principle of properly constructed and
properly administered challenge examinations."

Much

constructive discussion and committee work followed.2
the summer of 1972, the Chancellor's Office

By

and the

1

For a convenient summary of the results of this
testing program, see Urban Whitaker, "Credit by Examination
at San Francisco State," College Board Review, 83 (Spring,
1972), 12-16. The conflict at its most heated appears in
an exchange between Whitaker and Vernon T. Hornback, then
president of the California State University and Colleges
English Council, in The Future of General Education in the
California State University and Colleges, Office of the
Chancellor (1972), 59-76.
2

A committee cn equivalenoy_testing established in
the Chancellor's Office was under the chairmanship of
Dr. Gerhard Friedrich; its sub-committee on English was
under the chairmanship of Professor Charles Adams, of
California State University, Chico.' Professor James
Clark, California State University, San Jose, was chairman
The statewide Academic
of the English Council committee.

3.

Educatiopal Testing Service had combined resources to
support an English Council report and proposal, calling
for a professionally acceptable examination.

3

The success of the Spring 1973 test has implications
that extend outside the field of English and beyond the
borders of California; it has been shown that faculty,
administrators", and national testing agencies can work

together in harmony for the benefit of students and the
whole educational process, even when mistakes have been
made that have produced an emotion-charged reaction.

The

.project has also shown that properly constituted faculty

leadership, when given adequate support, is an approprite
means of achieving academic innovation.

The examination administered May 12, 1973 consisted
of a 90-minute essay test constructed and graded by
7

California State University and College English faculty,
and the 90-minute objective CLEP Subject Examination,
Analysis and Interpretation of Literature.

4

That objective

test was the only such test to gain the endorsement of the
California State University and Colleges English Council,

Senate, through its Educational Policies Committee, chaired
by Jerome Fox, California State University, San Francisco,
also took an active interest in the matter.
3

Edward M. White, Equivalency Testing in College
Freshmab,English: A Report and a Proposal, 1972. 'Available
(See Appendix, page 94
through ERIC.
)

4

The College-Level Examination Program (CLEP) is
sponsored by the College Entrance Examination Board (CEEB)
and administered by the Educational' Testing Service (ETS).

4.

after careful scrutiny of objective tests available in
1972.

5

The results of the project are undergoing extensive
analysis, particularly in the Chancellor's Office division
of Institutional Research, which will be assisting the
English Council in producing follow-up studies over the
next several years.

The report which follows contains a

full account of the development of the project, including
all information available by November 1, 1973.

The most

significant results now,apparent can be summarized briefly:
1.

1,362 students deserving college credit for freshman

English were identified by a rigorous, responsible, and
fair test.

These students will be able to enter English

courses at an appropriate advanced level, with positive
feelings towards themselves and their English studies, and,
if they*wish, to accelerate their college careers.
2.

Student writing has been shown to be a valuable part

of freshman English equivalency testing.

Those objecting

to essay testing have generally cited problems of reliable
grading and high cost.

This project has demonstrated that

5

A new CLEP Subject Examination in Freshman English
has since been released, and it has received some favorable
comment. The new examination should not be confused with
the CLEP General Examination in English Composition, which
has been declared inappropriate by conferences of English
teachers in Califo-rnia, Illinois, Florida, and elsewhere.
A CLEP Subject Examination in English Composition also
exists, but it has be&I described as inappropriate by the
CSUC English Council. It should not be surprising if
confusion results from three CLEP tests in the same area.

10

D

5.

both those objections can be overcome.

The carefully

controlled essay reading conducted June 16-20, 1973, by
seventy-five English professdrs drawn from all nineteen
California State University and College campuses, produced
highly accurate test scores at relatively modest cost.

The high reliability of the essay scoring was a
_result of careful planning.

The essay questions were

composed by a representative and experienced group of
English professors, who carefully worked out agreenlents

on the nature of appropriate questions and on the criteria
to be used in judging the candidates' writing.

The readers

were selected after nomination by department chairmen, and
only regular faculty with a demonstrated active concern
for freshman English were nominated.

The grading session

schedule contained time for frequent discussions-of standards,

using sample papers; the readers were carefully trained to
use common criteria for grading; four independent readings
were given to each examination, and, where significant

differences in evaluation occurred, papers were reread to
reconcile the differences; finally, there were systematic
reviews and cross- checks on individual ratings to ensure

consistency throughout the reading.

The basic argument for essay testing, however, does
riot depend on statistical descriptions of test reliability,
though essay testing can indeed be reliable.

Almost every-,

one will agree that a college student should be able to
write with directness, clarity, and precision; obviously,

6.

anything motivating practice and instruction in writing
serves fundamental educational goals.

The existence of a

valid and reliable test demanding writing, as part of a

freshman English equivalency examination, is likely to
have substantial and positive effects on teaching and

6

learning in the schools as well as in the colleges.
3.

Start-up funding for a similar test in 1974 has been

provided by the Chancellor's Office, which has expressed
the intention of exploring with the California Department
of Finance ways of incorporating equivalency testing
programs into the faculty workload budget.

A preliminary

analysis shows that the credit hours earned cost the State
of California much less than the usualiexpensq fcA.
instruction.

However, no one should assume' that the low cost of

these credits means that the credits were cheaply earned.
It is necessary to set high test standards to make sure
that students who have in fact not'gained college-level
abilities do not receive college credit'; such students
should not be deprived of necessary' educational experiences' -1

by equivalency credit awarded too easily.'

Furthermore, it is

not to be expected that a'very high percentage of students
without a college course should perform as well as
The

students passing a year's-work in college English.
r

6

1973.test has shown that, despite a rigorous test, graded
with high standards, one-third of the test group passed.
In fact, the test group, perhaps because of the $15.00

12
O

7.

test fee,. seemed unusually able and h'ighXy motivated;

thosewhofpassed out-performed (-on,_ the essay test). most
.

of the college students who had successfully _completed:the
college .course and whoSe papers were graded, by. the same
standards.

6

As long as the academic integrity Of the testing

process,is safeguafded by responsible faculty d#ection,
reasonable people can only, applaud the saviegs:thlt
1
,

(equivalency testing offers,to colleges and to the able
and ambit:ous students who succeed.

The California State University and College system

4.

.

\--has attracted nationwide attention for its leadership in
,.

English Equivalency Testing.

The policies and reports of

'the Engi±sh COuncil have been widely reprinted, and the

''financial support of English Council proposals by the
Chancellor's Office has set new pr,ecedents.

The director

of the project has been asked to make major presentations
at major conferences in.New York,.Lousiana, Illinois,

Washingtoh, and Utah; confefences in Texas and Florida

'have accepted and endorsed parts or the whole of the
1..

English Council report; newspapers and educational journals
:.`itave 4eported favorably on the project; and ETS and CEEB

hpie shown an increasing disposition to follow the California
model in the future.

6

The norm sample of college essays'turned out.to be
unrepresentative of the California State University and
Colleges system and could not be used forsettin9 cutting,

1)

8.

Some results will be ha,td or impossible to measure,

'5.
.

.

but are nonetheless,significant%

The existence of the test

is likely to improve the preparation in English that
secondary schools provide to their students; the test
should help strengthen curriculum and encourage attention
to writing, skills.

The existence of the essay grading

session, bringing English professors from all campuses
.together for evaluation of student. writing under special-

'.zed direction, is bound to imp4pve aspects of college
a'

4

gli teaching.
Ensh

Perhaps most important of all, the way

in which equivalency testing shifts responsibility for
learning onto the shoulders of students has large and
positive implications for education as a whole, as any

A

teacher looking at an essentially unmotivated class will
agree.
.

y

Finally, the director of this project wishes to thank
the following,' whose assistance, cooperation, encouragement,
and support helped make the, project a success:.
-

-

,

Members of the California State University and Collegeg"
,

.

English Council, i.e., the department chairmen and freshman
English coordinators, who gave substantial amounts of time
and,energlito the project; and particularly Dr(-Richard Lid,.
California Stdte University, Northridge, who served as co.

.director of the project, helping with all phases of the
.

.

0..

.,

.

.'

a

scores.
But the sample did show that students passing the
test were performing better than many passing college students.

14

C
9.

work and handling with aplomb the tangled prOblem5 of

budget, facilities planningand correspondence.
Members of the California State University and
Collegds Epglish Council committee that worked with the
.

project directors to draw up the questions and grading
criteria for the essay test:

Professor Rex Burbank,

a

California State University, San Jose; Professor Michael
Cartwright, California State College, Bakersfield;
Professor Will Crockett, California State University, San
Jose; State University Dean Gerhard Friedrich; Professor

Eileen Lothamar, California State University, Long Beach;
'Professor Bill Leary, California State University, Los
Angeles..

Members of the Chancellor's staff, particularly Dr.
David Provost, State University Dean, New Program Development,
Dr. Jack Smart, Deputy Dean and Dr. David Leveille,

Associate Dean in the same office; Dr. Gerhard'Friedrich,
State University Dean, Academic and ResOurce Planning;

Dr. Robert Bess, Director, Academic Projects; Dr. Leon
Thomas, Associate Dean, Institutional Research; and Mr.
Charles Davis, Public Affairs Associate.

Test.Officers on the nineteen California State
1

University and College campuses, who undertook unusual
responsibilities for this program, particularly Dr. William
'Abbott and Dr. Richard Cantey at California State
4

University, Long Beach, who coordinated communications with
the' other test officers and assisted the program in many ways.

_15

10.

The staff of the Educational Testing Service,

particularly Dr. William Cowell, from the Princeton
office, whose statistical assistance was invaluable;
Mr. Alan Seder, froin the Berkeley office, whose experience

and tact were equally invaluable; Dr. Richard Harsh, from'
the Los Angeles Office; Dr. Albert Serling, Program
Director for the College-Level Examination Program in
Princeton, and his assistant Ms. Betsy Barlow.

O

IC

.a,-
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1973 ENGLISH EQUIVALENCY EXAMINATION FACT SHEET
Test Date:

May 12, 1973

Test,Used:

CLEP Subject Examination, Analysis
and Interpretation of Literature
(90-minutes) in combination with
Two 45-minute essay questions
prepai.ed by_CSUC English faculty
(-90- minutes)

Number of Candidates:
'Number Passed:

Percentage Passed:,
,Number of Credit, Hours Earne

4,071
1,362
33,5%
8,172

Scoring Data:
Minimum .Passing Scores:

Objective Part:

45(QLEP scale)(achieved by 60.3%)

Essay Part:

11 (out of a possible 24 points;
equivalent to 48 on the,CLEP
scale.)(adhieved by 53.5%)

Combined Score:

100 (49 objective + 51 essay, each
on the CLEP scale.)(42.6%
achieved 49 or better on the
objective test, and 40.3%
achieved 51 or better on the
essay test.) (153 students
achieved a combined score of
100 or more but did not pass'
because.they did not achieve ai
minimum,pass on one of the parts.

Mean, Median, Mode,
Standard Deviation:
Objective Part:
Mean:

47.448

Mode:

43.0

Median:

47.149

12.'

8.854

Standard Deviation:I
Essay Part:
Mean:

47.916

Mode:

48.0

Median:

47.662

8.402.

Standard Deviation:
Combined Score:
Mean:

95.363

Mode:

91.0

Median:

94.485

Standard Deviation:

"14.869

Essay Reading:

Number of Readers:

Number of Colleges
Represented:
.Grading Scale:

4

Kellogg-West Conference Center,
June 16-20, 1973*
\

75

All 19 CSUC campuses
6-point

Number of Readings per
Test:

4.(2 independent readings for
each questibn; additional
readingS to reconcile
discrepant grades)

Total Essay Readings:

Approximately fo,000

Weighting and Scaling:

The essay score was converted by the
equipercentile method to the CLEP
scale (20-80), and the scores on
both parts of the examination were
added. Each part received equal
weight.

Statistical Data,:

Correlation' between CSUC
Essay and CLEP Objective
Tests:

.4777

13.

Reliability:
CLEP Test:

.88

Essay Test:

.7183

Composite Score:

.88 t .05

± .1802

Student Profile:

Test Population:
Female:

2,354, 97.1% age 19 or under

Male:

1,702, 97.1% age 19 or under

Pass Rate:
Female:

40.1%

Male:

24.3%

Budget Data:

Allotted bY State of
California (from New
Program Development
Funds) :

$64,003.00

Test Fees-at $15.00
per Student:

$61,065.00

Estimated Overhead and
Miscellaneous.Costs
Contributed by
Institutions:
CSU Northridge:

$ 2,000.00

CSC San Bernardino:

$ 7,715.00

CLEP:

$28,000.00

Cost to State of
California per Credit
Hour Earned.:

9.00 (approximately)

14.

ADMINISTRATION OF THE PILOT PROJECT
A. Personnel
1.

Project Directors.

The October 26, 1972 California

State University and Colleges English Council meeting
concluded with the appointment of Professor Edward M.
White, Chairman, Department of English, California
State College, San Bernardino, as Director of the Test
Program for the English-Council.

The council also

appointed ,Professor Richard Lid, then Chairman, Department
t
of English, California State University, Northridge, as

assistant to the Director of the project.

As the project

developed, Professors White and Lid became co-directors,

andProfessor Lid assumed responsibilities in the area of

budgetfacilities planning, and correspondence.

Since

it proved mare flexible,to have the program budget
established at the Northridge campus, Professor Lid also
assumed supervision over the project secretarial staff and
the disbursement of funds.

Professor White remained

responsible for overall project dire6tion, development of
the test and test grading procedures, and relations with
tfre English Council, the Chancellor's Office, and the

Educational Testing Service.

It proved to be a very

useful division of labor for routine matters; however, on
all important decisions, the project directors agreed and
worked together.

020

15.

2.

A series of

Coordinator of Test Administration.

additional appointments were made as the project progressed
and as the need for them became apparent.
/

In January,

it became clear that the administration of the test itself
would reqUire a substantial amount of time, training, and
personal contact.

Dr. William Abbott, Test Officer, Cal-

ifornia State University, Long Beach, agreed to act as coordinator of test administration, so that the nineteen separate test offices which would be administering the test
on May 12 could have one central location for information
and direction.

Dr. Abbott and his very able assistant, Dr.

Richard ,Cantey, relieved the project directors of an

immense amount of detail work and performed a

valuable

function in the course of the test administration.

Cer-

tainly, any administration of a test on multiple campuses

requires a similar diligent test officer,to coordinate the
activities of the various test administrators.

Among the functions that the test office performed
are the follOwing:

1) assistance in the preparation of

a memo to all test officers (April 1973) providing basic

information on the test program and requesting their
participation; -most particularly. the immediate selection

of test locations on each campus;

follow -up memos were

sent on May 8, 1973 and June 10, 1973;

2)

.10.5

in the preparation of the,test registration

2i

assistance

16.

form, and communication with the various test officers on
proper ways to handle that form; 3) coordination and direction
of all test materials in cooperation with the Educational
Testing Service office in Berkeley; 4) preparation of a
fest manual-for all test officers and proctors, in cooperation with the Educational Testing Service, Princeton;
5) accumulation of information about the administration of
the test for use by the project directors shortly after
the administration; the California State University, Long
Beach Test Office made approximately 200 telephone calls
in connection with the project; 6) assistance in determing
the statistical procedure's to be used in combining scores
and finding cutting scores.
3.

Statistician.

As the test date approached, it

became necessary to make several additional administrative
appointments.

Happily for the project, Dr. William Cowell,

formerly Statistical Analyst

for Advanced Placement, was

made available to the project (at no cost) by the
Educational Testing Service.

Dr. Cowell was datibIy useful

to the project, which he served as Chief Statistician.

His extensive experience with statistics in testing enabled
the project directors to make wise choices on 'some diffi-

cult statistical issues, most particularly the problem
of combining essay and objective test scores and the
problem of establishing fair cutting scores.

In addition,

the fact that Dr. Cowell was not only a participant but
0 n

17.

also an outside-observer helped to give the entire project additional credibility.

It should be pointe4 out

that Dr. Cowell always functioned as an advisor to the
project directors and to the State University Test Officers
with whom the responsibilities for making decisions always
rested.
4.

Essay Question Leaders.

As the essay test began to

be developed, it became clear that question leaders for
each of the two essay questions would be essential, if
the questions were to be created and graded according to
the best available procedures.

After considerable

consultation, both within and outside the State of
California, the following two appointments were made:
1) Dr. Rex Burbank, Professor of English, California
State Univetsity, San Jose; 2) Dr. Gerhard Friedrich-,

State University Dean, Academic and Resource Planning.
'Each of these professors of English has had over a

decade of experiencesparticipating in controlled essay
readings run by the Advanced Placement Program.

The

professional competence and experience of the two
question leaders were critically important to the success
of the test program.

Their responsibilities were:

1) participate in the development of

e two essay

questions; 2) evaluate the results of the.pre-test of
these essa' questions and' report to the, project 'directors

with sugg stions for revision; 3) assist in the selection
of, table

eaders,and essay readers; 4) develop statements
2 t.)

18.

for graders describing the criteria for grading;

5) select

20 to 30 sample'student essays for discussion by the

graders during the course of the reading and direct these
discussions; 6) maintain supervisory control over the five
table leaders and '30 to 35 essay readers in each question

room during the reading of the essays; 7) consult with the
project directors during the reading on the schedule and
overall administration of the reading;, 8) :participate in

the decisions on cutting, scores; 9) prepare a final

report on their responsibilities during the reading,
particularly with regard to the kinds.of distinctions that
Were made among the essays written by the students.
5.

Aides.

Finally, as the date'of the essay reading in

June approached, it became necessary to appoint a staff to
insure that the test papers and other supplies were moved
Accordingly, a

according to plan from reader to reader.

staff of 15 to 20 student assistants was selected for our
use by Dr. James Ware; Chairman, Department of, English,

California State Polytechnic University, Pomona,

two

chief aides were selected to supervise the studer(t aides

in their duties in the two question rooms and els'ewhere
during the reading.

The chief aides were Ms. Linda Snyder,

English Department secretary, California State College,
San Bernardino, and Ms. Mary Reynolds,' an English depart:

ment secretary, California State University, Northridge.
Ms. Reynolds also doubled as project secretary before,

during and after the reading, a second and fulltime

2'4 -,
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job in itself.

(It would have been preferable to have

the project secretary remain in charge of secretarial
duties during the reading, and have a.separate person
acting as chief aide in charge of the student aides
during the reading.)

At the inception of the project, the project directors
were insufficiently aware of the extraordinary complexity
of a large testing program, particularly one that included
the creatialt, administration and grading of an essay test.

Fortunately, however, as the project developed and new
areas of responsibility emerged, it was possible to find
extraordinarly well qualified people who were wining to
assume responsibility for these areas and accomplish the
necessary tasks in these areas with efficiency and
responsibility.

Without their assistance the'project

could not have succeeded.

CertaInly, anyone-undertaking

to direct such a program in the future should be well
aware of the specialized help he will need.
B. Meetings and Decisions

Beginning in October 1972, a series of meetings and

conferences, sometimes as often as twice weekly, began.
among the project directors sand a group of consultants.

Out of these meetings a series of decisions emerged
which refined and developed the ideas contained in the

English Council report of October 1970See Appendix).
/'

The personnel and location of these meetings changed
according to the agenda, but the following consultants
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made themselves available for meetings at,which their
special expertise would be useful:
From the Chancellor's Office:

Dr. Davicl, Provost, State

University Dean, New Program Development and Evaluation; Dr.
John Smart, Deputy Dean, New Program Development and Eval-

uation; Dr. David Leveille, AssociateDean, New Program
Development and Evaluation; Dr. Robert Bess, Director,

Academic Projects; Dr. Gerhard Friedrich, State University
Dean, Academic and Resource Planning; Mr: Charles Davis,
Public Affairs Associate, Public Affairs.
From the Educational Testing Service:

Dr. Albert

Serling, Program Director, College-Level Examination Pro,

gram; Dr. Alan Seder, Program Coordinator, Berkeley; Dr.
Richard Harsh, Director of the Los Angeles office; Dr.
William Cowell.
The project directors were always 1A:6sent, reptegtent=

ing the English departmehts;, as the essay test bgan to

bed

opdd Drs. FriedriCh and Burbank, along with other

expe fenced English depattment representatives from the
various campuses, attended several meetings.

In addition,

the project director was invited to spend several days at
the Educational Testing Servixe,office in Princeton, New
Jersey tc consult with the various offices and personnel
who have been planning and administering controlled essay
readingS for the Advanced P1Sement program for many dears ".

While some of the decisions that emerged from these
advisory meetings may have

appropriate only for, this

.
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particular testing program, it is likely that the issues
and the way they were resolved will be useful as a rgference for similar programs in various, other states and

under various other conditions.

Thus, a summary of pro-

blems and decisions follows:
1.'

Single -Closed Administration.

Since we were to give

an essay test and to publicize the test very widely, itl

was necessary for seeurity,of the test to administer the
test only once.

Thug;, we could not use the "open" College-

.

Level Examination Program centers in the state for OUT
purposes, since they offer tests monthly

we. needed to

establish ohe closed administration of the test.

We thils.

decided to offer the test on each of the nineteen campuses

of the California State University and Collegesyitem on May.12.
This decision worked out very well.

We were able to'mdin-

`tain complete bontrol ever all processes of the test admin-

istration and insure that test materials, including over
4;000 essay examinations, arrived at the p oiler place at

the proper time to be prepared for thevgrading session.
;There were a few complaints from studentp who could not
take the test the one day it, was offered, but the many advantages of, a single closed administration of this sort of
7

test'became apparent very quickly.

Our conclusion was that

under similar circumstances a single closed administration
is'by far the best way to proceed.
2.

Location.

Since the California State University and

College system was sponsoring this particular test, we

1

O
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decided that the test centers should be ateach of the
nineteen campuses in the system rather than at various
CLEPcenters around the state. This decision .worked very
well also. The test was clearly and publicly a California
.;

State University and Colleges test, not an ETS operation,
and the test program redounded to the credit of the Cal7ifornia State University, and Colleges system. In addition,

,we'needed to deal only with CaliforniaState University
and'Colleges test officers, instead of the variety, of

personnel who are directing CLEP centers in various locations around the state. A few difficulties did arise:

at

the Pomona cMpus, there, was a conflict with a large
campus, activity, and only with some difficulty were

ities found fOr the test. On a few other campuses there
was
.
.

7

an uncpmfortable moment or two, as enrollments for the testbegan to accumulate anib facilities were limited. We*did

-

make plans to re-direct students, in case some campus
facilities were over-taxed, but in no case did it become
rrnecessary. The test officers o ,eash -campus were coopera-

tive and wholly competent to araiffge for the machinery of
test taking at each of their_ locations.
3.

Day of Test.

We had originally thought that aThurs-

day migbt be more appropriate than a Saturday,since some
students may have religious objections to being tested on
Saturday, or be otherwise unavailable on a weekend. These
reasons were counterbalanced by a possible shortage of
seats available for testing on a Thursday,when classes are

1;
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in session, and by the need for high school students to

obtain special permission to take a test,at college on a
school day. We decided therefore to offer the test on a
Saturday, and that decision appears to have been wise. We
heard no ,complaints whatsoever from students on religiods

grounds, and the test officers found themselves much more
able to deal with problems of administfation on a Saturday.
Date of. Test.

4.

After careful consultation-with repre-

sentatives from the Educational'Testing Service, the test
date selected was Saturday, MAy 12, 1973. It was necessary

to check,carefully to avoid conflicts with other examinations the same students might wish to take. We were park

ticularly careful to avoid conflict with Advanced Placement, since we suspected there would be students desiring
to take both of these tests.
Time of,'D y.

5.

After considerable discussion, it was

decided to offer the examination froM'10:00-12:00 *noon
and from 1:30-3:30 p.m. 'There was some opinion that the
test should be.ogiven in one block of time, say from 9:0012:30 p.m.. Such an arrangement may well have been more

convenient for some students and proctors, but we decided
on the later starting time in order to.helP A.students who
would have'to travel long distances; and we decided to
...

break far 1whobetween the objective and essay tests, so
v'.

t,

) that students would be refreshed and thus ready to write
.
,

.

,..

better ,essays. (The test'

were instructed to pay

.

proctors on the basis of a single test session, even though

.

r
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it was divided by a lifnch break, which resolved one diffi-

cult problem in-payment of proctors.) On the whole this decision proved to be successful, but there were problems.
Some. students showed up for one session or the other, in-

stead of for both, though that may in part have been
attributable to an unfortunate typographical error which
appeared at one point in the registration form. A future

administration should make clear thaeattendance at both
parts of the examination is required in order for the examination to be considered. At least one campus took advantage
of the lunch -break to show some hospitality to the students
on campus, offering them free soft drinksjto go with' their

bag lunches. An enterprising campus, seeking to recruit
unusually:able students, could dell offer the students
additional hospitality. It is, of course, impossible to
say how much the break between sections influenced the
overall quality of the.essay test, which was very high.
6.

Proctors.

Each of the nineteen test offices desig-;

mated a person to act as chief proctor on that campus and
the chief proctor appointed sufficient assistant proctors
to administer the examination in accordance with normal
ETS procedures. The coordination and direction of these
personnel were carried out efficiently through the California
State University Long Beach'test office.
7.

Payment of Proctors.

Honoraria were paid to. the

California State University and Colleges institutions by
CLEP according to its regular honoraria schedule. These
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fees were part of the $15 test.fee paid by each student and
proved adequate to support the expenses of administering
the entire examination. ETS would have been willing to
send a single check for proctoring to the direct9rs of the
program, who would then pay the various test offices. But
this idea was rejected as unnecessarily complicated. Each
test office submitted to ETS its roster of students taking
the test, and ETS sent checks to the individual test offices
on each campus.'Though there was some small delay In receive

ing payment, the test offices found this arrangement satisfactory.

Movement of Test Materials.

This very complicated

matter was handled with great efficiency through the ETS
office in Berkeley, under the direction of Alan Seder of
that'office. All test materials were received in the Berkeley office in ample time so that they could be sent from
Berkeley toethe test centers 10 days before the administration of the test. By.that time each test office knew the
number of registrants hnd had reported that information to
the test office at California.State University,Long Beach;
also by that time the essay questions had been printed and
sent to Berkeley from Northridge, and the .special test man-

ual had been printed and delivered. Mr. Seder included an
overage of 1.5 percent to accomodate Pate registrants, and

all materials were received by the,test centers in ample
4,

time. At the conclusion of the test, the essay examinations

were mailed to Northridge by each test center; the objec-

3s
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tive

tests, answer sheets, and all other materials were re-

turned to Princeton., There were no mix-ups in the delivery, of

material, and the otily difficulty was the late mailing to
.

.

Princeton from several of the test officers, which failed to
get the, materials in the mail, in some cases, until Wednes-

day or Thursday of the week after the test. Nonetheless, all
answer sheets were handled by the Princeton ETS computer
according to schedule, and the objective score report was in

the handsof the administrators of the program in time for
the essay reading.
9.

Closing Date and Late Registration.

The announced

closing date, by which time all registration forms were to
be in the hands of test officers, was April 27, two full weeks
before the test date: The test officers did, however, accept
registrations up to within a few days of the test at theirs
discEetion. The established closing date worked very well
to provide us, with the necessary information about the amount

of test materials to have available at each test center.

There were few enough late registrants so that they caused
no particular problem, and we received no complaints from
test officers about this procedure,
`t".

10.

Test Manual.

The original plan to adapt a CLEP,test

manual, with a small supplement of our own, became impractical as we'discovered the many differences between our test
and usual CLEP procedures. It was thus decided to prepare
a test manual specifically for our test administration. With
the advice and cooperation of Alan Seder, in Berkeley, and
C.
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Ms. Betsy,Barlow,

Princeton, who bore particular re-

sponsibility for the preparation of the test manual, this
manual was prepared, approved, and printed in time to,b,e
Dr.

delivered to the test centers with the test materials.
Richard Cantey, of the California State University, Long
Beach

,

test office, took particular responsibility for over-

seeing production of this manual.

The preparation of a test

manual should be Considered as one of the speCial responsibilities of the coordinator of test administration;

and

it would be well to prepare this manual well in advance, so
thgt the condition of urgency which prevailed duringithe
last few days of production in 1973 need not occur.
11.

Test Form. Dr. Albert Serling, Program Director for

'CLEP, gave instructions that the particular forM of the CLEP

Subject Examination, Analysis and Interpretation of Literature,

which would be used in the May 12 test program, not be offered
in the state of California through the regular CLEP-test
'centers.

This was,a wise precautionary move to insure the

security of the test program.
12.

Registration Form.

We could not use the standard CLEP

Registration-Information form, since it asked for information
of no use to us, and failed to provide the necessary information-for students taking the examination.

The produc-

tion of a new registration form absorbed a considerable porc

tion of the energies of the test administrators, and became
the major vehicle, of information about the test throughout
the state.

Since the form needed to be printed in great

3;
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haste in order for the publicity program to get under way,
it was not possible to use the Office of the State Printer
to prepare the form, and one unfortunate typographical error
did appear in the final printed copy.

Nonetheless,, an

excellent printing job was done by the Franklin Press in San
Bernardino, and almost -60;000 copies of the form were dis-

tributed throughout the state.

A repeat of the testing pro-.

gram needs to insure that the registration form be prepared
well in advance, thoroughly and carefully.
C. The Objective Test
-The 1972 report on equivalency testing presented the

arguments for the use of the particular objective test that
was used in the test administration May 12, 1973, and there
is no need to review those arguments here.

The California

State University and Colleges English CounCil agreed in
October 1972 that the CLEP Subject Examination, Analysis and
Interpretation of Literature, was the most appropriate objectiVe test available at that time for freshman Eng,lish equivalency.
test:

This test is basically a good reading

it contains approximately 100 multiple choice ques-

tions, all of them based on passages supplied in the test.

The passages are selected so that no previous experience with
them or knowledge of their background is required to answer
the questions, and the passages are taken from 19th and 20th
century American literature and from each of the major periods
of English literature from the Renaissance to the present.

The results of the test show that this objective test was
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appropriate for the test group, and served, effectively to

make distinctions between those with college-level skills
in reading literature and those without such skills. At the
same time the correlation coefficient between the objective
and the essay test (.477) shows that a substantial portion
of what was tested in the objective test was not tested by
the essay portion. Further evidence of the validity of the
objectiiie test appears.when we notice that each essay ques-

tion correlated more highly with the objective test than with
the other portion'of the essay test.

There can be no question about the use of objective
testing in large scale English equivalency tests; an objective test is essential. This p'articular objective test

worked very well and may be worth using again for that very
reason. The major objection to the use of this test relates
to the nature of the freshman English course itself. In
many cases, essay writing in freshman English uses literature as its subject. In the Ma9, 1973, Lest, since

half

of the total examination, the 90-minute'objective test, was
a test on the reading of literature, it was felt necessary
that essays be written on non-literary topics. If a good
objective writing test that would not be based upon an
ability. to read literature were-to be used, it would then
be possible to give any essay test on literature; such an

essay test would strike many English professors as still
more valid than the One given in 1973.
A(new objective CLEP Subject Examination in,freshman..
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English is now available.' If this new test is used.for the
1974 examination, it would make it possible for the essay
test, in 1974, to -be about literature.

The statistics avail-

able from ETS on this new test indicate that it accurately
reflects achievement in freshman English courses in a wide
variety of institutions, including several in the California
State University and Colleges system.

But the administrators

of the 1974 test will need to decide whether a new objective
test, which allows them to use an essay test on literature,
is worth using, when the available statistics from 1973 show
that the CLEP Subject Examination, Analysis and Interpretation
of Literature, accurately mepsures important aspects of
freshman English skills.

Meanwhile the Advanced Placement Program has shown considerable intefest in the California State University and
Colleges English Equivalency Test, and the College Entrance
Examination Board is considering possible revisions in the
-structure" of its several college equivalency programs.

Certainly, the administrators of the 1974 examination
need to consider all available instruments before a decision
is made about which objective test to use.
D.

The Essay Test

1.

Format.

It was dedIded that the essay examination would-

be 99-minutes long and be weighted equally with the 90 Minutes
of objective testing.

There vas considerable discussion of

weighting the results differently, but there were as many
"arguments for weighting the essay more heavily than the

objective test, as there were for weighting the objective

3 t,
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test more heavily than the essay.

It was finally the,con-

sensus of all those involved that the tests should be of
the same length and should receive equal weight.

Various'

ways of distributing the 90 minutes of essay testing time
were discussed, and at first it was proposed that three
30-minute essays be used, each essay to receive one reading.
After further consideration and discussion, it was decided

to'give the students longer time to reply to two different
questions, and, thus, to require two 45-minute questions.
If each of the two questions received two independent read-ings, it seemed apparent that the ,reliability of reading

would be increased and that a more fair score would be ob.tained.
,.

Thus,,t1he test was made up of two 45-minute ques-

tions, each testing different kindsof skills.

It was,also

decided that the time limitation would be enforced ao that
graders would be evaluating comparable effort; .after 45

minutes, question one would be collected and question two
distributed.
2.

Creation of the Essay Test.

Early in the planning the,

decisi9tn was made to create our own essay test, and not use

the liteEary topics prOvided with the CLEP Subject Examination, Analysis and interpretation of Literature.

Since

90 minutes of objective testing were on literature, .and since

most freshMan English courses in fact require writing on
many subjects besides literature, it seemed f4fto provide

non-literary topics for the essay test.

Once the decision was

,
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made to create our own essay test, it was necessary to
decide precisely.what kinds of-skills we were seeking to
test, so that we could examine those 'skills.

This task

was accomplished by a committee that met for a full day
with the project directors and the question leaders. (See
Chapter 1, page 9 for the members of that committee.)
After prolonged discussion, the committee decided to
test on the first question the student's ability to describe an object from persofl4i experience and his capacity

to move from description to abstraction.

The second ques-

x,

tion would ask for a response to two short passages, and
demand the ability to respond incisively to others' ideas:
The assumption was that essays emerging from personal experience call for quite'different kinds of writing ,skills
than essays comparing and contriasting quotations; both kinds

of questions are common in freshman English courses. (This
assumption was born out by the results; the correlation
of question 1 to question 2 was only .3681.

This relative-

ly low correlation, despite the very high reliability coefficient of 'readers for the same question, supports the

sophisticatibn of the essay reading, which clearly did
not'give a high priority to elementary Matters such as
spelling, which may be presumed to be constant on both
n

essays.)
3.

Grading System.

After considerable, discussion of the

various grading scales that have been'used in 'the past,,

it was decided that grading would proceed_on a 6-point'
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scale, ranging from 1 (lowest) to 6 (highest). The 6scale was chosen because it Liberated readers froM
conventional A, B, C, D, and F grading pattern, and, hence,
would make.them more,likelv to abide by group standards,
and because the 6-poirit'scale contains no middle score.`'

The graders are_forced to decide between a paper that is

in the top half (4,5,6) andthus, a passing one, or in the
bottom half (1,2,3) and, thus, failing. The 6-pdint scale
9

is really a pass/fail scale, and the basic decision is
between a,middle pass (5) and a middle fail (2); since
an equivalency -test renders a pass/fail decision, the 6-

point scale was more appropriate than any scale that contained a middle score. At the same time, simpler versions
of the pass/fail (a 2- or 4-point scale) seemed to allow
insufficient scope for ,student variation. The results of
the use of the 6 -point scdle were very satisfactory, and

we recommend that such a scale be used for such tests in
the future. When the four grades were added, the lowest
possible score,for a paper that respoOed toboth ques.

was a 24. The results

tions'was a ,four, and the

of thisIscale are set out in considerable detail below.

All tt need be said here is that the 6-point scale worked very well for the purposes of 'this examination and

y alloWed us to make the distinctions that were needed with
confidence.
4.

Question 1.

The following question was distributed

to all students:
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"Many obsevers of Sour society claim that modern man, immersed in materialism, is 'owned by his objects.' Yet many
of us have Objects that we treasure not just for their material value but foi a variety of other reasons.rAsgignment:
Describe one or rn,.3,:re objects which ace''important to yoU.

Exp ain what values they represent and comment on those
value

"

The following directions for Scoring were distributed to
all readers engaged in the grading of question 1:

"The student should be rewarded for what he does well in
response to the question. Here the student is asked to
describe one or more objects important to him. He is further
asked to explain what values they represent and to comment
on those values. He is told to think about the question and
to plan his response.

"Note that the question does not demand that the object or
objects be unusual ones.

"Essays which misinterpret 'objects' as 'objectives,' and
which deal mainly with generalized abstractions (life,,

God), should be read sympathetically, but they should or-'
dinarily ,not receive above 2, since,the'yfail to under-

stand and properly respond to the questi:5.
"Possible' Scores:

6 .A superior response will riot just name one'or more

object but describe-them in some detail, and it will
not just identify the values represented but - explain
and comment on them, their nature and their source.
.16

A superior paper Will be literate and orderly.
5-4

These scores will be useful for a well-handled paper

-

whichis deficient in one or two characteristics of
,

the superior response, i.e. in description'of the
object or objects and in explanation of the values
represented, but which is otherwise competently written:

4
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3-2

These scores will be useful for the following kinds
of papers:
%
--those in which only one part,,,of the two-p art question

is addressed;
- -those in,which the representativenes8 of specific'

objects is ignored;

--those which treat the subject in superficial or

..'

stereotyped fashion;

d

--those in which' the writing exhibits several weak-

othaNrespect4.
nesses, in wording and
,.."
.1

This score is to be used for papers which a.re lacking in focus and substance, depart from the aisfgned
t4pic: and/or.exhibit serious writirjg faults.

Non-response papers and papers which do-not.fall into
the foregoing categories, extensively. argue with the
question, or are otherwise idiosyncratic, should
immediately be brought to the attention of the table.
reader and the,iquestion leader."

The following report was prepared by0Dean Gerhard Friedrich,
ef

question leader for the first questiOn:
SUMMARY REPORT ON QUESTION #1

For the first, experimental administration of,a systemwide,equivalenby test in Freshman English,it was decided
to employ a. ninety - minute composition portion consisting

of two distinct writing tasks. The first essay question
would be relativ.ely open-ended, permitting the candidate.
to start writing without any "hang-ups"; the second essay
questibn would be more structured, requiring the candidate
to "deal With a given subject.

A planning committee called by the co- directors considered'a variety of test questions. Two were eventually selected
for careful rewriting;' pretesting, and further refinement.
.A special effort was made to assure that the phrasing of
'the questions would be absolutely clear, with the practices
of the Advanced Placement English examination as a guide.
Pretest responses from students in comparable California
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State University and Colleges classes were reviewed to
determine the actual/suitability of the proposed essay
questions and particularly 4e wording of the instructions.
The entire composition portionlwas:then*administered to a
larger sample of California State University and Colleges
students;. hopefully for norming.surposes.

ce

After the candidates' essay,booklets had been received
from the test centers, the two questioh leaders read a
large number of responses from all the test centers and
selectee sample essaysillusrating the range of performances to be identified, from excellent to incompetent.
It was - decided to employ a 6-point scale, -with scores of
6, 5 and 4,indicating degrees, .of creditable performance,
and scores of 3, 2 and 1 degrees-of deficiencies in terms

of college-level composition. Both,question leaders participated, immediately, before the reading-of the English
Equivalency Test at Kellogg-West, in the Advanced Placement English reading at Rider College, and spent considerCole time in drawing up "rubrics," i.e. guidelines or
criteria for-Scoring essay responses, in accordance with
Advanced Placement models. Copies of the final version of
Question #1 and of-the instructions to readers of Question
#1 responses are attached for reference.
All readers of the candidates' compositions were drawn
.from among the English faculties of the nineteen campuses
in The California' State University and Colleges. Readers
were ,divided into groups of six or seven, each with an
experienced table leader. The table leaders for each
question were brought together in a pre-reading session to
harmonize gading st-andards,on the basis of a representative sampleW papers previously selected. Subsequently,,
together win'their question leader', they similarly instrUcted their respective readers. Consistency of standards
was further ensured by having the table. leaders regularly
double -check scores assigned by readers; readers were'also,
encouraged to confer with their table leaders on any
scorinb problems. Question leaders in turn double-checked
the scores assigned by table leaders, and from time to
time throughout,the reading polled the entire group on
additiOnal sample papers. In this way, a workable consensus was rather easily achieved and maintained. In the
relatively fewiinstances in which the scores assigned'to a
Question #1'esay.were at least two' points apart, the essay
received a thirtd reading, -ffollowed by discussion and appro-

priateAjustments.
It should .be ne?ted thattthe reading of Question #1 essays
was both fair-mindedlyrespbnsible and very efficient..
Readers took the task of assigning appropriate scores
seriously and managed to read mor&essays per day than
had been anticipated. The candidates! compositional abilities
A rre
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covered,an amazingly wide range, from brilliant to illiterate, and in most instances the readers of the same composition assigned identical scores. Moreover, in many instances
a candidate performed at the same level in response to
both essay qUestions.Howeve±, there werealso striking
exceptions, when no, correlation was apparent between a
candidate's responses to the two essay questions, nor between the essay portion and the performance on the objective
test.
:(1

Attached are examples of candidates' responses to Question
#1, illustrating the Variety of objects chosen as well as
the scored levels of performance.
Gerhard Friedrich
June 30, 1973

The following student responses to, Question #1 were sample
papers used during the ,readrng.to illustrate the grades on
the 6-point scale:

SCORE OF ONE

/

/

"I am going to write on some object which are pretty important to me. The first would be my religon because I think
I should put my faith in something other than 'man', and/
worldly goods.'I also believe that I as a person have that
right to look foiward to something bigger and better in life,
I an live life better day bylay. This is important because
I'm a person.who doesn't like to haVe things cramed down
any throat then-expected to- digest it easily. I feel I haves
the right to choose who and ==mhat I believe in, without someone handing me 2 alternatives to chose from. I want to
choose freely on my Own will and judgement. I feel that I
am old enough to choose and have 'free choice'. Another
object or value which is important to me is my 'Freedom'.
I like to do' what I like, go where I want, see what I want,
to a point where I,do not interfer with another persons
'Freedoms.' My whole life is based on what I can do for me
and other people. Without this freedom I could not serve,
to the best of my ability my fellow man. I couldnit put
forth 100% because I would be restricted to do only certain
things. Therefore, without my religonsand freedom to do 0
what-I want I should have never have been born and with. out
these two basics ,of life I do not see how any man oan live.
'So I have told you two*of my basic values, again they are
'Freedom-to choose my own religon' and basic Freedom to live
an everyday life."

4

SCORE OF TWO,

-"Heat, exhaust, fumes, burning rubber and smoke are all
caused by a remarkable invention that. has spured our society
into being one of the most materialistic in this modern age.
Our society today depends on the cat for transportation, We
overlook the bad side of this invention for all the wonderful things the car has done for.us.
No longer are people confined to one small region for
their entire lives. Trips to the coast or, to a distant city
for a day are not unheard of now. It has actually broadened
our horizons for we can meet new people, go new places.
People we haven't seen in along time are in easy reach.
Working days are shortened with the use of the, car. Instead of walking many miles to work, it provides fast and
easy transportation on highways.
Status is related to owning a car. Some people seem
to feel that "the bigger a car is, the better it is. Socioeconomic status is based on the number of high value materialistic things we own. Having four or five cars in a family
tends to raise a family's status.
Cars come in all shapes and sizes. Big orsmall we can
find one that fits the needs of everybody. Compact, economy
and luxary cars are priced to fit people with even low income budgets as well as high.
There is a limit that people using cars must draw. Excessive use of a car can damage our enviornment. Takingsa
car into high mountain area can damage or even ruin flora
and fauna. Pollution from cars cannot be stopped unless all
cars are banned.
With all the good and bad sides to cars, which way
can, we turn? Cars can be used for destructive purposes as
well as useful, meaningful reasons."

SCORE OF THREE
"Bear-Bear"
',Blue body with a white tummy and round black eyes,,
soon to be loved. This poor little teddy bear went through
so much just for me.
When I came home after my birth, I had 2 sisters and
a strange new friend waiting for me. My sister Monnie Leigh
had a teddy bear placed in my crib. They tell me I actually
giggled when I first saw jyn teddy bear.
Well days went on and after countless washings,'due to
being thrown-up on or thrown into the toilet, my little teddy
bear had seen his last day with those round black eyes. Yes,

.
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my little teddy bear needed some new eyes and blue buttons
seemed perfect. After all, blue eyes match a blue body!
Monnie Leighdecided, one day, that she would4teach
me how to say Teddy Bear. It was a noble effort on her
'part even though all I could repeat was Bear! The Teddy
bear still didn't-have a name.
The next day when I was in the living room, I realized
that my. teddy bear wasn't around. With the terrifying
thought that he might be gbne, my tiny voice piped up with;
'Bear -Bear] Bear-Bear!'

There was no mistaking what I wanted. Now that he had
a name, Bear-Bear would never be more than a helping hand
away.

I never really pondered on why I kept Bear-Bear all
these years. It's simple - I love him and I'll keep him
many more years I imagine. Bear-Bear will always mean love,
security, and friendship. Perhaps. that's by I choose my
friends carefully and value their love so greatly. My
friends have been wonderfully good tome (and vise-versa)
since ,the very first time my giggle said 'Hi, let%s be
friends!'

"

SCORE OF FOUR
"At this .point in life, I don't have many objects
which I value a great deal; The few things I do value have
a-sentimental value rather than a monatery value.
The first objects I value are tFophies I won diving.
They have a very deep sentimental value to me because it was
my rpward for the hours and years I practiced, working for
a g01. When I look at my trophies on the shelf I think of
all the joys.I felt at winning and alsotthe heart break of
losing. I think of the self-control and self-discipline I
gained at going-to practice each day while my friends were
at the beach. This, tight now, is' very important to me.
These trophies have no real monetery value or sentimental
value to anyone but me because only Learned these trophies
'and only I cherish them.
Another object which I value is a ring I recieved from
my grandmother. This ring is also a sentimental object to
me. I recieved it'after she passed away and s6 it is my
rememberance of her. This ring also has monetery value. It
is a gold ring with a small diamdnd in it.dOthers would
value it because of it's worth but my family and I are
the only ones who value it for a sentimental reason.
My next valuable object is my wallet. My value on my
wallet is very sentimental. In it, it contains all my
pictures of friends and experiences which I have gone
through. If someone stole my wallet or'I lost it, I would 4
rather lose my money than some of the pictures inside.
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Maybe this is because I am not overflowing with money at
the moment but right now my pictures come over my money.
My last valuable is a watch I received at Christmas
from my boyfriend. This is very important tome because it
is from him. I have had watches before from my parents
and,they'really didn't have very much sentimental value to
them. But'my watch contains Many memories and I would really
be upset if-I misplaced it. Just like the ring, it is_valuable to others because'bf the. cost but to me it is the
person who it signifies.
These are my most valuable objects and it isn't because of the amount of money they're worth but instead for
the sentimental value of theth. I don't really own anything
excessively expensive so I really don't value many things
for they're, value in money."
.

SCORE OF FIVe
"As I look back on.my life, the' object that I place
the most value 0$1,is the house that I grew up in. For sixteen years I walked through its doors and lived in its rooms::
That house"became a part of me.
Now, almoSt nineteen years old, it stands in a middleclass suburb of Los Angeles. The surrounding streets are
lined with well-kept homes and neatly-trimmed yeards.
Children that I don't know play baseball on the
avenue, and cars that I don't recognize fill the driveways.
My dear house is in an alien world both to me and to it.
My family took pride in that home. We,bought it new,
put in all the landscaping, and made it a beautiful place
to live. In all the years. we lived there, I never once
took its loveliness for granted. I would sit and look at
it and know what a wonderful home we had.
That long avenue was my world. Little playmates
moved in and out of the other houses, but I was the stable
one. I didn't believe we would ever leave our home.
That building saw my first step, heard my first word,
and 'watched me fall off of my first bicycle. It stood by
when I was sick,and was, there for all the happy moments
too. It became more like a person, part of the family.
Leaving it all alone for new people to run about in
am?
was next to impossible. Is it as lonely as
Our new house is bigger and more modern than that
one was. Still, this makes no difference. It will never
be' home."

a
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SCORE OF SIX

"We have in our living room a music box, which for
three generations has given pleasure to the eyes and ears
of my family. It stands about a foot high and measures
about two feet in length and width. Excep for a spray of
.(: unadorned. Inflowers carved on its face, the outside i
side, pasted to the lid, is a turn-of-the-century lithograph of a pair of plump cherubs. There is a_set of tin
records, perforated here and there, that goes with the
music box. It is run by winding it up and releasing the
spring. Its tunes are dated; 'My Gal Is A High-Born Lady'
and 'I Guess.I'll Telegraph My Baby', haven't been'ampng
the top ten for quite a while, but this does nothing to
lessen the enjoyment they give.
My grandfather was the first to own the, music box.
He traded a horse.for it and presented the music bok to
my grandmother as a gift. They had been married for only
six months. At first it was a very big deal. A music box
in a Nebraskan farming town can cause quite a commotion,
but as time went by and the popularity of 'victrolas'
grew, thle music box passed into oblivion.
Ignored and dusty was the way my. father discovered'it
in the c'llar. He cleaned it up and got it running and
showed it off patronizingly to his friends as a relic
from his parent's youth. It was played at parties as a
novelty, but again it lost out against the incoming rage:
the radio. So back into the cellar went'the music box
to await rediscovery one more time.
This time it was my sister and I who resurrected it.
We hauled it out into the light, dusted off its rosewood
sides and listened to the songs first heard what seemed
to us to be eons agd.
My grandparents.grew old, and being practical people,
decided to divide their possessions with their children
.before their death to avoid a tragic scrabble afterwards.
To my father went the music box, and he carefully brought
it to our home and revived it one more time.
Now, despite its years, it keeps on playing its old
familiar songs. I love the old. music box. It can never be
associated with a price tag. My grandfather acquired it
with an honest trade and it has been handed down through
the years. The music box symbolizes my grandfather's 'ove
for my grandmother, my father's years at home, my sister
and I exploring in the dark cellar and countless fine
memories. I loVe it for its beauty, the rich, soft red
of the rosewood, the way it gleams in the sun. I love the
whirr of the motor and vigorously cranking the handle.
love the corny. song titles and running my fingers over
the rough surface of the records. And although its value
is largely sentimental, its worth stems from the fact that
is has survived many,years with grace and beauty; something,
very few people can claim."
.
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Question 2.

The following question was distributed to

all students:

'Get what you can, and what you

"A Founding Father said:

get hold;

'Tis the Stone that will turn
all your Lead#1 into Gold.'

A contemporary writer said:
.Assignment:

'If it feels goti,

o it.'

What do these two statements say? Explain how
they are alike and how they are different."

The following directions for scoring were distributed to all
readers engaged in the grading of Question 2:

"6-POINT SCALE
C

Key to Scoring English Equivalency Essay E*4amination.

The student is asked to write an essay in which he explains what the two statements mean, and how they are alike
and how they differ. He should be.rewarded for what,he does
weli in his response to the assignment. Papers should' be scored
for their overall quality.

.An extremely well-written response may be scored a point

higher than it would be scored on the basis of content alone.
A poorly written response may be scored a point lower:
Spelling errors should not ordinarily be counted against
the score.

POSSIBLE SCORES:
6

A superior response will be a well-organized essay that
does the.three things asked for in the assignment. It will
explain the meanings of both quotations and compare and con.

4

trast them; it may explain the meanings by means of comparison
and contrast, or it may -explain the meanings and compare and
contrast them. The ,best essays will note that while the quoc

tations share a concern for self rather than others, the
first emphasizes results or(onsequences and acquisition of

achievement, while the second emphasiies gratification without

regard for consequences. The best essays may well mention the
figurative meanings in the first quotation or see an objectivesubjective .distinction between them. An essay getting a six-

score will show a high degree of competence generally] though
0
'it may'have minor imperfections. It will support generalizations

with appropriate details or examples.,
5-4

These scores will apply to responses that concentrate more

on one quotation than on the other, or that deal with both subjects somewhat less thoroughly than the essays scoring 6. Essays
in this group may have minor errors in writing.

3-2

Papers in this category deal with both quotations but

may:

--be lacking in supporting details or examples, or treat
both quotations superficially;

--give adequate attention to one but too little to the other;
- -fail to see similarities in meaning between the two and to

make distinctions between them;

=-misUnderstand,or misinterpret the meaning of either or both;
- -be primarily critical or argumentative rather than expository;

.

--have serious faults in writing;
- -drift away from the topics or reveal considerable irrele,:,

vancy.
1

This score,should be given to any response that is.on the

topic but has no redeeming qualities.

Non-response papers and papers that are completely off the
topic should be given to the table leader."

Ar.
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The following report was prepared by Dr. Rex Burbank,
question leader for Question #2:

SUMMARY REPORT ON QUESTION #2
The two essay questions were devised by subcommittees at our
first meeting in April. Question 2 was designed to suggest an
organizing pr,inciple upon which the examinee could build a 45minute essay. Twoquotations were used, and students were asked,
,first, to explain their meanings and, second, to tell how the
meanings were alike and how they differed. The structure suggested was thus based upon explanation or definition,, comparison,
and contrast.
Having decided upon the question, the subcommittee arranged
with Dr.'Lid to have it pretested by a group of 25 freshman
English students at California State University, Northridge,
under his direction. The subcommittee developed a scoring key
that set forth agreed-upon standards for grading the pretest
samples.

When the pretest4apers came to me several days later, I read
and scored them in accordance with the key and compared the
essay scores with the grades given those freshman students on
the first two essays assigned in their course. There was enough
of a correlation between scores and ,grades to suggest that the
question would generate essays by high school seniors that
could be scared meaningfully on a 6-point scale.
We (DeanyFriedrichj.Dr. Lid, Dr. White and I) met on June 5
in Northridge, and on that day Dean Friedrich and I read in,
excess of 100 test papers, written by students who had taken
the test in May, and selected twenty-five each (he for Question
1, I for Question 2) for samples. The samples were marked and
Xeroxed for use at the reading in Pomona from June 16-20.
During the following week Dean Friedrich and I both attended
the Advanced Placement readings at Rider College, Princeton,
New Jersey, he as an observer and I as a participant. In the
evenings we went over our chosen samples again, analyzed them,
and wrote our scoring keys to reflect the qualities found in
-the test papers. The scoring keys proved, with minor exceptions,
to be both accurate and useful to the readers. A copy of the
scoring key for Question 2 is appended to this report.
On Saturday morning, June 16, Dean Friedrich and I met separately with the table leaders assigned to us. Each of us
was to supervise the reading of'responses by five tables of
readers, who were to convene in the afternoon. I passed out
12 sample responses to my five table leaders, and we went
through each sample, scoring it and discussing the scores in
relation to the test papers in order to arrive at agreement as

it
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to what qualities or weaknesses would be found in responses
at all points on the 6-point scale. By noon, the table leaders
were in close agreement on their grading--their scoring, done
without prior discussion, was within a point of mine in most
cases.

In the afternoon, the readers met with table leaders and repeated the scoring of samples as we had done it in the morning.
Though both the table leaders and the readers were inexperienced
in this type of reading, the 'training session' went well enough
fpr us to begin the actual reading of 'live' test booklets at
4 p.M. We continued the next morning but not until after four
more samples had been read did we resume reading !live' ones.
Always, the readers were told, the goal was uniformity in scorevery student taking_the test, we emphasized, had a right
ing:
to feel that his test was being graded in the same way and by
the same standards as everyone else's Readers were as ed, again,
to sacrifice their own grading policies and standards ill\ ,those
established by the scoring key,and by the group as a whole.
Most readers understood the need to do this and cooperated.
Samples were passed out periodically for the next two days.
Readers scored them and their scores were compared with those
agreed upon by the table leaders and me. The readers were asked
to adjust their scoring in' accordance with the samples. In
addition to sampling, checking was done by having table leaders
gather papers at random from those already read and scored by
readers at their table,'scoring the papers themselves, and recording both their own scores and those of the readers on a
'check sheet.''` The table leaders (who read and scored paperswithout'seeing the scores given by the reader's) brought the
checklist with the test booklets to me, and I then read and
scored them myself without looking-at the scores given by the
table leaders and their' respective readers. Thus I was able
continually to check the scoring of the readers with that of
the table leaders and both against my own. Where trends developed at some tables -- such as the tendency to grade too
high or too low or to settle in the 3-4 range 7- they could be
and were corrected by passing out samples representing the full
range of scores in order to remind the readers again to use th
full scale and get clearly in mind once more the qualities of
papers at each point in the scale. A high degree of agreement
was achieved, and in the vast majority of cases the two readings
of Question 2 were within one point of each other. When there
was a spread of two points a response was read a third time by
an individual in a special group of our best readers chosen for
this task. Papers (and there were remarkable few) with a spread
of 3 points were given two readings by that group. 'Most papers
with a spread of 3 points were radically uneven in quality and
so the discrepancies were understandable. I'm satisfied, however,
that generally the papers were graded with a very high degree
of uniformity, reliability, and validity.
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We didn't expect perfection from even the best of the student
responses, but for a score pf 6 we required that the paper show
a high degree of writing skillin doing what was asked by, the
assignffient. The essay was expected to say something, directly
or indirectly, about the meanings of the quotations and compare'and contrast-them. The best papers were expected to demonstrate the ability to build on the implied organization with
meaningful details, to develop the general. points the writer
made, and show a high degree of understanding of the quotations...
The best papers, for instance, revealed a consciousness that the
first quotation looked to the future, to consequences or results, while the second emphasized immediate'gratification of
desires or wishes; the first was figurtive and stressed acquisition, the second was literal and suggested personal satisfaction. Students writing the best papers accurately perceived
one 'or more such distinctions..
A paper given a score of 5 fell just short of the 6 essay
in having -minor faults in writing, being slightly less well
developed, or displaying a slightly less acute understanding
one of the quotations; or emphasizing one quotation over
o
the other. A paper giveh a 4 differed only in degree from those
given a 5; it was awarded a 4 rather than a 3 in that, overall,
it suggested competence, despite whatever minor faults it might
have, rather than incompetence.
We asked the readers to decide first of all, as they read,
whether the paper was an upper or a lower half (that is, a
6-5-4 or a 3-2-1)essay, to look at the quality of the paper
as a whole, first, and then to make the necessary distinctions
within those two categories. We asked them to forget the lettergrading they are used to in their own teaching and to remind
themselves that it was essential to use both ends of the scale
as well as the middle; only then could we make relative judgements and 'pertinent distinctions.
Papers given a 3 grade were lacking in details, or gave too
little attention to one of the quotations, or failed to perceive similarities in the quotations, were primarily critical
rather than explanatory, lacked unity, or had serious faults in
writing. A 2 paper, had one or more of these weaknesses in greater
degree than one given a 3. A paper-was to be given a 1 if it
was on the topic but was so badly written that it suggested
illiteracy or clear incompetence. We gave a 0 to off-topic
essays or papers with no response at all. Examples of papers
given scores 1 to 6 are appended to this report, as are the
forms used in the readings."

The following student responses to Question #2 were sample
papers used during the reading to illustrate the grades on the

r'
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6-point scald:

SCORE OF ONE

"Get what you can, and what you get hold; tis the stone
that will turn all your, lead into Gold.,,
This 'statement attributes .to the young, while working
hard in life one may establish a foundation and from this point
molitier this foundation into a future which in later years will
prosper with prospdrity and fortune."

SCORE .0? TWO

"These two' statements are from two widely separated times
the first was spoken in a time when life was short and hard
when most peoples were poor and the wilderness was sometimes
just behound your door.:
The other was writen at a time when just the reverces was
true life' is long-and for the most part easy when most are prospress and to find adventure one. must go looking for it rathir
the 'having it come chasening after you.
As they come from two diffrent ages they represent two
diffrent views of happyness the first is a life time of happiness not only for you but for your kids. The other is a day to
day kind it seems to lack the resposably of the other, it does
net say anything about'the resultes on others the first statement does not say this things either but the implication is
there.** It depends very much on you point of view. Thou in
maney ways that diffure in the end-thay both mean the same to.
be someone ' you must have something only in this way will all
the troubles of you life have meaning and be worth it and all
your lead be turned into Gold."
,

SCORE 'OF THREE

"The practical aspects of human motivations should not be
confused.with immorality. The Founding -Father offered sound
advise. Paraphrased it means: One may attain his realistic
goals by diligently working at one's maximum level. The contemporary author says: One should wear his morals like a suit
of clothes; whatever comfortable is fine, only they Should not
tight under the armpits.
No basis of comparison, I believe, can find common philosophical points between the two statements. I, therefore, find
the question a loaded one. Only if one were to misunderstand the
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true intentions of the Founding Father could there be a likeness
comparison, fore the contemporary author's statement is easily
understood. and not apt to be confused.
Perhaps analysis of the statement is indicative.
'Get what you can, and what you get hold.'
'Tis the Stone that will turn all your.lead into Gold.'
Today, frequently, English speaking people confuse the
meanings of words and generally speak poorly. The word.'can'
in the first line is a modal auxiliary, and when used as such
means 'ability'. If the line were to contain 'may,' then the
advise would not be refering to a goal that could be acheived,
but rather to 'get what you may', -- which connotes immorality
of dishbnesty. 'Get what you can' therefore means, 'get what
you have the ability to get. Although the,'can' could Connote
immorality it probably does not, because the erudite Founding
Father undoubtedly knew the rhetorical difference between 'can"'
and 'may' and therefore did not make a mistake in syntax.
The second line:
'Tis the Stone that will turn all,your Lead intp Gold,'
refers to the Philosopher's Stone 9f Alchemy. This. seemingly
would' role out the idea that the Founding Father's message is
concerning morality, br anything neccessarily intangible. ft
seems rather obvious that the what one can get and hold must be
material possessions. In this aspect, then; the statement by
the contemporary author has little relation at-all to the
Founding Father's statement!
The statements have little relation to each other. To say
that they do would mean that anything practical is immoral."

SCORE OF FOUR

"The first quote says to find all opportunities, and when
you find them, keep them because theywill bring fortune to you,
The second quote says to do the things that, make you feel,
"good" or happy. Things that make you feel worthwhile are what
you want to do.
The two statements are Similar because they both want the
reader to get ahead and find' happiness. The first wants you to
find success, and through success, richness (joy or happiness.).
The second wants you to find joy and happiness in doing something that comes natural to you.
The two, statements have differences, not only in'their
words, but in their ways of obtaining happiness. The first tells
the reader 'Get what you can' but doesn't put restrictions on
how to get it. In the second verse of the first statement 'willturn all:your Lead into Gold' could be taken by the rawer to
mean thai, all Opportunities will lead to good while the glathor;
in general reading, seems only 'to be saying alwgys strivelf4r
better and don't let an oppoftuhity pass you becadse of in- *
difference or .indecision. The second statement could.akad have
'-
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TA bad connotation.for some readers, such as critics, because it
could be taken t6 mean do something even if it is wrong, simply'
because it makes you happy.
In general reading, though, the first statement would
Seem to bd an enlonged version of saying the same thing,as, the
second statement."

SCORE OF FIVE

"The two statements, one by the Founding Father and one by
a contemporary writer, are very similar, and also very different.
The basic thought in both of these is to get or do what
you want. If you 'have_a goal, or an object that you want to
obtain, push and shove, or squirm and wriggle, but work towards*
your goal,to get it. This is one of man's basic impulses -- the
writers are just encouraging the fulfillment of man's wishes.
The thought in the statement made by the Founding Father is
the foremost example of the idea of getting an object. It seems
that the writer urges man to acquire materialistic things such as
land, wealth, or possessions. Hd urges you to get it; and once
you get it, tcyceep it.
The Contemporary writer seemed to be speaking more of
spirituaa or nonmaterialistic things. He seems to urge that man
express himself freely in his speech, his actions, his'a.ife style.
Love can be more easily meant in this statement than iri the one
by the Founding Father, This contemporary statement is used
.quite often in regards to the .'New Morality.' No, one really knows
what that is, but e<7eryonewants to,be a part of it, and the
it feels good, do it', has become a sort of.cliche.
phrase,
The Founding Father and the contemporary writer both seemed
to want to express the idea that man must look after his own interests, be they pleasures or businesses.
Whether or not the two writers had any of the:same .ideas in
making their statements is not known, but the similarities indicate that it is very possible. I'm sure the thoughts of the
Founding Father were more conservative than thpseof the contemporary writer.
These two statements both say a lot about man's way Of
life, now and in the past. The acquisition of materialistic and.
spiritualistic pleasures has always been a principle part of
our life."
-

-

SCORE OFSIX
"People today are looking at life in an entirely different
perspective than those who witnessed the birth of this nation.
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Life is no longer a constant struggle for survival (as it was
a-tithe for people to expand and, grow p
then), but instead
knowledge and understanding. Today, peopleaive-their lives by
an entirely different'philosbphy than,our.ancestors' of yesteryear.

_

AFounding Father once said, 'Get what you can, and what
you get hold; 'Tis the Stone that will turn all your Lead into
Gold.' The philosophy he is expounding is that 6f being a 'gogetter,' a person who can get all he cane But it is, also a
philosophy of values. This means that one should also valile
what he actiieVes or gets, and never let go of it. In thbse aays
value were often hard to come by, so they valued things
things
greatly. Because it might be thats.one little item. that could
'turn all your Lead 'td.Gold,' or make ybu Rgosperous., It is a
liberal philosophy in /fiat it says to gb out and.get whatever
you can, yet it is conservative in that it Aays to hang On to
it and not to let go. It,p a philosophy of hard work, and being
appreciative of that work.
Put the people of today's society have great difficulty.
following a philosophy of this nature. We ren't living in
'hard times', at least the majority'of Americans aren't, so it
is hard to follow a philosophy' that "-old, or seemingly dated.
A contemporary writer states, 'If iMeels good,do it,'
and it appears as though people are 'doing it', because we are
living in a completely differente-Way.that our Founding Fathers
did. People today *don't feel the'need to hang on to things in
hopes of it producing great prosperity. fife is too 'easy going'
and the struggle for survival is non-existant. So people decide
what they want to.do, and they do it. There are usually no great
risks involved (as there were earlier`) and in general, life has
`'struggle
people than a~''struggle
turned into more of a game orr
or a challenge.
The two philosophies do have some common ground. They both
say to go out and do, act, achieve,, get, accomplish. They both
call for action, but one says to hang on to the dividends and
the latter of the two says to move on to something,else,that
'feels good.'
I feel the latter of the two philosophies shows the real
moral deterioration of our society today. Life has become so
routine, so mechanical,'so dehumanized that it seems ,to be
almost lifeless. And so a contemporary writer tells people to
do what feels good. What feels good is not always what is best,
and often times we have to do things that don't feel,good, but
they must get done. If one always does/what.feels good, a lot
of problems go unsolved and new ones arecreated. ,
I favor the first philosophy because it putsvalue in what
we do and it puts purpose in life:
that purpose.being working
hard and appriciating the end results ft may not always feel good,
but will provide self-satisfaction in knowing that something had
tq 'get done and you did it."
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The'Nbrm Sample.

One of the central problems in the

test program was the establishment of norm scores..

The ob-

jective test had been'normed in'1966, on a group of

students from 17

schools. It was not altogether clear that

that norm sample was in fact representative.of-the State

University population, although recent experience with the
CLEP Subject Examination, Analysis and Interpretatibn of.
Literature, at the Universi ty of Texas has validated the
norm scores. Ideally, .a new norm sample taken from Calif-,
P

ornia State University and-Colleges students completing .a

year of freshman English would have supplied new norms for
both' parts of the examination. It proved impossible to find

the time and money to provide such a norm sample for the
objective test, and we decided to stand with the north pop.
4

ulation achieved by the CLEP program in 1966 for the objeetive test:However, we did seek to obtain a north sample

from California Stathiversity and Colleges students for
the essay test.
....

The results of our attempt to acquire this norm sample
were d'sappointing and not really reliable:
promi

we had been

d almost 600 test papers from 12 different institu-

tions, we in fact obtained 259 papers from 7 institutipns,

and almost half of the papers represented the State Poly.

technic Universities of Pomona and San Luis Obispo. It also
became clear that the motivation of the students writing
the norm sample at the end of their class work was far below that of the students taking the test ,for credit.

r-
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The norm sample did show, however, a correlation between scores achieved on the essay and pkojected student

grade in the course, and, hence, tended to validate the
accuracy of the essay grading.

If the norm sample were to

be considered valid, it could be used to show that the
students given credit through the testing program 'generally

write better than the students receiving credit through
freshman composition classes.

But that would be a risky

conclusion to draw in the light of the project's failure
to accumulate a sufficiently representative and well moS

tivated norm sample on the,essay portion_of the test. (See
Table I and Table II, pages 56 and '57.)

'Future attempts to gather a norm sample for this purpoSe will need to take into account the problems we optimistically felt we could solve.

We made personal contact on

each of the 12 Campuses with directors of two-term freshman
English courses, and each department chairman had agreed to'
participate in the norming project.

We adcompahied the xp-

quest for participation with the letter whiCh follows and a
packing sheet (see pages 69 and 70) in order to assist the in,

structors in giving both the anticipated course grade
and a forced ranking of his students (in case he had theoret-'
ical difficulties with the conventional grading system).

It

^'

was our expectation that the personal contact, the general
willingness of Englishudepartments throughout the system to
cooperate with the project and the very specific instructions
contained with the norming materials would all lead to a
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3

2

1
2

1

4

Northridge

Pomona

Sacramento

San Francisco

San Jose

San Luis Obispo

259

20

'67

22

49

49.

12

47

Booklets Returned for Use in Norm Sample

669 Test Booklets were distributed; 259 were returried; 242 were useable for purposes of
norming.
The useable return rate,is approximately 36 percent.

23

3

Long Beach

TOTAL

1

Humboldt

1

1

Hayward

Stanislaus

2'

Fresno

,

2

Sections

Dominguez Hills

Colleges Agreeing to Participate

PARTICIPATION IN THE NORM SAMPLE

TABLE I

.14

7.8

11.9
9.5

F

ABC

DF

: 10.10'

3.2,

3.6-

2.4

TOTAL

242

10

33

3.2

26

Total,Number

98

<s%

3.5

3.0

12.9

B

10.6k

4.0

13.5

A

Standard ,Deviation

Essay Mean

Projected Course Grade

T

ESSAY TEST GRADES ACHIEVED BY THE NORM SAMPLE,
ARRANGED BY PROJECTED COURSE GRADE

TABLE 11

\
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CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVE,RSITY; NORTH-RIOt.GE
Norzhridge..., California 91324

May 14, 1973

Iti:PAItTNr:ST 0" ).-.11;1.:Sli

.

Dear CSUC English Professor:

We appreciate your willingness to participate in the norming of the
English Equivalency Test, which was administered to over 4,400'prospective
entering .students on May 12, 1973. The norm sample that you will help
collect is absolUtely crucial to the proper grading of the essay tests, and.
wa'ara asking you to read and follow the instructions on this sheet with
great care.
The only essays we_ can use are essays yritten by students completing
two terms of freshman English. Please tell the students taking this e.:amTrTation that the grades on the essays will be part of their course grades
and please do all you can to encourage them to do their best writ4g.,
But if you intend to make any marks on the papers or to return them to the
students, please make a Xefox for such use. We must receive the essay booklets vnrrarked in order to be able to use them.
Allow the students e::actly
. 45 minotes for each essay.
Be sure not to open the essay questions until
you ad;Ainister them.
All answers must appear in the enclosed green CLEP
Essay Answer Books, and no student should need more than one book for bot.j:
essays (thus you need to redistribute the green books if you use two separate
class hours). if necessary, a second book may be used.
-

The.cover sheet of the answer book must be indistinguishable from the high
school books from the May 12 test, if we are to use your papers; thus, ask your
students to use their home address (not a dormitory), to fill in for Subject
"EngliSh Test," and to insert your college or university name for Center Name.
If a student does not know his social security number, he may leave that item
bleiik.
Above all, have the students enter May 12, 1973 for date, no matter what
date you may in fact give the test.
. We are also asking you to gi.N;e us some essential additional information
about each student. Please fill in the enclosed packing
sheet carefully, for
without that information the papers you send us cannot be used.
The last' column
"Comparative Ranking" needs some explanation. Choose the three or four weakest
students in the class, and write "1" for their ranking; choose the
three or four
best students and call them "6." The average students should
be split between
3 and 4; use no minus or plus signs. This will allow
you to provide a ranking
from 1-5 of all your students, without regard. to grades.
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It seems clear from the nationwide reaction to our test program that
the success (or lack of success) of what we do will have a profound impact on
national testing programs and on the future of essay testing in such programs.
As far as we know, this is the first time English professors have assuc.ed
responsibility for the reliability and total administration of such a test,
and the program thus becomes an example of professional activity without
the scrupulousness and fairness of 'our procedures will be subject
precedent.
to careful scrutiny, and your plrt in these procedures is central to the
entire grading process'.

Return the entire packet not 1.ater than June 5 to Professor Richard Lid,
Department of English, California State University, Northridge, Northridge,
California 91324.
Sincerely,

I/

Edward White, Director
California State University English
Equivalency Test
EMW/mr
Enclosures

r
rl

CSUC ENGLISH EQUIVALENCVTEST
3 7 ;

Packing Sheet for Norm Sample e

Course Number
Number of Tests

'Eaculty Member
College or University

Student Name
(Alphabetized)

SOCial
Security
Number

Estimated or

Ainal Course
-Grade (not an
examination grade).

0

Comparative Ranking
(see cover'letter),
(use 6-point scale)
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reliable, useable, and heavy return°

As Table I shows,

'these expectations were not well founded.

The rather poor

participation, even by English departments who had agreed
to participate in a test they themselNies were sponsoring,

is very clear evidence of the residual resentment most
English departments continue to feel towards equivalency
testing.

University of California Norm Sample.

Two sections

Of students completing two terms of,freshman "English at

the University of California wrote the essay test, and
their papers were graded during the essay reading session.
As with the California State University and-Colleges norm
sample, the graders could not distinguish these test pdpers
from the others; the University of California sample was
Coded and later separated,.

Twenty-four students from University of California Los.
Angeles received a mean score of 14.29 (standard deviation
3.54);.16 students from University of California Riverside
received a mean score of 13,56 (standard deviation 3.31).
The total University of California sample of 40 students
,

achieved a mean score of 14.0 (standard deviation 3.43),
coincidentally the. passing score-set for the test group.
.

7.

The Essay Reading.

The experience of the Advanced

Placement program based on substantial ETS research on
essay grading, has shown that for an essay reading to be
reliable, it must take place under controlled conditions.
Thus, an early decision was made to organize an essay reading
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session of approximately one week ", during which essay

graders would be gathered together and work together in
order to achieve group grading standards which would

,be

fair to the students who had written the essay test.

After a survey of local accomodations, it was decided to
make reservations at the-Kellogg-West Conference center,
at California State Polytechnic University, Pomona for the
week of June 16 -20, 1973. That conference center.supplied

accomodations for about 75 staying at the center, working
space (t1Vo large rooms for the ten tables of readers; and

three smaller rooms for supplies, statistical work and the
posting of grades),

excellent food within the state-

allowed Per diem for college professors. The date was
chosen in order to allow ETS sufficient time to score the
----6*tlecti-ve test and return completed information on the

scores to the test adMinistrators for use during the essay
grading session. (ETS also supplied two complete sets of

mailing labels, so that notification of the results could
be-mailed to the students speedily.)

The professional competence of those reading the
essays is crucially important to the reliability of an

essay reading. Since the project was sponsored by the California State University and Colleges English Council, the
project directors requested each of thenineteeri English
Department chairmen to nominate from the full-time English
Department staff at his campus those who would be both
willing and able to participate in group essay reading at
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the time scheduled.

Since the English Department chairmen

nominated the readers, and screened them for their ability
to participate, it was a relatively simple task to appoint
readers.

The care with which these nominations were made
.

A

is reflected in 'the reliability statistics of the reading,
among the highest ever achieved.

Seventy-five readers were

appointed, and, of these, the ten who were the most highly
recommended, or who had had previous successful experience
with controlled essay reading, were appointed as table

0

leaders responsible for insr.ing.the reliability of reading
at one table.

Thefquestion leaders (Sde

pages 17-18)

coordinated and Supervised the work of 'the five table

leaders in each room, and directed.the discussions Of,grading criteria.

It was difficult to estimate how many readers.should
be-appointed.

Not until the end of April was i't khoWn how

many examinations would be graded, and there was no way of
knowing the speed at which the reading would Progress.

We

estimated that'a single reader would be able to read and
score ten papers an hour, and that an eight hour work day
would allow for seven full hours of reading with time for
We, thus, estimated a

rest and discussion of standards.

A

single reader could read and score 70 papers a day, or 280
during the four days of the reading.

As it turned out, we

underestimated the capabilities of our highly professional
readers, who, despite their lack of experience, in fact
were able to read and score 120 papers per day with. great

GC,

4
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accuracy.

In order to insure fair reading of the papers,

several

steps were taken in preparation: a) Randomizing,'to insure
that no single .batch. of papers would come-from the, same

location. ESsay 'booklets from the nineteen test centers
were randomly arranged into batches of 25.

Each batch of 25

fi

was given a batch number and batch cover sheet to insure that
it moved properly through the reading.

labels were given to us b

b) Labeling.

Special

the ETS office in Berkeley.

The

labels had four"detachable squ'ares which would allow scores

to be recorded through carbon on the test booklet, and yet
be conCealedc'from subsequent readers.

At the conclusion of

the fourth independent reading, the carbon paper backing was
torn off and all four scores were exposed to be tabulated:
c) Coding. All papers from the norm sample were coded on
the back cover so that they could be separated from the test
papeis and given separate statistical treatment.

The norm

papers were then inserted into odd numbered batches from

1

through 55 so that they would be easily separable from the
others.

At the start of the reading, one reader aide (a local,,
commuting,

student assistant) was assigned to each table.

One was assigned to each of the chief aides, and one assigned
to the statistician.

After the first-day, it became clear

that additional student aides were needed, and through'the
office of the English Department chairman at Cal-Poly Pomona,
additiona1.names were provided to us.

Thus, in addition to

the original thirteen aides, at the'peak of the,reading an
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additional 'six aiads were being used, along with a few

readers who were assigned to work with the readers' aides
in the posting of grades.
/

When the four readings of the essays ,had occurred, and

the scores were revealed, there were occasional booklets on

which large differences (2 points or mbrerappeared in the
grading of one, or both i of the essays.

These papers were

referred back to the question lesder,,yho either reconciled
the two grades himself, or assigned the paper,to an experienced reader for reconciliation.

An additional group ,of

papers, from students with particularly high objective test
scores, but low essay scores, was also referred to the ques,
tion.leader,p for reconsideration, and a few of them were
-

kescored as passing.,
The manageMent of the essay reading is a huge under-

taking, requiring a- substanti,11 amount of time and attention

if it is to go well.

A staff of approximately 300 indiNaduals,

was employed to conduct the reading at the confenence-ceriter,

and on the whole the reading went efficiently and success-.
fully.

The prbject directors didunderestimate the amount

of labor and coordintion involved in running the essay
reading properly.

But, in part due to the efforts and coop-

eration of the management of the conference center, the
reading was concluded successfully.
E.

Converting the Estay Grade and'Combining the Scores.

The objective test is scored on the familiar ETS scale
which converts the raw score to a scale ranging from 20

68
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(low) to 80 (high) with a mean of 50 and a standard deviation of-10. Since we decided to weight the essay portion

of the-test equally with the Objective portion, it became
necessary to convert the essay scale (which ranged from
4-low to 24-high),-to the same scale as the CLEP scale so

that the scores could be combined. After a prolonged period

of consultation with statistical experts, it was decided to

accomplish this score conversion by the equal percentile*
method. The following statement by William Cowell sumMari7es
the procedure used:

"'Equating' scores means making them equivalent
with respect to some characteristic.. Here, the essay
scores were transformed to the same scale (20 to 80)
as the objective scores so that the transformed essay
scores could be added to the objective scores to obtain a composite score in which the two parts would
be equally weighted. Had the raw essay scores ,been
added to the objective scores, the essay part would
have had a weight of only 1/4 of the total.. Also, the
transformation was.done in such a waythat the converted essay scores can be directly compared with
objective scores. That is, a converted essay score of
48, for example, represents the same level of performance a's an objective score of 48.

.

"Of several acceptable methods of equating
which are available', the equipercentile (curvilinear)
method was selected as the, most appropriate. The converted score corresponding to each raw essay score
is that score in the distribution of objective (CLEP)
scores such that'the percent of the group scoring
below that objective-score is equal to the percent
of the group scoring below the given essay score. For
example, to find the converted score corresponding
to a raw essay score of 15, we observe from the distribution of essay scores that about 68 percent of
1. Angoff, W.H.n ,'Scales, Norms, and Equivalent Scores'
in R. L. Thorndike (Ed.) Educational Measurement,
2nd Ed., Washington, D.C.: American-Council on Educatidn, 1971, 563-590.

ti
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the group scored below 15 on the essay part. From
the distribution of objective scores it is determined
that a score of 53 is that score below which 68 perSo a raw score of 15 is
cent of the group scored.
-equivalent to a scaled score of 53. Similarly, a
scaled score is found for each raw essay score. Table
III%shows the converted score corresponding to each
raw essay score.
"V. Technical Notes about the Equating.
9

(1) The equating was done using data from the EquaThe sample,wasused instead of the
ting sample ...
total group so that'the statistical work could proScore conversions
ceed along with the essay, reading.
and distributions could be prepared for the sample
data in time for a meeting with Quest-ion Leaders at
The,*time and cost of equating-was, also
the reading.
reduced by using a sample rather than the total group.
Scrambling the essay booklets-before the reading
provided a' sample which was representative of the
total group.
(2) A method of graphical2sinooting, described in
was used to interpopte
'Educational Measurement'
between percentile ranks in the distribution of objective scores.

(3) Although the equiPercentile method was selected
because it allows for a non-linear relationship between objective and essay scores, the correlation
between raw essay and converted essay scores is .999.
This extremely high` coefficient of linear relqi.Onship indicates that the simpler linear methods of
equating could have been used with essentially the
same results as the equipercentile method.

2. Ibid., pa5e,572.
3. Ibid., page 513.

See the Appendix for a series of statistical reports
prepared by Dr. Cowell on the project, including a full
discussion of the problem of equating essay and objective
test scores.

41
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TABLE III.

SCORE CONVERSION TABLE

cik:ENGLISH'EQUIVALENCY TEST
ti

HAY ,1973

Essay Total Score - Converted -Score
24
23
22
21

-

76
73
71
69
%.

20 7 67
19 - 64
18 - 62
17 - 59
16 -

.

5.6

15 - 53

- 51
13 - 48
12 - 46
11 - 43

10

41

9

- 38

8

35

7

- 33
- 31

6

1

- 28
= 26
- 24
-,22
- 20

0

- 18

5

4
4

3
2

F.

e

Determination of the Passing Score.

One of the most difficult decisions wad to establish
the passing score on the essay test.

One possible passing

'score could have been a total of 16, that is, a paper which

was given a score of 4 on the 6-point scale by each of the
4 readers.

However, the 16 converted to a score of 56 on the

.
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20 to 80 scale and clearly represented a level of performance above that which freshman English professors normally expect of their students at the.end Of the course. On
the other hand, it would have been possible to set the

passing score at 11, since the "C" students in the norm
sample (see p. 68) were obtaining essay ratings of about
that level. Once again, the conversion of the 11 to the

CLEP scale (43) demonstrated that that score was clearly
too low and that the grade of "C" reported for these norm
sample Papers was not an accurate reflection of their
ability.

After much consultation and discussion, the follow-i

ing committee agreed unanimously that we should set the
passing level at a score of 14, and that a minimum passing level of 13 should algo be set: Professors White, Lid,
Burbank, Friedrich; ,Test Officers Abbott, Cantey, Bradley
(-from Cal-Poly, Pomona); Statistician William Cowell.

The arguments for a passing score of 14 were asfollows:
f) that score represented an average grade of two 4's' and

,

two 3's; that is, two of the college professors grading the
essay felt that, the essay to be passing at the lowest level=,

and two felt it to be failing at the very highest level of
failure.

2) the score of 14 converted to 51 on the 20 through $0
scale which was very close to the mean "C" score on the
objective test of 49.

3) the norm sample, in so'far as it could'be relied upon,
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showed that the mean score for students receiving

A,

B, or

C was 11.9, and, when awarding college credit, it is well
to err a lilt on the side of severity.

4) the mean score of the University of California students
completing a year's work in freshman English, a sample
apparently better motivated and better administered than
our own norm sample, turned out to be precisely 14 on a
group of 40 papers.

The same arguments were used to justify a minimum
passing score Of 13, which converted to 48.

A student could

not pass the test with an essay store below 13, and if he
or she had a score of 13, an objective score of 52 or above
(which was achieved by 32 percent of the test group) was
necessary for a total passing score.

7r
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G.

Notification of Results.

Each studerit who took the test

received a score report from ETS giving the results of the
objective test.

An insert was included in that notification,

pointing out that an additional report, which would give the
.

results of the entire examination (including the essay test)
would follow.

The administrators of the.test program prepared two
letters, which were sent to all students:

The intention of

the letters was to stress the meaning of the examination,
to test college-level ability, and, particularly; to stress
that those who did not pass should not think of themselves
as "failures."

The following letter was sent to those who did
pass:
"Dear

On behalf of the English faculties in the California
State Uniyersity and Colleges, we congratulate you for
successfully passing the Freshman English Equivalency
Test you took May 12, 1973.
You are among a select number of students who have
demonstnted the same level of ability many students
achieve manly after a full year's work in college Ehglish.
In particular, you have shown that you have college level
competence in writing essays and reading literature, a
competence we urge you to developtOoy taking the more
advanced English classes you are now entitled to enter.
The`test you passed consisted of the ninety-minute
subject examination, Analysis and Interpretation of
Literature (part of the College-Level Examination Program of the Educational Testing Service), and'a ninetyminute essay test composed and graded by State University
In order to pass, you needed to
English professors.
perform satisfactorily on both parts, and achieve a combined score equal or superior to that of the average "C"
student who has completed a year's work in Freshman
English.

You should take this letter with you when you register for classes at any of the nineteen California State
University or College campuses; it will allow you to
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claim six semester units of college credit for what you
know and permit you to enroll for courses with Freshman
,English as prerequisite. You may want to consult with
the English department chairman about which English
courses will be most appropriate for you.
If you do not plan to enroll in the California State
University or Colleges, you should still save this
letter, for it is the only notification of your sucdess
that we can send you. Institutions outside the State
University system may well give full or, pai.tial credit
for your passing score, and you shodld inquire about
your chances of.gaining credit.
Please be sure to complete the enclosed information
card and return it immediately.sO that our records can
be complete."

The following letter waspsent to those who did not
pass;

"Dear

Even thoughyou were not among the group of 'Students
who passed the Freshman English Equivalency Test., May 12,
1973, you should not consider that you "failed" -the
test. Your level of achievement on the test did not
match that of the average college student who has completed a year's work of college English; those who
passed the test were able to accomplish on their-own
what everyone else does in a year of college class
Only those who combine natural ability at English
work.
with careful and systematic college level study have a
good chance at such college equivalency credit, and it
is no surprise-that many able high school students did
not pass.
Remember, the test was not an aptitude test, measuring
your native abilities at English; it was an equivalency
test, measuring your revel of achievement. Thus, you
may be very talented at reading and writing--you probably are, since you elected to take this test--but
the test results showed that you have not yet developed
these talents. at the college level.
Your total test score will not be sent to anyone or
any institution, even on request, and the only record
that you took the essay test will be kept for research
(Your score on the
,purposes at the English Test Center.
objective portion of the test may be sent by the Educetiorjal Testing Service, only on your request, wherever

you wishJ
When you return the enclosed information card, you
will make it possible for us to do this research; we
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want to know more than we do about how to help able and
ambitious students prepare themselves in English, and
we need to evaluate the results of the 1973 test in
order to prepare better ones in the future. We appreciate your help in this research, and we urge you to continue to follow your own interest in writing and"literature as you go through college."

During the summer, the office of Institutional Research,

in the Chancellor'sOffice, prepared a roster of those who
passed.

This official roster was sent'to each California

State University and Colleges admissions office; and was
used to corroborate student applications fox' credit on individual campuses.

In September, after the UniVersity of Calif-

ornia had decided to award credit on the sante basis as the

California State University and Colleges system, one additional
roster was sent to Berkeley too,xbe used by the University of

California system.
A few requests for.info,rmation about the examination

shave comp from private institutions, whose students have
passed the examination and sought credit.

These requests

have been dealt with on an individual basis.

In addition, a

number of secondary schools have requested information about
their students' scores.

If the program expands, the handling

of test results will need to be reconsidered, since tbese
problems will surely grow.

7
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H.

Public Information.
"What. if they gave a war" the bumper sticker says,

"and nobody came?"

What if wp gave a test and nobody came?

Throughout the development of the test program we were
haunted by the fear that the program, so expensive, so
painstakingly developed, so carefully prepared, would not
attract enough students to make it worth the .giving.

Cer-

tainly high school students, particularly the most able

ones, are subjected to an extensive series of tests in
preparation for college:

they take the various college

board tests,,Advanced Placement tests,- various aptitude

tests, and, ol course, their various final examinations in
their classes.

How were we to draw the attention of these

able high school students to yet another test program,, and

motivate them to spend $15 to take this new kind of test?
It thus became clear by the middle of January, 1972,
that a large public information effort would be necessary,

if the students who stood to profit from the English
Equivalency Examination were to enroll for it.

We planned

a two-month campaign in March and April to attract the
attention of students to the new opportunity for college
credit we were offering them.

This campaign encompassed

the following activities:
1.

Each high school counselor listed on the Chan-

cellor's office list received 5 registration forms
and one poster in the mail.
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2.

Each member of the California As'sociation of

Teachers of English received one registration forffi.

and one pOster in the
3.

The Counselor's Digest issues of February 1973

and April 1973, featured Major articles on the front
page about the English Equivalency Examination.

Every

high school counselor received these issues.
4.

Each of the nineteen California State University

And Colleges Admissions. Offices was requested to include

one registratio form for the test along with information to admitted students during. the month of March
and April.
5.

The Office of Public Relations, in theChanderloris

Office prepared several press releases which were distributed to newspapers, radio and television stations
around the state.

These releases led to a major article

in the Los Angeles Times, and widespread newspaper,
radio and television coverage of the announcement of
the test in early March.

The director of the program

was interviewed on KNX New Radio in Los Angeles, and
television announcements were made in the San Francisco
Bay Area and in San Diego.

Local campus news relea'ses

foj.lowed, in many cases, and a series of announcements

appeared in various media during March and April.
P
4

6.

A few of the California State University and Col-

leges English department cha(trmen took special pains

to notify high schools in their vicinity of the hew
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opportunity for gaining college credit, and these
chairmen sent registration forms to high school English
department chairmen with personal notes attached.

This public information campaign was costly and timeconsuming, but absolutely essential to the success of the
project.

The number of registrants for the examination, over

4,060, was beyond our expectations and ample evidence that

Pr

the program met a genuine'need;

many of those who could pro-

fit from the program found out about it.

Nonetheless, during

the month of April and in subsequent months, we kept hear-

ing of students or entire high school classes who knew
nothing about the.test program and were disappOinted at not
being able to participate in it.

The public information

campaign did not reach all who should have heard about the
examination, and publicity efforts should be improved upon.in the future.

The weakest point in the diss/emination of

information about the test seems to have beep the failure
of high* school counselors to communicate information to
high school English teachers, who, in turn, ;would encourage

them best students to enroll for the examination':

Perhaps

articles in high school student newspapers would solve
.

this particular prOblem.
Nonetheless, an extraordinary amount of public.ity was

generated for t'e test program in a very short amount of
time.

If the program continues, it should become generally

known, and a regular part of the spring testing cycle for
high school seniors.
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Then efforts will need to be made to attract adults,
very few of whom took the examination.

IV^
FOLLOW-UP STUDIES

The Office of Institutional Research in the Chancellor's
Office, has put all information about the students tested on

computer tape, and has assumed responsibility for conducting
follow-up studies in order to determine the effects of the

examination upon the careers of those studentswho took it
and either passed or failed.

Along with the notification

letter, every student who took the examination received a
return post-card requesting certain information about his
training and his plans.

Approximately 30 percent of these

post cards were returned and the results of that survey are
reproduced-on-pages. 75 - 76.

That office will continue to collect information about
the students who were tested; and particularly about those
students who will be entering and studying in the California
State University and Colleges during the next several years.
The results of this longitudinal study will be published
later.

Among the questions to be answered by these follow-

up studies are:

1) will students use the 6 units gained by

the examination to abbreviate their college career, or rather
to advance the level of their studies?

2) will students

receiving credit for freshman English by examination avoid
further English courses or rather be encouraged to.take more

75.
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Descriptive Statistics - Post Card Responsd
A

Total Response = 1,234 = 30.3%.of Total Applicants
Response From Those Passing = 1,216 = 98.5% of Total IRsOonse
18 =

Response From Those Failing. =

1.5% of Total Response

Response From Those Passing = 1,216 = 89.3% of Total Passing
4

Fall 1973 Educational Plans - Those Passing
=

88.696'

California Community Colleges

=

4.5%

University of California

=

3.5%

Other Colleges or Universities

=

1.4%

California State University and Colleges
a

.2%

California Public High School

1.8%

This Item

No Response

Institution Last Attended

Those Passing

,Public High School

=

78.5%

Private High School

=

13.7%

California Community Colleges

=

.3.5%

California State University and Colleges

=

2.7%

University of California

=

.2%

Other Colleges or Universities

=

.3%

No Response - This Item

=

1.1%

0

Taking "Enriched" English Course in High School
Those Passing
YES

=

35.3%

NO

=

63.5%

No Response

This Item 1.21

CSUC - Institutional Research
November 19.73
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Those Passing
Distribution of Fall 1973 Applications
Number

Campus/segment
Bakersfield
Chico
Dominguez Hills
Fresno
Fullerton
Hayward
Humboldt
Long Beach

Percent
1.6
6.2

19
75
7

.6

30

2.5
9.3
3.8
8.4
5.8
1.5
7.5
4.9
3.4

113
46

162
71
18
91
59
41

Los Angeles --

Northridge_
Pomona
Sacramento
San Bernardino
San Diego
San Francisco
San Jose
San Luis Obispo
Sohoma
Stanislaus

..

9

.7

120

9.9
6.6
7.7
8.3

80

94..
106
4'8

All Campuses
California Community Colleges
University of California
Other
Tbtal Applications

CSUC - Institutional Research
November 1973

8

10

.8

1,139

91.7

59
98
34

4.9
8.1
2.8

1,330

109.4

4
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advanced E
for

14h courses?

3) will students who receive credit

nman English by examination achieve as well in ad-

vanced courses requiring writing as students with approx.--

imately equal ability who took the freshman English course?
4) Do students with the particular skills and. abilities to

pass this kind of test tend to go to or come from certain
5) to what degree is success

schools or certain programs?

on this sort of examination dependent upon race, pconomic
level, or other extra-academic factors?
V

THE 1974 ENGLISH EQUIVALENCY EXAMINATION
As this report goes to press, word has been received
that- an examination similar to the 1973 examination will be

supported by the Chandellor's Office, and the same administrative staff will direct the CSUC examination for the
English Council on May 11, 1974.
IAdministr.ation of a large-scale testing program is an
enormously complex, enormously time-consuming,' enormously

expensive, yet enormously rewarding project.

It is our hope

that the program will in fact become a normal part of the
procedures of higher education, and that college bound
students with the ability to profit from college-level
studies will find opportunities in high school to develop
their skills in English as far as they are able.

It is our

hope and expectation that such students will be tested by
English department faculty who are well aware of what
expected in their freshman courses, will be certified by

78.

these faculty as having met these demands, will.receive
credit for what they have learned, and will move into more
advanced courses with the enthusiasm and delight that
successful students bring to a subject they love.

Such a

result can benefit the teaching of English at both the
secondary and college levels and can only be rewarding to
'students and faculty alike,.

O

S 4

8.1
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VI

CHARTS AND TABLES
00-

A. Distribution of Composite Scores - Total Applicant
Population
B. Distribution of Composite Scores

Applicants who

Passed-

C. Distribution of Composite Scores
did not Pass

Applicants who

D. Distribution of Coverted Edsay Scores - Total
Applicant Populatik
E. Distribution of Converted Essay Scores - Applicants

who Pased
Distribution of Converted Essay Scores - App icants
who did not Pasd
G. Distribution of Objective Scores
Population

Total Appl cant

H. Distribution of Objective Scores
Passed

Applicants who

I. Distribution-of Objecti \'e Sdores

Applicants who

"

did not Pass

J. Intercorrelations Among Part and Composite Scores Total Applicant Population
K. Intercorrelations Among Grouped Essay and Composite
Scores - Total Applicant'Population
L. Rale-Applicants by Age Category,.
'

M. Female ?Ipplicnts by Agd category

A
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Distfibution of Composite Scor,es
!total Applicant Population

Cumulative
Percept

Relative
Percent

.

Frequency

Score
51-59

12

0.3

.0.3

60-69

96 4"

2.4

2.7

70-79

452

11.2

13.8

80-89:

908

.22.4

36.2,

1064

90-99,

,

26.3,

62.5

f

100-109

836

20.6

83.2

M-119

445

11.0

94.1

120-129

170

.4.2

130-139

52

1.3

99.6

13

0.3

99.9

2

0.1

100.0

116',

140-149

.

98.3

A,

150-152

Total

-100.0

4050*.

,Mean = 95.363

Median = 94.485

Mode = 91.000

Standard Devia.tion = 14.869

*21 Applicants did not complete Essay Examination
`t

,

CSUC - Institutional Research
September,1973
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Distribution of Composite Scores for those Applicants who Passed

..

Relative
Percent

Frequency

Score

Cumulative
Percent
26.2

1p0 -104

357

26.2

105-109

331

24.3

50.5

110-114

237

17y r'4

67.9

115-119

201

14.8

82.7

120-124

99

7.3

89.9

125-129

70

5.1

95.

130-134

37

2.7

97.8

135-139

15

1.1

98.9

140-144

11

0.8

99.7

145-149

2

0.1

99.9

15b-152

2

0.1

100.0

1362

100.0.

,

0

Total

Mean = 111.442

Median = 109.407

Standard Deyiation = 9.547

0,

CSUC - Institutional Research
September 1973,

8,"

Mode = 101.000
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Distriblition of Composite Scores of those Applicants who did not Pass

Relative
Percent

Frequency

Store

,'Cumulative

Percent

51-54

4

0.1

0.1

55 -59

8

0.3

0.4

60-64

21

0.8

1.2

65-69

75

2.8

4.0

.70 -74

166

fi.2

10.2

10.6

20.8

15.0

35:8

.

286
,

80-84

402

5-89

506

18.8

54.6'

90-94

557

20.7

75.3

95-99

507

18.9

94..2

116

4.3

98.5

105-109

32

1.2

99.7

110-114

5

0:2

99.9

115-119

2

0.1

100.0

120-121

1

0.0

100.0

100-104

Total

.

2688*

Mean = 87.222

100.0

Median = 88.202

Mode = 91.000

Standard Deviation = 9.472
*21 Applicants Did Not Complete Essay Examination

CSUC - instil tional Research
SeDtembpr 1971'

8i
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Distribution of Converted Essay Scores
Total Application Populatibn

Score

Relative
Percent

Frequency

Cumulative
Percent

0.3

0.3

67

1.7

1:9

32-36

273

6.7

8.7

37-41

630,

15.6

24.2

42-46

903

22.3

46.5

47-51

988

24.4

70.9

52-56

654

16.1

87:1

57-61

218

5.4

92.4

62-66

217

5.4

97.8

67-71

75

1.9

99.7

72-76

14

0.3
100.0

100.0

22-26

11

27-31

Total

-

4050*

Mean = 47.916

.

Median = 47.662

Mode = 48.000

Standard Deviation = 8.402

*21 Applicants Did Not Complete Essay Examination

CSUC - Institutional Research
September 1973

81'
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Distribution of Converted Essay Scores of those Applicants who Passed'

s

Relative
Percent

Frequency

Score
48

171

12.6

51

237

17.4

53

218

56

Cumulative
Percent
12.6
..t

30.0

16.0

.46.0

26'2

19.2

65.2

59

188

13.8

79.0

62

113

8.3

87.3

64

86

6.3

93.6

67

38

2.8

96.4

69

26

1.9

98.3

71

9

0.7

99.0

73

8

a.6

99.6

76

6

0.4

100.0

1362

100.0

0

.

Total

Mean = 55.910

Median = 55.135

,

Mode = 56.000
=

Standard DeviatiOn = 5.800

..

.

CSUC

InstittI'tional Research

September 1973
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Distribution of Converted Essay Scores of those Applicants who did not Puss

Cumulative
Percent

-Relative

'

Percent

Frequency

Score

0.4

11

0.4

67

2.5

273

10.2

13.1

37-41'

630

23.4

36.5

42-46

903

33.6

70.1

47151

580

21.6

91.7

52-56

174

57-61

22-26

4'

27-31
4

32-36

.

2.9

.

6.5'

98.1

30

1.1

99.3

62-66

18

0.7

99.9

67-69

2

0.1

100.0

Total

100.0

2688*

4

Mean = 43.868

Median = 44.130

Mode = 46.000

Standard Deviation = 6.369

*21 Applicants Did Not Complete Essay Examination

I

Institutional Research
CSUC
September 1973
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4

Distribution of Objective Scores
Total Applicant Population
4

Score

Relative
Percent

Frequency

22-26

Cumulative
Percent

11

0.3

0.3

27-31

80

2.0

2.2

32-36

290

7.1

9.4

37-41

665

16.3

25.7

42-46

843

20.7

46.4

47-51

883

21.7

68.1

52 -56-

633

15.5

83.6

57-61

364

8.9

92.6

209

5.1

0

C

62-66

s

97.7
,

67-71

.75

1.9

99.6

72-76

18

0.4

100.0

4071

100.0

Total

Mean = 47.448

Median = 47.140

Standard Deviation = 8.854

CSUC

Institutional-Research

September 1973

Mode = 43.000

5
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Distribution of Objective Scores of those Applicants who Passed

Relative
Percent

Cumulative
Percent

Score

Frequency

45 -47

113

8.3

8.3

48-50

218

16.0

24.3

51-53

283

20.8

45.1

54-56

186

13.7

'58.7

57-59

194

14.2

73.0

60-62

164

'12.0

85.0

63-65

91

6.7

91.7

66-68

70

5.1

96.8

69-41

26

1.9

98.8

72-74

15

1.1

99.9

75-76

2

0.1

100.0

Total

1362

Mean = 55.577

Median = 54.661

'Itandard Deviation = 6.318

CSUC - Ins itutional Research
September 1973

Ab.
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Mode = 52.000
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.

Distribution of Objective Scores of those Applicants who did not Pass

Frequency

Score

Relative
Percent

Cumulative
Percent

22-26

11

0.4

0.4

27-31

80

3.0

3.4

32-36

290

10.7

14.1.

37-41

665

24.5

38.6

42-46

799

29.5

68.1

47-51

544

20.1

88.2

52-56

216

8.0

96.k

057-61

74

2.7

98.9

62-66

25

0.9

99.8

67-71*

4

0.2

100.0

72-73

1

0.0

100,0

2709

100.0

Total

`I

Mean = 43.361

Median = 42.951

Standard Deviation = 6.914

Institutional Research
CSUC
September 1973

"Mode = 43.000

,

.6951

CSUC - Instituioriaa Research
September 1973

Objective

ESsay Conv7.

Essay Tot.

Essay #2
Read. 1
Read. 2

Essay #1
Read. 1
Read. 2

Essay #1
Read. 1 Read.12
.3013
.3156

Read. 1

.6824

.3083
.3176

Read. 2

_Essay #2

1

4

.7561
.7577

.7580
.7617

t

Essay Total

.9946

.7513
.7573

.-

.7550
.7573

.4777

.4816

.3833
.3685

.3564
.3663

Essay Cony. Objective

Intercorrelations Among Part and Composite Scores
Total Applicant Population

THE-CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY AND COLLEGES
English Equivalency Examination - Spring 1973

I

co

.8642

.8429

.8472

.6532
.6434

.6348
.6439

Composite

0

°

,

1

CSUC - Institutional Research
September 1973

Objective

Essay Cort.

Essay Total

Question 2

Question 1
1

Question

c.

.

..3681

Question 2

.8253

.8253

Essay Total

.9946

.8204

.82.14

Essay Cony.

.4777

.4816

.4096

.3923

Objective

Ineercorrelatibn*s Among Grouped Essay And Composite Scores
Total Applicant Population

THE CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY AND COLLEGES
English Equivalency Examination - Spring 1973

.8642

.8429

.8472

.7068

.6944

Composite

0
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Male Applicants by Age Category

Age
Category

Failed
Rel.%
Cum.%

N

Iotal

Passed
Cum. '%
Rel.%

N

N

Rel.%

Cum. %

1

0.1

0.1

2

0.5

0%5

3

0.2

0.2

17

57

4.4

4.5

20

4.8

5.3

77

4.5

4.7

18

1051

81.5

86.0

322

78.0

83.3

1373

80.7

85.4

19

152

11.8

97.8

47

11.4

94.7

199

11.7

97.1

20

10

0.8

98.6

4'

14

0.8

97.9

21

3

0.2

98.8

2

0.5

96.2

5

0.3

98.2.

22

3

0.2

99.0

3

0.7

96.9

6

0.4

98.6

23

2

0.2

99.2

1

0.2

97.1

3

0.2

98.8

24

1

0.1

99.3'

0

0.0

97.1

1

0.1

98.9

25 - 29

5

0.4

99.7

6

1.5

98.6

11

.0.6

99.

30

2

0.2

99.9

2

0.5

99.1

.4

0.2

99.7

2

0.2

100.1

4

1.0

10041

6

0.4

100.1

1289

75.7

413

24%3

16 and under

34

35 and over
All Ages

-

t1.0

,

*Age Data unobtainable from 15 (M or F) Applicants

CSUC - Institutional Research
September 1973

9","

95.7

.

1702* 100.0
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Female Applicants by Age Category

Rel.%

Total

Passed

Failed

Age
Category

Cum.

%

N

Rel.%

Cum.%

N

Rel.%

Cum.%

2

0.1

0.1

2

0.2

0.2

4

0.2

0.2

17

130

9.2

9.3

74'

7.8

8.0

204

8.7

8.9

18

1136

80.6

89.9

754

79.8

87.8

1890

80.3

89.2

19

117

8.2

98.1

69

i.4

95.2

186

7.9

97.1

0.5

98.6

9

1.0

96.2

16

0.7

97.8

,16 and under

.

20

21

2

'0.1

98.7

6

0.6

96.8

8

0.3

98.1'

22

1

0.1

98.8

2

0.2

97.0

3

0.1

98.2

,,23

2

0.1

98.9

1

0.1

97.1

3

0.1

.98.3

24

0

0.0

98.9

6

0.6

97.7

6

0.3

98.6

25 - 29

4

0.3

99.2

4'

0.4

'98.1

8

0.3

98.9

30.- 34

1

0.1

99.3

5

0.5

98.6

6

0.34

99.2

35 and over

8

0.6

99.9

12

1.3

99.9

20

0.8

100.0

1419

59.9

,944

40.1

All -Ages

*Age Data Unobtainable from 15 (M-F) Applicants

CSUC - Institutional Research
September 1973

t

2354*

100.0
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PREFACE
By

Edward M. White
Chairman, Department of English
California State College, San Bernardino

In the fall of 1971, the California State Colleges began large-scale
equivalency testing for entering freshmen at two colleges, using tests
developed by the College-Level Examination Program (CLEP).

(This program,

sponsored by the College Entrance Examination Board [CEEB], is administered
by the Educational Testing Service LETS].)

After the results had been

publicized, serious professional evaluation of the validity, scoring,

and

administration of the tests began among the faculties; the State College
English Council raised a number of objections to the English Composition
General Examination in particular, as well as to various aspects of the
program in general.

The Chancellor's Office proved receptive to the English

Council's objections, and to other questions raised by a series of statewide
committees and subcommittees that have considered the Fall 1971 program.

In late spring of 1972, the Chancellor's Office agreed to support a summer
study to be undertaken by a committee of the English Council, to investigate
equivalency testing in the area of English and to recommend an appropriate
program for use by the now renamed State University and Colleges.
This report is the result of that study.

It'ii not exhaustive, since

such a task in this area would have demanded far more time and support than
was available.

It is an attempt to focus the major issues in such a way

as to point to their solution, and it recommends ,a method of equivalency

testing in English which is responsive to our discipline and practical to
implement.

102

97.
This report has passed through a series of drafts and presentations which
have made it, in its present form, an expression of the best thinking of the
English Council as a whole--perhaps even of the English profession as a
whole.

Since Spring 1972, when the Council directed me to prepare this

report,

I

have consulted widely with English department and freshman English,

chairmen throughout California, and have corresponded, sometimes at considerable
length, with over two dozen specialists :in the field elsewhere in the United
States and in England.

I

have kept citations to a minimum throughout the

report,.which is written for laymen as well as forthe processional, so

I

must thank here the many teachers, writers, and scholars whose published
work and whose substantial and thoughtful letters to me have contributed
to our findings.

I owe a particular debt to Professor Jess Ritter of

California State University, San Francisco, who worked closely with me
throughout the study, and to Dr. Albert Serling, program_ Director for CLEP',

who spent a week in San Bernardino to give us the benefit of his wide
experience.

The English department chairmen and faculty who participated in

the Southern California Advisory Meeting, August 3, 1972, and in the Northern
California Advisory Meeting, September 14, 1972, will notice the many improvements made in the report as a result of their suggestions.

I am also grate-

,

f61 for the advice given me by William Schaefer, Executive Secretary of the
Modern Language Association; Robert Hogan, Executive Secretary of the
National Council of Teachers of English; and most particularly Michael

Shugrue, Executive Secretary of the Association of Departments of English,
who first helped me discover where to turn to dispel my previous condition
of happy ignorance about the entire area of testing in English.
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1.

EQUIVALENCY TESTING:

The Central Issue

Equivalency testing has become common practice in higher education, and
has long been widely accepted, at least in theory, in English departments.
All but two of the forty-six four-year California colleges and universities
responding to the 1971 Association of Departments of English Freshman English
Survey, for instance, indicated that tnere was a way to exempt students from
freshman English at their institutions.

In addition, the Advanced Placement

Program, also administered by ETS for CEEB, is widely accepted-as equivalent
to college work; a score of 3, 4, or 5 is accepted d's six semester units of
college credit throughout the State University and College system.

(See a
o

memo entitled "Systemwide Policy on Advanced Placement and Credit"-sent
by Vice Chancellor Langsdorf to all State College Presidents, June 16, 1971,)
-But only recently has equivalency testing been open to very large numbers
of students.

Advanced Placement candidates, for instance, are relatively few

in number, able and ambitious students, from a limited number of secondary
schools; they enroll in specialized courses, and generally perform better
than college and university students on their examinations and in their
subsequent college work.

Nonetheless, AP originally encountered considerable

faculty resistance, and has become widely eStablished and accepted only within
the last decade.

The CLEP program has greatly expanded opportunities for

college credit by examination and hence has once again focused attention
on the major theoretical issue raised by such credit.

But since such large

numbers are inVolved, the arguments have,become particularly heated.

Those who argue for such testing assert that it benefits the individual.
No one should be asked to repeat work in college that he has mastered; he
should receive credit for what he 'knows and proceed to appropriate levels
of learning.
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'Those who argue against such testing also assert that the needs of the
individual are primary.

To substitute mechanical tests of competency for the

individual search for excellence is in fact to cheat the student of possibilities for individual growth.

These arguments, which can be and have been developed at great length,
and which lead to rhetorical heights of passion, point to the practical weaknesses in both positions.

Certainly college courses-ought not to be rote

repetition of what is already known, and certainly equivalency testing ought
to lead to more advanced learning.

When faculty argue against equivalency

testing without much knowledge of available tests, or when testing people
proclaim the uselessness of college course work without knowledge of the
innovations and expansion of freshman studies, the conflict becomes severe.
_(In an article on CLEP, The College Board News, May 1972, claims the five
general examinations afford freshmen

the opportunity to eliminate one

entire year of study and expense," which is a strange and sad way to speak
of what is available in higher education.)

There is plenty of blame to go

around for a quarrel which is essentially foolish, and for which students
and higher education in general must suffer.

As in so many heated theoretical arguments, both sides are right, since
they are talking about different things.

Some of the tests that have been

used are in fact poor and invalid; no one sensible defends them.

Some

college courses have apparently not been worth the taking; no one really
defends them.

But we need not and should not take extreme positions.

it one could argue against a program of equivalency testing that satisfies
these two conditions:

I Or,

1) the-tests must be in fact college level ones, valid for their
stated purposes, and properly normed--in short the tests must
gain academic respectability similar to that won by the Advanced
Placement program, and

2) the purpose of the tests must be so clearly seen that no one
can take them as a way to cheat students of their education
by huddling them through credits to save cash; the tests need
to be administered so that they in fact help students develop
their fullest individual capacities.
'Everyone stands to benefit from equivalency testing responsibly
done.

2.

EQUIVALENCY TESTING IN FRESHMAN ENGLISH
The issues discussed in Section One are more or less applicable to all

fields of study, but they are most pronounced in the area of freshman English.

It is no wonder that equivalency testing in freshman English is a
long-standing problem.
nationwide.

The course itself is a lohg-standing problem,

It is the most widely required college course (in 1970, 93.2 percent

of all four-year colleges and universities required at least one term of English),,
and a million or more students enroll in freshman English each year in this
country.

Yet there is relatively little agreement nationwide about what

should be in such a course; while the most generally accepted intention is
to improve studentsl,ability to write, English teachers now use a large number
of different approaches, none of which is demonstrably certain of success.
Since the course is itself in such an unsettled state, it is no wonder that
so many of the testing programs are confused in purpose and in content.
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The sharpest problem for freshman English_courses is' one that relates
directly. to- the -issue- that divides us. about equivalency testing:

is the

objective of the course some kind of minimum competence, what Albert Kitzhaber
called "immediate therapy 'for students whose academic future is clouded by

their inability to manage the written form'of English"?

.Or is the primary

purpose "to focus the'student,'s attention-on fundamental principles of

.clear thinking and effective expression of that thinking" (Albert Kitzhaber,

Themes, Theories, and Therapy, 1963pp. 2, 3.),

The view of English as

"therapy," as fulfilling its function by imparting correct spelling and other
conventional fdrms of expression, is widely held outside of the profession
and even by 48.9 percent of the English departments in the United States
(acco'ding to Thomas Wilcox, reporting on The National Survey of Undergraduate
Programs in English, in Collage English, 6 [March 1972], 688).

This is the view

of freshman English assumed by most placement tests, with their heavy stress
on error - hunting and supposedly correct expression.

But over half the pro-

fession nationwide and all the English departments in the California State
University and College system reject this vision of freshman English, ih
favor of Kitzhaber's second view.

Correct knowledge of formal English,

valuable as it is for many purposes, is not all that is taught in our classes;
hence such knowledge is not alone suffitient for equivalency.

Our freshman

English courses are more concerned with developing an awareness of the various
levels of usage, which are appropriate to various situations, than in abstract
notions of correctness; and we are far more interested in helping students
develop and test ideas in writing than in maintaining the supposed purity
of the tongue.

Since freshman English has such varying objectives and definitions;
satisfy
we should not'expect any singe national test, however reputable, to
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the profession as a whole.

We, however, need to insist that tests designed

to examine minimal competence in mechanics, even when they are sound, do
not do more than touch the periphery of our courses.

And we need to define

as clearly as possible the objectives of our courses,so that better testing
programs can emerge.

For reasons discussed in Section Five below, the

nineteen institutions in our system have been,able to come up with a far
greater sense of agreement about objectives than has been possible nationwide.
3.

STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES OF OBJECTIVE TESTING
The'whole issue-of objective testing is so complex,, and so =much

research has been done on it-, that to summarize the research risks superficialty and error.

Moi't of the research on this question has been done

by the Educational Testing Service, which has been giving English tests to'

large numbers of students since it was established in 1018.

Several general

conclusions emerge from the various reports produced by the highly capable
schblars ETS has employed in this area.:

1) Only those who know little about testing have unlimited faith
Oh

in test scores; the specialists are well ,aware of the limita-

tions and fallibiiity.of any kind,of test, and
2) the best test in composition will combine the most reliable
elements of both objective and essay testing.
All evidence shows that both kinds of tests have important strengths
4

and serious weaknesses; it is important to state here thb,t there is no
necessary conflict between essay and objective tests.

We would, in fact,

argue strongly against any equivalency testing.in freshman Bhglish that
did not include both.

e
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Here are five conclusions that we support in the area of objective
'testing in freshman English:
A.

Most of the objective tests available are poor) some scandalously
so.

We should not succumb to the feeling that people who make up

tests must'know what is going on in the field of English; many of
them don't.

Anyone with knowledge of modern linguistics or dialectology,

for instance, would find some of the ruitine.questions about

"correctness" or the locatingof supposed errors quite absurd.
As one reads through test after test, he becdmes convinced that
the principal skill tested, repeatedly, is the ability to take
.tests, that is, the ability to discern the point of view of the

test maker, and hence to guess shrewdly the 'right" answer.

No

wonder the results on such tests correlate nicely with, success in
school, which is, after all, normally based on the same skill.
In'short, the well-known deficiencies of multiple-choice
testing,still weaken most such tests.

Here, for one example, is,

a question from one.of the newest and most popular tests in English
composition ,(slightly changed to avoid copyright difficulties);
it illustrates the typical bad'question still being written:

English speaking musicians use professionally large'
numbers of words from which one' of the following .

languages?
a.

German

b.

French

c.

Spanish

d.

Latin

e.

Italian

The test Makers are obviously looking in this question for a
scrap of information about the ways in, which'English.uses foreign

10;;
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words., in this case the Italian vocabulary for some aspects of

Some students'may in fact pick up such

musical notation.

information in a composition course, though it seems unlikely;
04

but the student most able to fill in the proper square is likely
to be the one whose parents wanted to and could afford to give
him music lessons as a child.

Those not so privileged (including,,

no doubt, some fine musicians) are not likely to know the answer,
regirdless of their. writing ability.

And someone who knew too

much--say a specialist in medieval music--might even give the
"wrong" answer, Latin.

s

At the same timea few objective tests are noticeably better
than the rest, and we ought to guard against uninformed judgements
about all objective testing.

Sometimes committees responsible

for developing. a, test are wholly informed and up -to- date - -some-

times, indeed, they are leaders in the field--and the test itself
ec

is sometimes reviewed with such elaborate -care,that the routine
ad'

,
problems of objective testing are largely or,wholly removed.
r%

,

B.

.

.

,

.

,

Writing abilityAs a higlilY complex combination of many skills;
.

,

,

objective tests ReasuresoMeisklls analogous to and involved in
,

-

writing, but ca,n not measure all such - skills and hence can never
.
.

:

We ought to distrust any, objective test that

be wholly valid'.;,

.

.

.

...-

'Claimseto test writing ability in its entirety, and we `shoud
inquire euspicioutly intW the validity of such claims.

On the

:other hand, there are skills which are closely connected with writing
--

ability (for example;, size and'accuracy of vocabulary, or reading

comdrehensibn) which Lan be measured objectively with a high degree of
..)

reliWifty,

We can and should demand that any objective test
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we use examine particular skills with demonstrated validity,
that it be free from the obvious flaws of such tests, such as
social bias and ambiguity, and that it not advertise itself as
testing more than it in fact does test.
C.

Within some important limitations, objective testing can be a
highly reliable and economical method of measuring achievement.
Dr. Paul Diederich, Senior Research Associate at ETS, and one
of the most experienced scholars in the country on English
testing, writes that he usually expects; when measuring a single

test against a reliable series ofimiting .evaluations, -"a correlation of about .65 with a good reading test, .55 with an objective
r
test of writing skills, and .45 with grades on an essay given
by trained readers under close supervision."
couraging figures:

These are dis-

a correlation below .30` approaches irrelevance;'

prufessional.designers of objective tests aim for .90 and are
distinctly unhappy below .80.

But we must recognize the fact,

demonstrated repeatedly; that one good objective test will

correlate more highly with a student's writing ability (using
a series of writing samples as a base) than will one good essay
test.

This is a convincing arguinent-that the equivalency test

we approve should contain an objective section.
D.

Since objective tests do not test writing ability directly; but
only a few skills that are part of or associated with it, no
objective test should be used alone as a measure of writing
ability.

It's essential that an essay be part of any writing,

equivalency test that seeks to measure college-level skill.

AV
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Everyone, even the most avid defender of objective testing,

knows that some students can do well, or at least passably, on
objective tests in writing and yet write abominably.

In addition,

whenever impersonal testing occurs, there are bound to be occasional
instances of cheating, impersonation, and other outrages endemic to
a test-oriented society.

For these very practical reasons, essay

tests are needed to increase the validity and security. of the
whole testing process.
E.

Every English teacher's experience that writing ability is closely
akin to reading ability is borne out by-correlation studies..

(Note

that Paul Diederich, as cited above, expects a higher correlation with

writing ability from an objective reading test than from an,objective
writing test.

ETS reports tend to confirm his expectation.)

This

finding supports the common practice of spending much time in freshman
English on careful analytic reading of all kinds of writing, including,
but not restricted to, imaginative literature.

Capable writers are

almost always .capable readers, and .14 is reasonable to expect that

careful training in reading will help the development of writing
Ability.

Since writing and. reading are generally linked in the

course work, and improved reading ability is anormal objective
of freshman English, a test designed to-give college credit in
the course must include a substantial reading component.

It appears

possible to test reading ability with some accuracy by objective
examination, and it appears possible to test general reading
ability at least in part by the use of,a valid and reliable general
literature examination.

But we must be careful that any reading'
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test we use is college-level and substantive.

It is simpler to

ask for the correct spelling Of Shakespeare's name (though
Shakespeare himself would not know) than to obtain and evaluate
a response tcy King Lear's changing relationship to his daughter
Cordelia.

4.

STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES OF ESSAY TESTING
'We ought to have no, illusions about the reliability of essay testing.

To be sure, it is the criterion-of writing ab'iiity; it is the only way to
'see the real thing.

Nonetheless, such tests have many important problems

of which we need to be aware.

Perhaps the most significant problem for the reliability of essay tests
is the large difference in quality of the essays written by a single student.
Yesterday's paper is noticeably worse, or better, than today's and, of today's
papers, the one on topic A is far superior to that on topic F.
.

An essay

-

does not measure writing ability as an abstract quality, but a student's
ability to write on a certain topic on a certain day under test conditions.
It is Certainly conceivable that the student whose failing paper you may
have read last night could have handed in his paper with a4pored sigh of
,

relief, and gone home to Write his girlfriend in Cacamonga a witty, intelligent,

mechanically accuratelanalysis of the test he had suffered through and of the
agonies of the professor who would have to evaluate it.
The -second most:important problem, is the.difficulty in achieving

reliable grading of essay tests.

Even under the most carefully controlled

and supervised reading conditions', it is hard to find readers who agree
consistently about the quality of given essays. ,And the 'studies analyzing

results under more usual circumstances, when students are writing on different
topics, and when we know the identity of the writers, -are 'really depressing.
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But it is.possible to establish testing and grading conditions to bring
the reliability of essay testing to'a useful point.

It is clear-that, as the

ETS publication The Measurement of Writing Ability (1966) states, "The combination of objeCtive items (which measure accurately some skills involved
in writing) with an essay (which measures directly, if somewhat less accurately,
the writing itself) proved to be more valid than either type of item alone."
Finally, it is educationally necessary to require a student to write
during any test of writing.

We need to validate objective testing by guarding

against students who may. have learned to perform well on tests, but who cannot
write competently.

Suppose we were to choose a simple, well-constructed
The

spelling test as the equivalency examination (we won't, of course).

first time we used it, the results might well be acceptable; most (but
certeinly not all) good writers happen to be pretty good spellers.

But the

next time, those students who'did not "waste" their school years writing,
but instead studied spelling, would greatly imprOve their scores.' In time,
the exam might well stimulate mindless cramming-and devalue the writing
act itself.

This would be the effect whatever combination of skills a non-

essay test might examine; unless we include an essay test in our examination,
we run the danger of defining writing as not-writing, and this would be a
Position without validity-or integrity.

5.

EQUIVALENCY VESTING IN:FRESHMAN ENGLISH IN THE CALIFORNIA
STATE UNIVERSITY AND COLLEGE SYSTEM
-Conditions are favorable for the development of a responsible and

accessible equivalency test in freshman English within the California
State University and College system.

Notoonly is the administration of

the system on recordas.urging such testing in general, but the English
Council itself has endorsed it

principle.
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In addition, some of the
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problems.we have listed in relation to freshman English courses and to testing
in these courses are much more easily resolved within the system than on a
nationwide basis.

For example, the contributions of the English Council to communication
among the college departments has led to some general agreement about the
objectives of freshman English in our institutions.

Again, for various reasons,

the English departments of the State University and Colleges have tended to
devote a substantial portion of their time and some of their best energies to
the development of freshman English.

Hence, the nationwide neglect and frag-

mentation of such courses has not been a major matter here; indeed creative
experimentation, innovation, and the development of new materials in such
courses have marked our recent history.
The relative ease of communication among the 19 institutions, the general
seriousness and spirit of innovation with which we approach the course, and
the substantial size of our combined student bodies all argue fbr the possibility

of a well-planned and appropriately financed examination that could.have nationwide implications.

Indeed, the importance of what we are here undertaking

has not escaped the notice of ETS and CEEB; they have ,given strong assurances
I

that the two organizations will bring their resources, experience, and.knowledge
to help us accomplish aims so consistent with their,o46lic position on credit1

by- examination.

The College -Level Examination Proleimhas run into some important

opposition from faculties, most particularly faculties-An English and mathematics,
numbers of whom have found the general examinations in these areas unacceptable.
In response, ETS and CEEB have recommended various uses of subject examinations
in these areas and are developing new examinations in both fields.

Those

responsibile for CLEP are determined to regain the confidence of these faculties.

Sf
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We stand to benefit from a strong working relationship with ETS, which has

done most of the valuable research in testing in our field, since this
accumulated expertise (though by no means infallible) is an invaluable
resource.

The testing program we recommend has four features to it, each of which
is discussed below:

A) A coherent statement of the aims and objectives of

freshman English, B) A test, including both objective and essay parts, which
is demonstrably responsive to these aims, calls-for an appropriate college
level of proficiency, and is valid and reliable, C) Administration of the
test reliably and professionally, and D) Professional and sensitive use of
test results.

Such a programi

and technically practica

not only academically sound, but financially

, we propose it go into operation for the fall of

1973, with initial testing to begin as early as spring 1973.
A.

Aims and objectives of freshman English
Freshman English calls for development of reading and writing
ability-:-including the effective uses of reference and resource
materials--as well as the acquisition of, knowledge about the
English language.

A student should demonstrate the college-level

ability
1.

to recognize and use appropriate language (rather than merely
to classify "errors"),

2.

to recognize and use the basic processes of clear thought
and clear communication, and

3.

B.

to read expository and imaginative writing with understanding.

The Test:

Objective and Essay

The test should contain both essay and objective parts.

Six

semester units of lower division credit, or its equivalent,

should be given for successful completion of an examination
of 3 hours, consisting of 90 minutes of objective testing and
90 Minutes of a carefully designed essay test.
C.

Administration of the test
1.

Proposed new CLEP Freshman English Test:

Fall, 1974

Weliave great hopes that the proposed new CLEP Freshman
English Subject Examination
purposes.

will be satisfactory for our

We have confidence in the committee of examiners

devising the test (Richard Braddock, University ofiowa;
Greg Cowan, Forest Park Community College, Missouri;

,

Marnne

Davis, Benedict College, South Carolina; and Walker Gibson,
University of Massachusetts) and respect the committee's
statements about what it is seeking to accomplish.

In addi-

tion, we have examined six 45-minute pretests containing
approximately 450 questions written by college-English

teachers to the specifications of thatcommittee.

These

pretests constitute an item pool from Which about 200 questions
will be drawn to yield two editions of 90-minute CLEP multiple
choice subject-examinations.

On the following page are the

test specifications developed by the committee of examiners.
The questions on the pretests seem specifically designed to
avoid-the usual faults of short-answer testing, and seem
generally to examine the kinds of skills,we have agreed
are among our most important objectives.
In addition the new CLEP freshman English test includes

a 90minute optional essay section which we can and should
require.

The committee preferred a required essay section

E.

D.

C.

B.

A..

-

Synthesis

Analysis

Application

Comprehension

Knowledge

SKILLS

CONTENT

....

fi:

.

Judgments about effectiveness, style and form.

,

Tone, figures of speech,
identification of voice,
purpose and audience.

.

.

Contemporary, relevant materials
6 to 8 items per passage
100 - 300 words /passage

Poetry)

.

ing ideas and implications themes and facts. '

Basic content- Understand-

Kinds of organization and
development - logical, etc.
Facts about form.

(Exposition, Poetry, Prose)

6 passages, 2 each (Exp., Prose,

10

10

10

u

10

40 M/C Q.

'Reading. for Meaning

I.

40 M/C 1.

.

.

.

4

&

.

Making inferences and judgments about form aremeaning
of words in.contexts%

1

ships of words and phrases.

jdentiication.of relation-

.

Reasoning from the specific
to the general - conslusions
and deductions.

teeaning of locutions and
'utterances, grasping
analogies, comps. and
contrasts, etc.
.

.

texts.

Sentence sense and forms,
functionsof words in con-

stimulus - Model sentences, etc.

Majoritydiscrete questions Some sets of 2 or 3 on common

10'

5

5

10

10

(Diction, Semantics, Syntax, etc.)

Manipulajon of Language

II.

40 M/C Q.

.

.

,...t

- .

-

c 0

....

,

Tone-audience-suitability
of language to purpose -

0

Unity, Coherence and
Emphasis. Use of editorial
concepts applied to, sample
writingt
:

4 grammai- and usage.

'

,

Oi-ganization, and Development of paragraphs., meaning
and point of view.

.

Dictionary and Research
ski1U. Reference sources.
Language styles.

Simulated student's writing 4 or 5 passages with 4-5 items
each.
Remainder - discrete
items based on short stimulus.

15

.

15

E .

5

(Methods - Modes of Writing)

Editing and Writing. Ability
Library and Research

III.

'

120

20

30

20

25

25

TOTAL
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as part of the test itself, but CLEP's policy is to let the
decision on requiring the essay rest with the institutional
score recipient.

Everyone involved in creating thetest agrees

upon the value of the essay, however.

Here is the policy of

the CLEP program in relation to essay testing for the new CLEP
Freshman English Test (exerpted, with permission, from an ETS
memorandum dated July 14, 1972):
"The CLEP Program can offer a most positive alternative
in the special case of this new freshman English test.

This

will permit and promote the careful, rational use of the
optional essay section without penalizing those candidates
whose essays would be misused or ignored:
"(1) If the committee makes its strongest
possible recommendation urging recipient English
departments to require the essay, the program will
develop and distribute widely a special publication,
aimed at college faculty members and departments, that
will highlight the committee's recommendation.

Colleges

arcross the country are in the process of developing
policies of credit by examination through CLEP.

A

strong recommendation ,by the committee that this test

is incomplete without a Carefully prepared and graded
essay should be, we think will be, welcomed by most
recipients of scores.

These schools can, should, and

will in turn make it clear to individuals 'seeking

credit that the essay is required by the recipient
institution."
We expect to follow the development of this new test with
keen interest, and are prepared to recommend its use if it

fulfills its promiv.

We will seek to be included in the

norming studies for objective portions of this test in the
spring of 1973, and we will explore ways to conduct concomitant

I I 9
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norming of the optional essay section for studipts in our
system.

We have been as

red by the Director of the CLEP

program that the program will make tests available to us for
these purposes at no charge,.and will assist us in our validity
Studies.

Unfortunatgly, while CLEP designs and provides for

an optional essay, the receiving,institutions must themselves
provide for the grading of the essay question.

Therefore,

funding from the California State University and College
budget will be needed

in the 1972-73 fiscal year to establish

an organization to read and evaluate essays for this test (or, indeed,
for any other); this arrangement must be carefully and professionally
set up, so as to assure the reliability and validity of the entire
program.

We expect to be able to draw upon California faculty

experienced in AP and other organized essay grading efforts to
assure the professional caliber of this essential operation;
ETS specialists in this area stand ready to assist us.
However, because of the elaborate evaluation this new CLEP
test will undergo, it will nOt be available for our use in
September 1973.

We thus need to choose an acceptable alterna-

tive for the year ahead, even as we watch the development of
what may well be a CLEP test we can accept without qualms.

2.

Analysis and Interpretation of Literature:

Fall 1973

We recommend the following as a responsible short-term
solution for the 1973-74 academic year only
A three-hour examination consisting of the 90-minute
objective CLEP Subject Examination, Analysis and
Interpretation of Literature, and either its-90minute essay section or one of our own devising.-

12t
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The disadvantage of this short-term solution is that the
test does not deal with composition aside from literature,
apd that no norms

been developed specifially for our

student population.

The advantages of this proposal, however, are important:
a.

The test exists, and has been well received throughout
the country and within our system.

It contains a highly

reliable and valid objective test,(according to the
elaborate studies conducted by ETS), which will serve
411,

the necessary measurement function of the objective
portion of our test.
b.

The Literature test, while not ideally suited for all
aspects of freshman English, is skewed in the direction
of rigor rather than ease.

It is a college level

examination.
c.

Reading skill correlates closely with writing skill,
and this carefully constructed reading test, along with
a 90-minute essay test, is more appropriate for our
short-term use than any objective so,,called.comPosition
test.

d.

Two new, up-to-date, editions of this test will be
available forsour use in 1973.

These new editions

will improve an already impressive test.
e.

CLEP has no objections to substituting an essay test
of our own devising for-the essays on literature now
part of the examination.

We can select appropriate

essay questions for our purposes as the testing date
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approaches, or we can accept those prepared by the CLEF

committee (William Vesterman, Rutgers University'; W. 0. S.

Sutherland, University of Texas; Mary Rion Hove, St. Olaf
College) with the advice of the ETS test specialists.
3.

Essay Grading:

SuperOsion and Expenses

We resolve that the English Council will select a committee
with confinuing responsibility for supervTsior of the testing
program.

We. need furfherieports on the development of the

inew CLEP Freshman English test, and since there is no national
gradi-ig system for CLEP essays, we need to supervise the entire
process of essay grading.
We ':propose that the English Council,funded through the

Chancellor's Office, take responsibility for evaluating the
student essays,written for course equivalency in English., We

can as a body ensure the integrity, cons-istencya0 quality Of
essay grading far better than can any other office.

Since

essay grading is complex and expensive, it is bound to bevulnerable; under our direction it will be less Assailable7,,

less costly,,and more reliable than any but a national system'
such aS used by AP.

The cost of reliably gradihg large numbers of essays is
not prohibitive '(about $6.00 per exam, based on tentative

estimates of costs shown in Appendix I); when measured against
the potential savings for students and the system, and:when
placed against enhanced recruitment of able students, this
expenditure in fact becomes a great bargain.
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4.

The cost of developing the examinations we recommend
are being borne by CEEB; the cost bf taking the examination
is borne by the candidate seeking credit; the costs of scoring,
reporting, dnd transcript service for the objective test,are
provided by ETS; the cost of scoring and tAsing the essay section
l

of the test needs to be provided by-the State of California.
OUring the 1972-73 fiscal year, this cost should, we suggest,
be paid by the fund for innovative programs.

But after the

1972 -73 fiscal year, the faculty staffing formula should pro-

vide for the program, which obviously calls for continuing
attention from the English Council and for maintaining a,pbol
of trained reader's.

We hope that costs of grading can be

reduced; as we gain experience; it may be that the scores
on the objective test will be 'so valid for our purposes that
papers of those,,An the upper and lower eneof the scale will

notheed to be read.
See Appendix I for a lentative budget, tabulating the
anticipated expense of grading 5,060 90- minute essay "tests.
4.

Passing Scores

We accept the recommendation of the independent Council
on College-Level Examinations for the acceptable passing
score on the objective part of the test.

The Council recommends

credit.be granted for scores at or above the mean score for C
students on the CLEP national norm.

For the Analysis and

Interpretation of Literature tests,that is a score of 49 or
roughly the.50th percentile.

(We may wish to use a California

rather than a national mean score, when such local norming

-.12,,
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takes place.)
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The essay test will need to be scaled by the

chief reader and his.assistant-tafter the scoring has been done,
and the two scores combined.
5.

Thc Use of Test Scores

,r*

'.The use of tesf.results requires' careful attention and
4

planning.

those who havepassed the test and'received credit

for the college course work should be fully info'rmed of the
.

,
.

value of what they have achieyed in` academic and developmental
,

s ***
.

'

terms--not *rely mechanical or financial lanly4EOhey should
be urged to take more advanced work in English tn dider to develop
their capacities further.' Thus the placement value of this
kind of testing should be exploited, even if course equivalency

""
is the Major purpose.

The individual colleges.and universities should also retain

flexibility in the use of test-results, even if credit is
granted systemwide. A student who does not succeed in 'liaising
NN

the equivalency examination may wish tu applyfon a challenge
examination at .his own institution; tie should have theopportunity

to do so, if the institution Wishes to continue offering such
tests on a local basis.

The student should have the option of how he will use credit
gained by examination.

The experience of AP students is illus.

trative in this regard; these students, with their head start,
take more college units than do students` without'AP credit.

Certainly, careful and sensitive'cpunseling, advisement, and

.
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fOr
guidance are essential to this program, and not only

those likely to be successful in it.

Those with-little

take tests
chance of success ought not to be encouraged to

those succeeding
covering college-level'work they do not know';
in their selfat the tests should,'be encouraged and guided

motivated quest for learning:

Decisions, however, must always

should seek to
rest with the student, and each institution

z

develop appropriate ways to help the student decide wisely.
6.

The Colleges and the Schools
high
Since it is not to=be expected that most,:or even many,

school graduates will in fact have accomplished college-level
test
work in English, without special training', no equivalehcy

the colleges
program is complete without close liaison between

granting credit and the schools.

For a college-level equivalency

progAm to Succeed for more than a few individuals with unusual
training or talents; the high schools will need help and support .in providing formal

college-level opportunities for all students

whO may profit from such opportunities.

Such an innovative

between
approach requires not only subject field communication

of
the colleges andthe schools,'but also a deliberate program
action on the part of the Chancellor's Officeand the State
Department of Education.
5

We urge those agencies to initiate

,

and foster a <large-scale effort to assist the schools in

establishing appropriate curricular offerings, so that the
equivalency. program We recommend can in fact be open to all

potentially qualified students.
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6.

HOW EQUIVALENT IS EQUIVALENCY?
Even as we. endorse equivalency examinations and proceed in all good

faith to administer them, we need to reassert the value of our freshman English
programs.

After all, only a small percentage of our entering freshmen are

likely to have learned college level skills in our field, arid even some of
those receiving credit may well seek to take freshman English in order to
receive the less measurable benefits of the course.
Freshman English, as well as Many other college courses, offers various
experiences that have little to do. with measurable skilli, and yet that

can be of great educational value to students.

For example, as Thomas Wilcox

puts it, "The English class may offer the freshman his only opportunity to
participate in-the free exchange of ideas and confer with a.professional
intellectual.

This may be the best reason for limiting the size of freshman

English classes and, indeed, the chief justification'of freshman-English
itself."

At a time when humanizing higher education has become much more

than a slogan, we should not overlook the'hymanizing effect of a good freshman English course.

"Students often testify, as they look back, that their

freshman English course first brought their minds to life....

Because

freshman English classes are still relatively small in most institutions,
the instructor is often able to provide individual help for the student;
he often becomet a counselor as well

as'a teacher, just because he is less

remote than the lecturer in the large introductory courses."

(Robert Gorrell,4

"Freshmaii Composition," The College Teaching of English, ed. John Gerber
[New York,] 1965, p. 92)

If equivalency becomes one more mechanical device to turn education into
processing, we will have done our students and our society a significant dis,

service, even if we have saved them some cash.
3
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.

If equivalency becomes a simple matter of certifying minimal competency,

.without a concomitant push for achievement of individual excellence, we will

,

.

have denied' our mission.

We need to hold fast to our pUrpose as educators of individual students,
even as we must get involved in the machinery of testing for units.

The surest

way for us to keep equivalency. testing to its stated purpose of fostering

and individualizing education in our field is for us to supervise directly
a responsible professional program such as the one we here propose.

Our

aim, after.all, is to help students educate themselves; we should expect that
students will continue to come to us for the best we have to offer, and we
can certify their achievements in various ways.

Equivalency test scores

may well be equivalent to-our course grades, but the full and rich experience
of language and literature,, however measured, has no equivalency.

4
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EXPENSE OFESSAY READING
Following are estimates of the expense,tif reading with reasonable

reliability, 5,000 90-miAute examinations, each composed of three separate°
essay questions.

These estimates assume the following:

a,

Three independent readings will be given each paper (one readihg
A
for each question).

b.

Five minutes of reading timewill be required to score each
essayor a total of 15 minutes for each test.

c.

Six tables of eight readers and one table leader each will be
required for the reading; two tables for each question.
ti

d.

Each reader will receive an honorarium of $300 for 41/2 days of

work; each table leader will receive $350 for 5 days work.
e.

An experienced chief reader will organize and direct the reading;
$1,600 should cover his honorarium, travel, and expenses.

Honoraria

(48 readers @ $300 and
6 table leaders 0 $350)
Per Diem

$16,500

-

(Housing and meals -0 $22 per day)

5,412

Transportation
"(Average $50)

,2,700

Chief Reader
(Honorarium and expenses)

1,000

Clerical and Data Processi"ng

(Combining the 3 separate scores;

combining the'total essay and
objective test scores; weighting
scores appropriately, etc.)
TOTAL

5,009

$30,612
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OBJECTIVE TESTS IN fRESHMAN ENGLISH
The following objective tests were made available by publishers-for
examination by the Writers of this report.

The College Proficiency Examination

Program (CPEP) Examinations created and used by the University of the State
of New York, were not made availablev there are, no doubt, other tests in use,
or in potentia, that we have not seen.

We did, however, attempt to examine

every widely_ available test designed for freshman English.

American Guidance Service, Circle Pines, Minnesota
Essentials of English Test-(forms A and B), by Dora V. Smith
and Constance M. McCullough, rev. 1961 byCarolyn Greene
Bobbs-Merrill, New York
Analytic Survey Test in English FundameriLals (form 4), by
,J. Helen Campbell and Walter Scribner Guiler

Bureau of Educational Measurements, Emporia, Kansas
`Barrett-Ryan English Test (forms I, II, III, VI, 1948,"1954)
Barrett-Ryan-Schrammel English Test (forms EM, DM)
Hoskins-Sanders Literature Test (forms A, B)
Walton-Sanders English Test (Test I, form B; Test II, forms A, B)

Educational Testing Service, Princeton, New Jersey
CLEP General Examination, English Composition
CLEP Subject Examinations
English Composition
American Literature
English Literature
Analysis and Interpretation of Literature (six forms)
FreshmAn English (six,pretests)
Undei.graduate Program (UP)*
Literature Test
European and American Literature Test (modular complement
to the Literature Test)

Cooperative English Tests (forms lA and PM)
Harcourt,,Brace and World; New York
Missouri College English - Test', by Robert Callis and Willoughby

Johnson (formB)
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Houghton, Mifflin, Co.; Boston, Massachusetts

The New Purdue Placement Test in English (forms D and E), by
G. S. Wykoff, J. H. McKee, and H. H. Remmers
McGraw - Hill, Monterey, California
-

Test of English Usage. (form A), by Henry D. Rinsland, Raymond W.
Pence, Betty Beck and Roland Beck

Educational Skills Tests, College Edition:

Engl ish (form. A)

Psychometric Affiliates, Brookport, Illinois
College English Test (forms A and B), by A. C. Jordan

ti
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LIST OF CORRESPONDENTS
The authors of this report are particularly grateful to the following
specialists in the field of testing in English, for their detailed and
valuable letters. If the report is valuable to the profession as a
whole, it will be in large part dUe to the participation of the profession as a whole.

G. C. Allen, Deputy Director, School of Education, University of
Sussex, Brighton, Sussex, England.
Richard Braddock, Coordinator, Rhetoric Program, University of
IOwa and Editor of Research in the Teaching of English, Iowa
City, Iowa.
J.

Britton, Goldsmith Professor of Education; University of
London, England.
14",

Rex Brown, Assistant. to the Director, Research and Analysis, National
Assessment of Educational Progress, Denver, Colorado.

Jonathan Bryan, Associate Professor of English, Northern Virginia'
Community College, Annandale, Virginia.
Michael Cartwright, Coordinator of Freshman English, California
State College% Bakersfield, and Director of the Association
of.Departments of English Survey of Freshman English
Programs.

Paul B. Diederich, Senior Reiearch Associate, Educational Testing
Service, Princeton, New Jersey.
Gerhard Friedrich, State University Dean, Academic Program and
Resource Plannino,00ffice of the Chancellor, The California
State University and Colleges.
Walker Gibson, Professor of English,. University of Maisachusetts,
Amherst, Massachusetts.

William F. Irmscher, Director of Freshman English, Uhiversity of
Washington, Seattle, Washingt5n.
Arnold Lazarus, Professor of English, Purdue University, Lafayette,
Indiana,
William J. Leary, Professor of English, California State University,
Los Angeles, California
Stoddard Malarkey, Director of Composition, University of Oregon,
Eugene, Oregon.
F. T. Naylor, Director for Advanced Level Examinations,. Schools
Council, London,.'England.

,

Alan Purves,Professor of English: University of Illinois, UrbanaChampaign, Illinois:
J. Stephen Sherwin, Chairman, Freshman Program, SUNY College at
Buffalo, New York.
Blanche J. Skrudick; Acting Director, Basic Writing Program, The
City College of the City University of New York.
!

W. 0. S. Sutherland, Professor of English, University of Texas, Austin,
Texas.
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TO:

FROM:

Dr. Robei-t Bess, Director
Academic Projects
Office of the Chancellor

DATE:

December 4, 1973

R. W. Lid'and Edward M. White
English Equivalency Testing. Program

Attached is the full budget for the English Equivalency Testing .Program, including funds already allocated and funds requested. Thus far we have been granted
$15,741.00 start-up costs. We are requesting an additional $60,313.00 fold a total
of $76,054.00
.1N

For convenience the budget has been itemized under three separate parts:
(1)
Start-up costs, allocated and requested(2)
Reading costs reqUested
(3)
Follow-up costs requested.
The third category runs beyond the, current fiscal year.
As to the request for additional funds under item (1) above, the original
budget was for the Fall semester only. Within that budget 'we chose to economize
by Stretching faculty assigned time through a second quarter. HenCe the requested
additional reassigned tine is for one quarter-course'only, together with an adjustment figure for the semester /quarter differentiak. Beyond the above, there are
some added clerical and operating costs which occur as we approach the reading
period. Also, the State Printer's estimate for the printing of the brochure is
running higher than anticipated, probably because of rising paper costs.

,.

The Readihg Conference costs are all based on 6,000 candidates taking. the. test.
Should there be a substantially larger number, we would have to request additional
funds--unless polity were set in advance that we close registration at some point.
Conference costs are figured at a substantially lower figure than last year based
on workload and production figures for Summer 1973.
In effect, we will be reading
half again as many test booklets (6,000 instead of 4,000) for only a marginal increase in costs (3-4 7.). If we were to .go over the estimated 6,000 candidates, the
additional cost would be five dollars per test booklet to 7,500. It is of course
assumed that if we come in under the 6,000, we will hire proportionally less readers.
Finally, it shohld be pointed out that transportation and per diem have probably been
figured'high; we have been cautious because the gas shortage may mean that fewer of
our readers will choose to commute this year.

As to Follow-up costs, they represent Dr: White's seeing the final processing
'and mailing of results to their conclusion. They also include the writing of -a
detailed final 'report and the making of,'a statistical study.
Two final points:
(1)
1.4.qt yeaJC Dr. Smart offired the Deans of Admission postage costs for mailing the bAchures.
Long, Beach billed. us $245.00:
Had others done
the same, we would have quickly gone over our budget. We would like a policy for
this year that excludes such-billing; if not, then we would like additional funds
granted for each such charge made against us..
(2)
The only new item in this budget,
over last year's is computer costs. We -have been unable to ascertain them precisely
as of this date and the figure given is an estimate.

The budget has been itemized in some detail.
Should you have any questions or
need additional data, please feel free to ask Dr. Lid for such information.

RWL/mr
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English Equivalency Testing Program

Budget Summary

Start-up costs
Reading costs
Follow-up costs

$21,515..00

49,348.00
5,191.00

$76,054.00

I

L

rp
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6

Start-up Costs

Original'Grant - Personal Services
.50
Faculty Man Years:
Temporary Help
Staff Benefits (427.)
Salary Savings

Total Personal Services

$

6,252
3,415
1,018
(194)

$ 10,491

Operating Expenses
Brochures
Mailing
Supplies
' Facility Reservations

$

1,500
500
100
200
1,250

WordProcessing
Travel

Total Operating Expenses.
1Total Budget

.1,700

$

5,250

$ 15,741

Additional Costs -; Personal Services
2 Faculty

Man Years
Temporary Help
Staff Benefits

Total Personal Services

$

2,432
1,000
292

$

3,724

$

350

OperatingExpenses
Brochures

200
200
300
1,000

Dittoing
Xeroxing
Travel

2,050

Total Operating Expenses
Total Additional Request

$

5,774

A73-217) of $15,004 as adjusted to include
'This is the original budget (Ref. No.
7.5 salary increases requested/received-by Northridge.
between quarter and semester accounting
2This sum is needed to cover disparity
Dr. White
additional
course
off for Dr. White ($1,390).
systems ($1,042) and one
courses)
for AY.
(4 courses); Dr. Lid, .25 (2
is to have 4/9 the reassigned.time

4
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Readeng Costs
Summary

Reading Costs
.

.

Readers and Professional Team
$ 27,300
Aides
2,301
Per diem/Readers and Professional:Team
9,850
Transportation/Readers & Professional Team
5;850
..

Lunches /Aides

.24Z

Registration FeeKellogg-West
Computer costs
Xeroxing
Telephone

1,500
2,000
250
.50

-

Total

$ 49,348

Costs Itemized by Category-

Readers and Professional Team

;
60 readers @ $300 (4 days)
10` table leaders @ $ 400 (5 days)

2
1
1
1
*1
2

question leaders @ $500 (5 days)
chief reader (12 days)
associate chief reader (17 days)
secretary (6 days)
statistician (6 days)
chief aides @ $250 (5 days)

78

$ 18,000
4,000
1,000
1,200
1,700
300
600
500

$ 27,300

Aides

10 @ $2.00 per hr., 9 hr.
5@ $2.50 per hi., 9 hr.
3 @ $3.00 per hr., 9 hr.
4 @ $2.00 per hr., 6 hr.
22

day,
day,
day,
day,

5
6
6
5

days
days
days
days

$

900

.

, 675

486
240
$

2,301

*For 1974 reading ETS will likely provide statistician and travel
costs; we will provide per diem.
Hence this particular sum will '
most likely not be expended.

7.3
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,Pqr diem /Readers and Professional' Team
-

74 @ $25 per day for 5 dayS
4 @ $25 per day for 6 days

78

$

9,250
600

$

9,850

Transportation/Readers and Professionil Team
5,850

78 @ $75 average

Lunchep/Aides

14 for 5 days @ $2.50 per day
8 for 6 days @ $2.50 per day

175

22

247

72

Registration Fee - Kellogg-West
o-

78 Readers and Professional Team &
22 Aides (100 x $15.00)

$

1,500

Computer

$

2,000

Xeroxing

$

250

Telepho,le

$

50

13G

.e
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Follow-up Costs -.Summer 1974
.

C

.

Director's Salary (2 months)
Temporary Help
Benefits

$

$

3,742
1,000
449

%

5,191

a
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The California State University
Englih Equjv9,leney Test
STATISTICAL PROCEDURES
William Cowell.

.May, 1973

The Test and Scores:

The California State University English Equivalency Test con-sists of two ninety minute parts; an objective part aad,an
essay pert.
The objective part is the Subject Examinatdon
"Analysis. and Interpretation of Literature" ofthe CollegeThe essay-part,has,been preLevel Examination Program (CLEP).
pared by the English.professors of the Calloria- State Universities and Colleges.

Educational Testing Service will score the objective pert and
The essay paxt consists
report scores on a scale of 20 to 80.
of two questions. Each of the two essays will be read by two
Readers will'assign'grads On a scale of 1 to 6 (zero
readeis.
denote that the stud.ent did not attempt an answer).
The
four essay grades will be added to obtain the essay total score.
Essay totals can range from 0 to 21. Essay totals of 0-3 are
possOble only if the student does not attempt one or both of
the questions.
.A Composite score for the whole examination (objective arid
essay) will.be determined by transforming the essay total score
to the 'same scale as the objective scores and adding the objective and the transformed essay scores.
The technique for trans-

forming the essay scores isdescribed below (Secion III).
Lt.

Candidate Groups and Norms Samples:
1)

Total Grotty:

The candidates (potential California State University and
College freshman who register for and take the English
Equivalency Test.
2

igating Sample:
A sample of the Total Group.
Since it is desitable 'to begin
the work o.f combining scores before-the essay readrng is
finished,, the transformation of the essay scores tot the CLEPi
will be based on a sample of the total group.
This sample
qt
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first 500 papers from the total gro
will consist,of
to haveothe reading,-completed.,-"Since the papers of the,
--total group will be scrambled-beTore the reading begins,
The
the sample should be representive of the total group.
:representatkvene=ss can bd checked by comparing the objective
If the mean or standscores of thesample and total group..
ard deviatioi-) of the scores for the sample differ significantly from those of the total group, the sample should be
increased until it is representative. This sample will be
referred-to as "The Equating Sample".
CSUC' Norms Sample:

3)

The sample of CSUC students'who take the essay. part of the
-examination as part of their English course. This group
will be used in determining minimum passing scores.
CLEP Norms Sample:

h)

The nation-wide sample of college students who participated
in the 196h norming administration of the CLEP Analysis
and Interpretation of Literature examination.
Texas Norms Sampld:

5)
\

The sample of students who participated in the 1970 validity
study of the CLEP examination at the University of Texas.

Equating of Objective and Essay Scores:
Equating is a method of transforming the essay scores to the
CLEP scale to permit addition of objective and essay ,scores in
a meaningful way. Equating'mayalso be of value in d'eterminminimum passing points.
.

Sirice both objective and essay scores will be available for the
Equating Sample (see IT abovq), it is posSible to establish a
,itable showing the CLEP score (on a scale of 20 to 80) equivalent
The process of obtaining this table
to each essaY,tot0.1. score.
Several acceptable methods are.
is called "score equating".
1
The
equpercentile
(curvilinear) method seems to
available
be most appropriate for establishing comparable objective and
.

1

,Angoff, W. H.; Scales, Norms, and Equivalent Scores'in R. L.
(2nd ed.) Washington,
Thorndike (Ed.) "Educational Measurement".
American Council on Education, 1971, 563 -590.

-.11
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essay scores. The scaled-score corresponding to each essay,
total score will be that score in the distribution of objective
(CLEP) scores such that theppercentageof the group scoring
below that CLEP score i8 equal to the percentage of the (same)
group scoring below the given essay score. Step-by-step procedures are given in Appendix A.
.1

IV.

Minimum Passing Scores:

1

.

The CSUC Norms Sample (see II above) will provide information to'
determine the score on the essay part of the examination that
corresponds to the passing point as defined in the announcement
of the program "A Head-Start at College" - i.e., performance at
the level of the average "C" student finishing the college English
course.

The minimum' passing score corresponding to the average "C" student's performance is to be determined in terms of the Combined
Setting a single cut -off point on
objective and essay scores.
the Composite score allows for freely compensating part-scores;
i.e., a very poor performance on the essay part can be compensated
for bY a very good performance on the objective part, and vice
It has been decided that limits should be placed on this
versa.
compensation. Topass the test a canlidate must earn a Composite
score equal to or greater than ,the Minimum passing score (middle
"C") and he must earn part scores (objective and essay) equal to
or greater than certain minimum scores (to be determined).

As was pointed out at the April 18th meeting, it -would be very
desirable from a psychemetrib point-of-view to have-both objective and essay scores available for the CSUC Norms Sample. In
that. case minimum passing scores could be derived directly for
Because, of the high costs in testing
both parts and the total.
time and in .money, only the essay part will be administered to
the CSUC Norms Sample. Minimum passing scores for the objective
pait apd the total test can be derived frOm other data which will
Two alternatives exist for estimating the level
be available.
of performance of an average "C" student on the objective 'part:
1

The equating method aescribed.in Section III establishes a
relationship between objective and essay scores in a way
For example, an objective
that allows direct comparison.
score of 49 represents the saute level of performance as an
Therefore, the CSUC Norms Sample essay
essay score of 49.
score distribution could be used to establish two "cuttingscores"; a)- :the score corresponding to the level of performance, of an average "C" student which eventually would
determine the minimum passing score on the total test, and
Since
the minimum acceptable score on the essay part.
b)
the objective scores-represent the same level of performance
as the corresponding essay scores, it seems reasonable to
use the same cutting scores for the objective part as is
Step-by-step procedures are
determined for the essay part.
given in Appendix D.
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2

An alternative for estimating minimum passing points for
the objective part involves the use of the CLEP Norms Sample
and/or the Texas Norms Sample. Each of these groups consists of college students enrolled in "apprOpriate" English
Data
courses and each group took the CLEP objective test.
are available to fndicate the level of performance of an
However, a'verage "C" is defill-ed'in
average "C" student.
terms of grading standards at non-CSUC institutions and
"appropriate" courses were selected by non-CSUC staff to
match the description of the content of the CLEP examination.
The CLEP Norms Sample consists of students from 17 colleges
representing a wide 'range of types of institution and geoThe table below shows the mean CLEP
graphical locations.
score for the variosus course grade categories for each norms
group.

NORMS SAMPLE
1'

CLEP

.

TEXAS

400

Mean Score for:
61

61

55

55

"C" students

49

49-

"D" students

41'

41

"F" students

40

50

50

52

"A" stddents
"B"

students,

Total Groups

1

The remarkable similarity of the Texas and National nata is
supportive of the use of national norms data to establish
However, in using national norms
minimum passing scores.
data to establish minimum passing scores for the objective
part, it is assumed that collective standards for course
grades among the 17 colleges are similar to standards for
the CSUC and that the relationship of CLEP scores to course
grades is similar in the two situations.
Having two methods available for estimating objective cutoff score, one method can be used to check on the other,
I
or modify the other if substantial differences occur.
recommend that the equating method be used to determine tpe
minimum passing scores and the CLEP Norms data be used to
I think it is desirable to
check, or modify, the results.
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I

derive the minimum passing scores directly from California
Appendix B describes the procedure in detail.
data.
V.

Checks on Reading Reliability:
Three types of checking and control will ,be used with respect
to reading" reliability.
1)

Table Leaders will continuously spot check the grading of
readers at their table alVd. Question Leaders will continu7
iously monitor the grading of all the tables reading their
These checks are informal in that no record will
question.
be kept but differences between the judgtents of reader and
table leader or question leader will be resolved on-the-spot.
This procedure is intended to maintain grading standards over
the duration of the reading.

2)

When the grading is completed far a paper, the cover (carbon) strip is removed and the Whole set of four grades is
The aide removing the'cover will inspect the grades
visible.
The grades for first and second readings
for consistency.
of the same essay ought to agree, within reasonable limits.
There is no reason to expect grades for different essays to
be the same', so no checking is needed betweerithe grades for
,the firstegsay and grades for the second essay. For convenience in referring to each of the four grades., let:

C,

Q11

denote the grade for Question 1, first reading

Q12

denote the grade for Question 1, second reading

Q21

denote the grade for Question 2, first reading
0

Q22 .denote the grade for Question 2, second reading

Then Q11 and Q12 should be compared and Q21 and Qn should
be compared, but no checking is needed for other possible
pairs.

The difference between grades for two readings that is to
be accepted is fairly abitrary. It is probably not feasible
to try to resolve differences of l'.or 2 points, but differences
of 3 or more points probably ought to be resolved.
The procedure for resolving, differences of 3 or more points
It is suggested
should be established prior to the reading.
that the aide returnithe paper with discrepant grades to
The Question Leader will read the essay
the Question Leader.
himself.or assign it to'a third reader to try to determine
which grade is in inaccord with the standards.
The Question
Leader will,then discuss the.discrepancy with the reader and/
,or Table Leader to maintain consistency of grading standards

9
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It
as well as to try to resolve the difference in grades.
seems inappropriate for anyone to change a grade without
the consent of the reader who assigned it.
,

An alternate procedure would be to return the paper to the
Question Leader, obtain a third reading, and use all three
This procedure would be faster but does not have
grades.
the beneficial effects on maintaining grading standards and
allows "incorrect" grades to enter intO a students total
The essay total should be adjusted to include only
score.
2/3 of the sum of the three grades, rounded to the nearest
whole number, plus the grades for the other question to
keep the essay total on the same scale as regular papers.
,

3)

The third type of check on reading reliability involves
obtaining correlations between grades for first and second
This work can be don'e by the statistical aide
readings.
following the recording of each daSr's produption.
2

The reading reliability for question 1 is the correlation
between grades Q11 and Q12. The reading reliability.for
question 2 is the correlation between grades Q21 and Q22.
VI. 'Validity:

The college professors of the students in the CSUC Norms Sample
have been asked to supply,two measures of performance in the
college English course for each student:
1)
2)

the letter-grade in the course
,a categorical ranking in a forced di$tributibn

Corelations between essay total scores-and each of the two performance measures can be obtained as the data become available
to obtain validity.coeficients for the essay scores.
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STATISTICAL PROCEDURES
APPENDIX A

PROCEDURES FOR EQUIPERCENTILE EQUATING
William Cowell

May, 1973

1

Before the reading begins the essay booklets from the regular
It is particcandidate group should be put in a random order.
ularly important that the Equating Sample be a random sample of
If a candidate used more than one booklet,
the total group.
the booklets should oe'securely fastened together to withstand
many handlings cru'ring the reading.

2.

About 500 essay booklets selected at randOm from the regular
candidate group should be mixed with the bookletS from the CSUC
These thousand (approx.) booklets should be read
Norms Sample.
first to enable the statistical/work of equating and norming to
begin as early as possible.

1

As the reading is completed on each batch of booklets, the grtade
cover (carbon) strips are removed and the aide should check for
Grade
consistency,of grades between first and second readings.
discrepancies should be resolved as-quickly as possible and the
Booklets for the CSUC Norms Sample
paper returned to the-aide.
should be separated from those for the Equating Sample. A
special code for the Norms Sample will identify those booklets.
(See Appendix B)

4.

As the completed booklets are sorted, the information from the
Equating Sample booklets should be recorded on the form:
ROSTER OF SCORE INFORMATION
CSUC ENGLISH EQUIVALENCY TEST
EQUATING SAMPLE

The columns headed "Converted" and "Composite" will be filled
The Objective Score will be copied
in at .a subsequent step.
onto this form from the alphabetical roster of objective score
information supplied by ETS. The information can be recorded
in the order that the booklets are received; dt is not necessary
If a candidate has an essay bookto alphabetize this roster.
let but is not listed on the objactive score roster, remove the
booklet from the Equating Sample.
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5.

6.

7

After the info'rmation has been recorded on the roster, thel
information should be:checked by another person and red dots
placed beside the Objective Score and Essay Total Score to
indicate that these data have been checked and found to be
If a dascreponcy is found, cross-out the incorrect
correct.
figure and write the correct figure in red, then have it.recheoked.
Sort the booklets into 25 piles de.pending on the Essay Total
The number of booklets in each pile will give
Score (0-2h).
the frequencies for the "Distribution of Essay Grades".

After all the booklets for the Equating Sample have been read
and the information recorded on the roster, score distributions
for the Objective Scores and Essay Total Score will be
Use the forms "DISTRIBUTION OF OBJECTIVE SCORES" and
obtained.
"DISTRIBUTION OF ESSAY TOTAL SCORES" to make a tally of the
One person can read scores fromthe roster while another
scores.
tallies the scores on the distribution. Then, for the objective
scores, reverse the jobs and make another tally to check the
For the essay scores, a count of the booklets in each
first.
(See step 6 above) It
pile can be usea to check the tallies.
is very important that these distribtuions for the Eqthating
Sample-be accurate since they will determine grades for the total
group.

8.

9.

10.

When an accurate tally has been obtained, write the frequencies
Then fill in the
(counts) on another copy of the form.
"Cumulative Frequency" column, accumulating frequencies from the
The figures in the "Frequency" and "Cumulabottom to the top.
tive Frequency" columns should be the same for the lowest score,
and the cumulative frequency for the highest score ,should be
the total number of candidates in the sample.
Have the "Frequency" and "Cumulative Frequency" data checked.
The percent below for any
Fill in the "Percen't Below" column.
given score is the cumulative frequency of the next lower score
divided by the total number of candidates (rounded to the nearest
For example, to find the percent below for a
tenth percent).
score of 20, find the cumulative frequency for score potnt 19
and divide that number by the total number of candidates in the
Then more the decimal point two places to the right
sample.
(equivalent to multiplying by 100) and round to the_nearest
tenth (e.g. , )18.7).

11.

Place a red dot
Have the percent below Calculations checked.
beside the percents as they are checked to indicate they have
been checked and found correct.

IA
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-12

13.

Plot the CLEF objective scores against their percent below
values on arithmetic probability paper.
Check the plotting,
then ink in the points.
Draw a smooth curve through the points
using a French-curve.
(lf a computer program for curve-fitting
can be-accessed via the ETS remote terminal, the computer pro-gram may be used to check on the graphical procedure,)
For each Essay"Total Score, the corresponding CLEF Scaled Score
will be found by using the graph obtained in step 12. For each
Essay Total Score,
a)

find the percent below corresponding to that score on the
"Diktribution of Essay Total Scores"

b)

locate the corresponding percent below along the horizontal
axis of the graph

c)

read the corresponding CLEP score from the vertical.axis (to
the nearest integer value)

d)

record equivalent Essay Total and CLEP Scaled Scores on'the
"SCORE CONVERSION TABLE".

14.

Have stop 13 checked.

15.

Record thw-cpnverted scores on the "Roster of Score Information".

16.

Add the objective and the converted essay score to obtain the
Composite Scores.

17.

Have steps 15 and 16 checked.

18.

Tally-the composite scores and, obtain the "DISTRIBUTION OF
CMPOSITE SCORES" as in steps 7-11.

19.

Obtain the correlation coefficient between objective and converted
essay scores (including means and standard deviations of each
score distribution).
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-

PROCEDURES FOR ESTABLISHING MINIMUM PASSING SCORES
William Cowell

May, 1973
1'

1.

2.

3.

The essay booklets from the CSUC Norms Sample should be mixed
with about 500 booklets selected at random from the regular
These thousand (approx.) booklets should be
candid-ate group.
read first.
As. the reading is completed on each. batch of booklets and the
consistency of grading is checked, booklets for the CSUC Norms
Sample should be separated from those for the Equating Sample.
(See Appendix A, steps 1"3Y

As the booklets are sorted, the Wormation from the CSOC Norms
Sample booklets should be recorded on the form:
ROSTER OF SCORE INFORMATION
CSUC NORMS SAMPLE
Course *grades and rank index can be obtained, from the rosters
Essay grades- and Essay
supplied by the college professors.
Total should be recorded even if course grade and/or rank index
The column headed "Converted" will be filled
are not available.
The
inforMation
can be recorded on this roster in
in later.
the order that the booklets are received; it is not necessary to
alphabetize.

After the information has been recorded o.n the roster, the inforRed dots should be
mation should be checked by another person.
placed beside the essay total score and th'e couise grade to
indicate that these data have been checked and found to be
If a discrepancy is found, cross out the incorrect
correct.
figure in red, then have it re-chb*cked.
5.

Sort the booklets for the.CSUC Norms Sample into six piles depending on the code for Course Grade (A, B, C, D, F, and No Grade
Reported).,
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6.

7

8.

9

'After all the booklets for the Norms Sample have been read and
the information recorded on Lhe roster, six distributions of
essay total scores should be constructed; one distribution for
No Grade Reeach of the grade categories A, B, C, D,
Steps 7. -11 of Appendix A describe-the procedures.
ported.

After these six distributions have been obtained and checked, a
distribution of essay total scores for the entire CSUC Norms
group can be obtained by addingthe frequencies across.the six
distributions (for each essay score).
Find the mean and standard deviation of each of the seven distributions.'
The mean of the distribution of essay total scores for the grade
Use the
category "C" is the basis of- the minimum passing score.
graph constructed in step 12 of Appendix A to find the CLEP
Scaled Score (Converted Score) corresponding to the meq..n "C"
Multiply this score by 2 and round to the ne'are'st ingrade.
This is the minimum passing score, using Method 1
teger value.
as described in "Statistical Procedures".

10.

To compare the results of the two methods suggested in "Statistical Procedures" for establishing the minimum passing score,
add 18.54 to the CLEP Scaled Score correfqo'lldkft to the mean
(The value 48.51t'is the mean CLEP score for the
"C" grade.
CLEP National Norms Sample.)

11.

The minimum passing scores derived by each of the-se methods
(steps 9 and 10) should be reported to the Director of the
Reading for final detertination of the minimum passing composite
score.

12.

This
The minimum passing partscores must also be determined.
score should be set to minimize the number of clAsification
errors (A, B, and C students who fail and number of D and F
students who pass). 'To determine this point for the essay scores,
construct two additional frequency distributions; one for the
combined A, B, and C course -grade groups and one for the combined
(Only the frequency columns need be filled in.)
D and F groups.
Inspection of these frequency columns will suggest one or more
The score which minimizes the nuMber of
possible cutting points.
classification errors should be selected. The Director of the
Reading will make the final decision on this minimum passing
part-score's.

13.

After the '!Score Conversion Table" has been completed (see
Appendix A), the Converted Essay Scores can be_added to the
"Roster of Score Information".

ROSTER OF SCORE INFORMATION
CSUC ENGLISH EQUIVALENCY TEST
EQUATING SAMPLE'
May 1973
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THE CALIFORNNTA STATE UNIVERSITY
English Equivalency test
Y

STATISTICAL REPORT'
William Cowell

July, 1973

Tr,

The Test.

The California State University English 'Equivalency Test was
The test consists
administered to 4,071 students on may 12,.1973.
objective
(multiplechoice) part,and
of two ninety-minute'Parts; an
The
objective
part
is
the
Subject
Examination
an essay part.
"Analysis and Interpretation of Literature" of the College-Lever
The essay part consists of two questions
Examination Program, (CLEP).
prepared and graded by the Englisir prof.essors of the California State
University, and Colleges (CSUC).
II.

Scores.

The Educational Testing Service scored the
(1) Objective Score.
objectiVe part and reported scores to the students.nd the,CSUC
English Tegt Center on the CLEP score -scale of 20 to SO.
Each of the two essays was graded by two
Zero denotes that
scores
on a scale of.1 to 6.
readers who assigned
the
question.
the student did not' attempt an answer to
(2) 'Essay Question Scores,.

The four essay question scores were added
(3) Raw Essay Total Score.
Theessay total.icores range
to obtain the raw essAy.total score.
Scores
of
0
to
3
are
possible
only if the stud-ent did
from 0 to 24.
nod answer-one ox ,both c'uestions.
The raw essay total scores "we're-tans.7._
(4) Converted Essay Scare.
formed to the same scale as the objective scores to permit addition
The technique
.of objective and essay scores in a meaningful way.
for converting the scores is described below (Section 17.)

Composite scores for the whole examination
(5) Composite Scores.
the Converted Essay Scores and the Objective
adding
were obtained by
Scores.
,

Candidate Groups and Norms Samples.

The total group consists of the 4,071 students who
cl Total Group.
took the English Equivaleny Test in May-1973.

(2) EquatingSample. The eo..:atin7. sample consists of the first 536
Essay books were scrambled
papers completed at the readin7 session.
The sample
before the reading to essentially randomize the order.
is not significantly different from the total group with respect to
the mean and standard deviation of the objective scores.

iO4%.

1 5 1,
V
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Objective Scores
Total Group
Equating Sample

Mean

S.D.

47.45
47.63

8.85

8.5

The CLEP Norms Sample consists of the 541
(3) CLEP Norms Sampl
college students who participated in the 1964 norming administration
of the CLEP Analysis arid Interpretation' of Liter'ature Examination.
The Texas Norms S'ample' consists of the 188
(4) Texas Norms Sample.
students who participated in the 1970 validity study of the CLEP
'examination at,the University of Texas.
(5). ,CSUC Norms Sample.
The essay part of the English Equivalency
Test was administered to a sample of CSUC students completing a year
of college English in an attempt to link performance on the test to
performance in their course (as measured by 'their grade in the
course).
It had been planned to use the scores of the CSUC Norms
Sample to establish the minimum passing score for the essay part of
the examination; _Since fewerthan half the expected number of papers
we.re received in time for the reading and bgcause the scores were
unreasonably low, it was (Lecided to base the minimum passing scores
on other criteria (see section VI, below). A summary of; the score
information for the Norms Sample is shown in Table 41 Although the
data. may not be very reliable, they do provide some indication of
the relationship between college grades and grades om the essay part
of the exam.

Table 2

Summary- Data far GSUC Norms Sample
Raw Essay Total Scores
Standard
Deviation

__Course_

Grade
A
B
B
D
F

Total
IV.

N-

Mean--

26
75
98
33
10

13.5
12.9
10.6
10.1
7.8

4.0
3.0
3.5
3.2
2.4

242

11.5

3.7

Equating the Essay and Objective Scores.

"Equating" scores means making them equivalent with respect to
some characteristic.
Here, the essay scores were transformed to the
same scale (20 to 80) as the objective scores so that the transformeA
essay scores could be added to the objective scores to obtain a com
posite score in which the two parts would be equally weighted. Had

a

1 r
_Lt.)

I
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the raw essay scores been added to the objective stores,'the essay
part would have had a weight of only 1/4 ,of the total. Also; the
transformation was done in such a -way that the converted essay scores
That is; a converted
can be directly compared with objective scores.
'essay score of 4-8, for example, represents the same level of perfor
mance as an objective score of 48.
1

Of several. acceptable methods of equating which are available
the equipercentile (curvilinear) method was selected as the most
The converted score corresponding to each.raw essay
appropriate.
sccra is that score in the distribution of objective (CLEP) scores
<that the percent of the group scoring below that objective
such
score is equal to the percent of the group scoring below the given
essay score. For example, to find the converted score corresponding
to a raw essay score of 15, we observe from the distribution of essay
scores that about 68 percent of the group scored below 15 on the
From the distribution of objective scores it is deter
essay part.
mined that a score of 51 is that score below which 68 percent of the
So a raw score of 15 is equivalent to a scaled score
,group scored.
Similarly, a scaled score is found for each raw essay score.
of 53.
Table,41 shows the converted score corresponding to each raw essay
,

score.
V.

Technical Notes about the Equatinj.

(1) The equating was done using data from the Equating Sample des
The sample was used instead of the total
cribed in III(2) above.
group so that the statistical work could proceed along with the essay
Score conversions and distributions could be prepared for
reading.
the sample data in time for a meeting with Question Leaders at the
The time and cost of equating was also, reduced by using a
reading.
Scrambling the essay booklets
sample rather than the total group.
before the reading provided a sample which was representative of the
total group.
-

(2) A method of graphical smoothing, described in "Educational
Measurement"2, was used to interpolate between percentile ranks in
the distribution of objective scores.
(3) AlthOugh the equipercentile method was selected because it allows
for a nonlinear relationship between objective and essay scores,
the correlation belween raw essay and converted essay scores is .999.
This extremely high coefficient of linear relationship indicates
that the simpler linear methods3 of equating could have been used
with essentially the same results as the eqdipercentile method.

Angoff, W. H.; "Scales, Norms, and Equivalent Scores" in
'1.
R. L. Thorndike (Ed.) Educational Measurement, 2nd Ed, Washington,
D. C.: American CoUncil on Educatidn, 1971, 563-590.
2.

Ibid., page 572.

3.

Ibid., page 513.
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TABLE I

SCORE CONVERSION TABLE
-CSUC ENGLISH EQUIVALENCY TEST
May, 1973
Essay fetal- Score - Converted Score
24 = 76
23 - 73
22 "-i447,

21 - 69

20 - 67
19 - 64
18 -. 62

17 - 59
16 - 56
15
14
13
12
11

-

53
51
48
46
43'

- 41
9 - 38
8 - 35
7 - 33
6 - 31

16

5

- 28

4

26

3 - 24
2 - 22
1 - 20
0

VI!

- 18

Minimum Passing Scores.

The minimum passing score for-the total test was determined by
setting a passing point for each part and adding the scores. For
both the CLEP Norms Sample and the Texas Norms Sample, described in
paragraphs III (3) and III (4) above, the average CLEP,scone for "C"
It was decided that 49 should be the minimum passing
students was 49.
level for the objective part. -The minimum passing score for the
essay part was set at 14, which converts to a scale'd score of 51. A
composite score of 100 (49 objective + 51 essay) was thus determined
to be the minimum passing score on the examination.
Setting a single cut-off point on the Cotiposite Score allows
for freely compensating part-scores; that is, a very poor performance
-
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on the essay part can be compensated for by a very good performance
It was decided that limits
on the objective part, and vice versa.
In addition to earning a
should be placed on this compensation.
composite score of 100 or more, a student had to achieve a minimum
score on each part.
These minima were set at 45 for the objective
part and 48 for the essay part.
(A converted score of'48 corresponds to a raw essay score of 13.)
A student who scored 12 or lower
on the essay part could not pass theexam no matter., how high the
objective score.
A raw essay score of 12 represents the score level
of uniform agreement among four readerS that the essay performance
is unsatisfactory.
An objective score of 45 was set as, the cut-off
point because in both the CLEP Norms Sample and the Texas Norms
Sample a score of 45 minimized the number of A, 13, and C students
who Would fail and, the number of D and F students who would pass._
'VII.

Number and Percent Passing.
Of the 4,071 students who took the test,, about 33 percent
(i.e. 1,343 students) passed and are eligible to receive six semester
hours of college credit. From the distribution of scores on the ob=
jective part, it can be determined that about 43 percent (i.e. 1.733
students) "passed" the objective half of the test , that_iS, about
43 percent of the total group earned scores of 49 or higher on the
objective part.
had only the objective part of the test
been given and name minimum score'been used, an additional 10 percent
would have passed. _These students failed because their essay scores
were unsatisfactory.

Corresponding data based on the distribution of essay scores
are not yet available for the total group.
Estimates based on data
from the Equating Sample will be discussed'in the following section.
VIII.

Estmate-s Based on Data from the E uatin

Sam 1 .

Estimates of the characteristics of the total group can be made
from data available for the Equating Sample.
It has beln pointed
out in paragraph III (2) that the mean and standard deviation of objective scores for the sample are very nearly'equal to those of the
total group.
It is not clear, howevet, that the essay scores for the
s ample are representative of the total group. It is not uncommon,
for example; to find that grading tends to become more severe near
the end of an essay reading session.
Until final essay results are
tabulated, a direct check on essay data is not possible. As an indirect check on the similarity pf the sample and total group, the
percents passing the entire exam (objective plus essay) were compared.
Whereas only 33.0 percent of the total group passed the entire exam,
37.5 percent of the _Equating Sample passed.
This rather large difference suggests that the following data be used with caution,
allowing for the possibility of substantial changes when the final
distributions are available.
When actual data become available,
these estimates should be disregarded.

.1 6 u
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(1) For the Equating' Sample, 43,1 percent "passed" the essay part
of the, exam - that is, 43.1 percgnt of the sample earned scores of
51 or higher on the essay part. The difference between 43.1 percent
"passing", the essay pait and 37.5 percent passing the entire exam
(i.e. 5.6 percent) is the percent of the'sample who failed because
of an unsatisfactory performance on the objective part. Had only the
essay part of'the, exam been giVen and the same minimum passing score
(i.e.. 51) been used, an additional 5.6 percent of the sample would
This estimate is probably a fairly reliable estimate
hav'S passed.
forthe total group because the sample and total group are very
nearly equal on objective-part performance. Projected to the total
group of 4,071 students, an additional 225 to 265 students would
have passed if only the essay part been given.

O

IX.

(2)-Of the 536 students in the Equating Sample, 218 had Composite
Scores of 100 or higher, i.e. they had "passing" Composite Scores.
Of these 218 students, 201 passed the entire exam. The remaining 17
students (about 3 percent) failed because of the limits placed on
compensation between the pare scores.- -0`f these 17 students, 11
failed because their essay scores were lower than 48* and 6.failed
because their objective scores were lower than 45**. Projected to
the total group,'it can be-estimated that only 1 or 2 percent (i.e.
40 to 80 students) failed becauSe their objectives scores were below45 even though they earned Composite Scores of 100 or more. An
estimated 2 to 6 percent (i.e. 80 to 240 studdnts) failed because
their essay scores were lower than 48 even though their Composite
Scores were 160 or higher.
Correlations among the Parts.

Correlations among the objective, Raw Essay Total, Converted
Essay Total, and Composite Scores were obtained from data available
for the Equating,Sample. If correlation tables become available for
the total group, those tables should replace these but these cot-re-'
lations should be fairly reliable estimates of the corresponding
total group data.
The correlation of .547 between the objective and essay part
It is high
scores seems about ideal for this type of examination.
enough to show that.the parts are testing related abilities and consequently that combining the part scores to obtain a single composite
Howgver, the correlation is low enough to justify
score is justified.
the use of both parts; that is, each part is contributing some unique,
component of its own.
The correlation of .999 between the raw and converted essay
scores indicates a strong linear relationship between the scores.

*Of these eleven students, eight had scores of 46 and three had
scores of 41 (i.e. raw essay scores of 12 and 10, respectively.)
**Of these six students, three had scores of 44 and one each had
scores of 43, 42, and 40.
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Table 3

Correlations among Part Scores and Composite
for the Equating Sample
Raw
Essay

Objective

Score

Objective

Raw nsay Total
Converted Essay
Composite

0.547
1.000
0.999,
0.876*

1.000
0.547
0.547
0.877*

Converted

Composite

0.547
0.999
1.000
'0.877*

0.877*
0.876*
0.877*
1.000

.

*Spuriously high because the part is included in the total.

.

X.

As noted earlier, a linear equating method could have been used instead of the more complex curvilinear method with essentially the
same results.
Reliability...

The CLEP Score Interpretation
(1) Reliability of the'Objective Part.
Guide4reports thatf,the reliabtlityof the "Analysis and Interpretation of Literature" examination is .88.
Probably the most relevant kind
(2) Reliability of the Essay Part.
of reliability coefficient for an essay_ test would be "form-to-form"
reliability; that 'is, the coefficient that_vodld be- Obtained by
constructing two equivalent forms of the essay part, (either of which
could be used in the actual administration, administering them both
to a sample.of students, and obtaining the correlation coefficientb
between the scores on the two forms. Each student in the sample
Since this type of data is not available,
would take both tests.
the reliability of the essay part must be estimated byother methods.
Two methods are used; one method gives an upper limit, the other
We can be feasonably certain the actual, regives. a lower limit.
liability lies somewhere- between these two values.
This method is based on the correlation
,(3) The Upper Limit.
between grades on the first and second readings of each essay quesThe correlation between the grades for the first and second
tion'.
readings of Question 1 is about .66, and that of Question 2 is about
These values are the reliabilities for a simple essay grade.
.72.
That is, each of the grades for the two readings of Question 1 has

Score Interpretation Guide, College-Level
4.
Examinations Program, College Entrance Examination Board, Princeton,
N. J., 1967, page 31.
,
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a reading reliability of :66 and each grade for Question 2 has a
Since the actual final grade includes the
reliability of .72.
grades for both readings, the reading reliability for each question'
is higher than that of a single reading. The Spearman-Brown
Prophecy Formula5 can be used to estimate the Veriabiity of the
For Question 1, the reading reliability is'
tote): for each question.
TheEssay Total score is
about .80 and for Question 2, bout .84.
the sum of grades for all four readings and the estimated reading
reliability for the whole essay part is .90.
Since the unreliability due po grading is only one of several
sources of unreliability contained in the scores, the reading reliability is always greater tfian the score reliability and is an
upper limit-of score reliability.
The reliability of the essay part'
would not be greater than .90.0(4) The Lower Limit.
The second .72ethod of,estimtting score reliability is based on the correlation between the scores for Question
1 and Question 2.
This is,afi approximation to the foym-to -form.
reliability, uSingieach question as i. it were a one-question test-.To the extent that the different cuestions on one fotm are-designed
to measure different abilities within the general domain covered by
the test, the questions within one form way not be equival'entin they
same sense,as two different fors are equivalent. Therefore, the
coefficients obtained in this way, =ay be expected to underestimate
the actual score reliability and may be regardeti as,a lower limit'
of the reliability of the essay section.
'

.

Based on the data from. the Equating Sample, the correlation
between the grades for Questions l and 2 is about .-41. ,This
an
estimate of the reliability cf each "one-question" test.
The actual
test consists of.both questions so the reliability is higher. The
Spearman -Brown Formula is used to estimate the reliability of the
entire essay part and gives an estimate of about .58.
The actual
score reliability is probably between .58 and .90.
A
'

Reliability of the Composite Scores.
Based on reliability coefficients of .88 for the'objective part and between .58 and .90
for the essay part, it is estimated that thereliability of the
,
Composite Score is between .83 and .93.
,

XI.

Validity.

The CLEP Score Interpretation Guide 6 reports correlatioM of .42
and .54 between scores on the "Analysis and Interpretation of
Literature"'exarAnation and course grades before and after the final

5.

Op. cit., Educational Measurement,pages 71-72.

6.

op. cit., pages 33-34.
SP
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examination, respectively. The final course grades may or may not
include the score on the CLEP exam and the grades were given at a
variety of colleges with differing grading systems.

Using data from the CSUC Norms Sample, a correlation coefficient
of .39 between Essay Total Scores and course grades was obtained.
The cautions suggested in the CLEF' Guida and,the cautions noted in
section III (5) above should be considered. in interpreting this
correlation.

4
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The California'State University
ENGLISH EQUIVALENCY TEST

STATISTICAL REPORT

William R. Cowell

February, 1974

I.

The Test.

The California State University English Equivalency Test was
administered to 4,071 students on May 12, 1973. The test consists of two
ninety-minute parts; an objective (multiple-choice) part and an essay part:
The objective part is the Subject Examination "Analysis and Interpretation
The essay
of Literature" of the College-Level Examination Program (CLEP).
profespart consists oftwo questions prepared and graded by the English
sors of the California State University and Colleges (CSUC).
II.

Scores.

scored the objective
(1) Objective Score. The Educatibnal Testing Service
the
CSUC
English
Test Center
part'and reported scores to the students. and
on the CLEP score-scale of 20 to 80.

Each of the two essays was graded by two
readers who assigned scores.= a scale of 1 to 6. Zero was used to denote that the'student did not attempt to answer the question.
(2) Essay Question Scores.

added to
(3) Raw Essay Total Score. The four essay question scores were
0 to
:The
essay
total
scores
range
from
obtain the raw essay total score.

24.
transformed to
A`. (4) Converted Essay Score. The raw essay total scores were
permit
addition
of
objective and
the same scale as the objective scores to
essay scores,in a meaningful way. The technique for converting the scores
is described in Section

Composite scores for the whole examination were
Composite Scores.
(5)
obtained by adding the Converted Essay Scores and the'Objective Scores.
III.

r

Candidate Groups and Norms Samples..

students who took
(1) Total Group. The total grodp consists of the 4,071
the English Equivalency Test in May 1973.
536 papers
(2) Equating Sample. The equating sample consists of the first
pompleted.at the reading session. Essay books were scrambled before the
reading to essentially randomize the order. The sample is not significantly
different from the total group with -respect to the mean and standard deviation of either the objective scores or the essay scores.

5
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Table 1

Comparison of Equating Sample and Total Group
.

Objective Scores
Group

Total Group
Equating Sample

Essay Scores

Mean

S.D.

Mean

S.D.

47.45
47.63

8.85

47.92
48.25

8.40
8.86

8.75

f

The CLEP Norms Sample= consists of the 541 college
(3) CLEP Norms Sample.
students who participated in the 1964 norming'adMinistration of the CLEP
Analysis and Interpretat'i'on of Literature Examination.

The Texas Norms Sample consists of the 188
(4).. Texas Norms Se:twig.
students who participated in the 1970 Validity study of the CLEP examination
at the University of Texas.
The essay part of the English Equivalency Test was
(5) CSUC Norms Sample.
administered to a sample of-CSUC students completing a year of college
English in an attempt to ,link performance on the test to performeneg in
It had been planned
their course (as measured by their grade in'the.course).
to use the scores of the CSUC Norms Sample to establish the minimum passing
score for the essay part of thg.examination. Since fewer than half of the
expected number of papers were received in time for the.reading and because
the scores were unreasonably low, it was decided to base the minimum passing
scores on other criteria (see Section VI). A summary of the score informa
These data proVide some in
tion for the Norms Sample is shown in Table 2.
dication of the relationship betwgen college grades and .grades on the essay
part of the exam.
Table 2
Sumffiari Data for CSUC Norms Sample

Raw Essay Total Scores

Course
Grade

,

Standard
Deviation

N

Mean

26
75
98
33
10

13.5
12.9
10.6
10:1
7.8

4.0
3.0
3.5
3.2

242

11.5

13.7

,

A
B
C

D
F

Total

2.4

cs
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Equating the Essay and Objective Scores.
"Equating" scores means making them equivalent with respect to some
transformed to the same scale
characteristic. Here, the essay scores were
(20 to 80) as, the objective scores so that the transformed essay scores
in which
could be added to the objective scores to obtain a composite score
Had the raw essay scores been
the two parts would be equally, weighted.
of 1/4
added to the objective scores, the essay part w&uld have had a weight
such
a
way
that
the
of the total. Also, the transformation was done in
That
converted essay scores can be directly compared with objective scores.
level
of
Is, a converted essay score of 48, for example, represents the same
.

performance as an objective score of 48.
1

the
Of several acceptable methods of equating which are available,
the
equipercentile (curvilinear) method was selected because the nature of
The
con[See V (3)].
distribution of essay scores could not be predicted.
the
verted score corresponding to each of the raw essay scores was found by
To find the converted score
procedure illustrated in the following example.
the
corresponding to a raw essay score of 15, for example, we observe from
distribution of essay scores that about 68 percent of the group had scores
below 15. We then look down the "percent below " .column in the distribution
of objective scores for the percent-below closest to 68. The objective score
corresponding to that percent-below is designated as the scaled score for
of 53 corresponds
an essay score of 15. In this case, the objective score
scaled
to 68-percent below. So a raw essay score of 15 is equivalent ta a
'raw
Similarily,
a
scaled
score
is
found
for
each
[See V (2)].
score of 53.
,
corresponding
to
each
raw
essay score. Table 3 shows the converted score
essay score.
V.

Technical NotessAbout the Equating.
(1) The equating was done using data from the Equating Sample described in
The sample was used instead of the total group so that the,
III(2) above.
statistical work could proceed along with the essay reading; i.e., score
conversions and distributions Could be prepared for the sample data in
The cost of equattime for a meeting with Question, Leaders at the reading.
rather
than
the
total
group.
ing was also reduced by using a sample
reading
provided
a
sample
which
Scrambling the essay bookletsq)efore the
was representative of the total group.
2

(2) A method of graphical smoothing, described.in "Educational Measurement"
of
was used to interpolate between percentile ranks in the distribution
objective scores.

Anioff, W. H.; "Scales, Norms, and EqUivalent Scores" in s
R. L. Thorndike (Ed.) Educational Measurement, 2nd Ed., Washington, D. C.:
American Council on Education, 1971, pp. 563-590.
1.

0
2.

Ibid., page 572.

,
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(3) Although the equipercentile ethod was selected because it allows for
the correlaa non-linear relationship between objective and essay scores,
This
extremely
,tion. between raw essay and converted essay scores is .999.
high coefficientof linear 'relationship indicates that the simpler linear
methods3 of equating could have been used with essentially the same results
as the equipercentile method.
Table 3

Score ConversiomTable
CSUC English Equivalency Test
May, 1973
Essay Score
24
23
22
21
20

Scaled Score
76
73
71
69
67

.

19
18
16
15

64
62
59
56
53

14
13
12
11
10

51
48
46
43
41

9

5

38
35
33
31
.28

4

"26

3
2.

24
22

1

20

0

18

17

8
7

6

3.

,

Ibid., page 513.

1

,

a
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VI.

Minimum-Fusin& Scores.
The minimum passing-score for the total test was determined by setting
For both the CLEP
a passing point for each- part and adding the scores.
Norms Sample and the Texas Norms Sample, described in paragraphs III (3) and
It was deIII (4) above, the, average CLEP score for "C" students was 49.
cided that 49 should be the minimum passing level for the objective part.
The minimum passing score for the essay part was set at 14, which converts
to a scaled score of 51. A composite.score of 100 (49 objective + 51 essay)
was thus determined to be the minimum passing score on the examination.
Setting a single cut-off point on the Composite Score allows for
freely compensating part-scores; that is, a very poor performance on the
essay part can be compensated for by a very good performance on the objective part, and.vice-versa.
It was decided that limits should be placed on
this compensation.
In addition to earning, a composite score of 100 or more,
a student had to achieve a minimum score on each part. These minima were
set at 45 for the objective part and 48 for the essay part. A converted
score of 48 corresponds to a raw essay score of 13. A student who scored
12 or lower on the essay part could not pass the exam no matter how high
the objective score. A raw essay score of 12 represents the score level of
uniform agreement among four readers that the essay performance is unsatisfactory.
An objective score of 45 was set as the cut-off,point because in
both the CLEP Norms Sample and the Texas Norms Sample a score of 45 minimized the number of A, B, and C students who would fail and-the number of D
and F students who would pass.

0
VII.

Number and Percent Passing.

Of the 4,071 students who took the test, approximately 33 percent of
them (1,362 students) passed and are eligible to receive six semester-hours
credit.
From the distribution of scores on the objective part it can be
determined that approximately 43 percent "passed" the objective half of the
test - that is,. -they earned scores of 49 or higher on the objective part.
Therefore, had only the objective part of the test been used, and the same
minimum peeping score established, an additional 10 percent would have passed.
These students failed because their essay scores were unsatisfactory.
Approximately 40 percent of the total group achieved "passing" essay
scores - that is, they earned scores of 51 or higher on the essay part of
the test: Therefore, had only the. essay part been used and the same passing point ?,stablished, an additional 7 per4nt would have passed.
In addition to earning a total score of 100 or higher, a student hid to
earn scores of at least 45 on the objective part and 48 on the essay part.
Of the total group, 153 students achieved scores of 100 or more on the total
test-,,but did not pass because they did pot earn the minimum score on one of
the parts.

Gil
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VIII.

Reliability.
,

(1) Reliability of the Objective Part. The CLEP Score Interpretation Guide
reports that the reliability of the "Analysis and Interpretation of
Literature" examination is .88.

4

(2)' Reliability of the Essay Part.
Probably the most relevant kind of reliability coefficient for an essay test would be "form-to-form" reliabilitv;'
that is, the coefficient that would'be obtained by constructing,two equivalent forms of the essay part (either of which could be used in the actual
administration), administering them both to a sample'of students, and ob-,
taining the correlation coIfficient between the scores on the two forms.
Each studdnt in the samplemWould take both tests. Since this type of data
is not available, the reliability of the essay part must be estimated by
other methods. Two-methods are used; one method gives, an upper limit, the
other gives a lower limit. We can be reasonably certain the actual reliability lies somewhere between these two values.

'

(3) The- Upper Limit.
This method is based on the correlation between
grades on the first and second readings of each essay queStion. The correlation between the grades for the first and second readings of Question 1
is about .66,*and that, of Question 2 is about .72. These values are the
reliabilities for a single essay grade.
That is, each of the grades for
the two readings of Question 1 has a reading reliability of .166 and each
grade for Question 2 has a reliability.of .72.
Since the actual final grade
includes the grades for both readings, the reading reliability for each
question is higher than that of a single reading. The Spearman-Brown
Prophecy Formula5 can be used to estimate the reliability of the total for
each question.
For Question 1, the reading reliability is about .80 and
for Question 2, about .84.
The Essay Total scare is the sum of grades for
all four readings and the estimated reading reliability for the whole essay
part is .90.

Since the unreliability due to grading is only one of several:Sources
of unreliability contained in the scores, the reading reliability is alWays
greater than the score reliability and is an upper limit of,bcore reliability.
The reliability of the essay part would not be greater than .90.
(4)
The Lower Limit.
The second method of estimating score reliability is
based on the correlation between the scores for Question 1 and Question 2.
This is an approximation to the form-to-form reliability,, using each question
as if it were a one-question test. To the extent that the different questions
on one form are designed to measure different abilities within the general
domain covered by the test, the questions within one form may not be

4.

a

Score Interpretation Guider College-Level Examinations
Program, College Entrance Examination Board, Princeton, N. J., 1967,
page 31.
5.

,

Op. cit., Educational Measurement, pages 71-72.
7
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equivalent in the same sense that two different forms are equivalent.
Therefore, the coefficients obtained in thii way may be expected to
underestimate the actual score reliability and may be regarded as a lower
limit of the reliability of the essay section.
Based on the data from the Equating Sample, the correlation between
This is an estimate of the
the grades for Questions 1 and 2 is about .41.
The
actual
test consists of both
reliability 'of each "one-question" test.
The
Spearman-Brown
Formula is used
questions so the reliability is higher.
the
entire
essay
part
and
gives
an estimate
to estimate the reliability of
Of about .58.
6

Based on a reliability co(5) Reliability of the Composite Scores.
efficient of .88 for the objective part and a lower limit of .58 and an
upper limit of .90 for the essay part, it is estimated that the reliability
of'the Composite Score is between .83 and .93.
.

IX.

Correlations Amon¢ the Parts

Table 4

Correlations Among Part Scores and
Composite for the Equating Sample'
= 536

Score

Objective
Raw Essay Total
Converted Essay
Composite

Objective
1.000
0.547
0.547
0.877*

Raw
Essay

Converted

Composite

0.547
1.000
'0.999
0.876*

0.547
0.999
1.000
0.877*

0.877*
0.876*
0.877*
1.000

*Spuriously high because the part is included in the total.

Correlations -among the Objective, Raw Essay Total, Converted Essay
Total, and Composite Scores were obtained from data available for the
Equating Sample. The correlation between the objective and essay partscores is 0.547. This correlation coefficient is an index of the extent to
which the objective and essay parts measure the same abilities. If both
parts were perfectly reliable, the correlation coefficient would be higher;
the correlation coefficient is less than 1.000 partly because the
i.e.,
objective and essay tests measure different abilities and partly because
they are less than perfect measuring instruments. The correlation

4

6.

Ibid., pages 401-404.
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coefficient can be adjusted to eliminate the effect of the unreliability
of the tests.? Using .88 as the reliability of the objective part and a
lower limit of .58 and an upper'limit of .90 for the reliability of the
essay part, the corrected (disattenuated) correlation between the objective and essay parts is estimated to be between .61 and .77.
The correlation between the objective and essay Part-scores seems about
It is high enough to show that the
ideal for.this type of examination.
parts are testing related abilities and consequently that combining the part
scores to .obtain a single composite score is justified. However, the correlation is low enough to justify the use of both parts; that is, each.part is
contributing some unique component of its own.
The correlation of .999 between the raw and converted essay scores
indicates a strong linear relationship between the scores. As noted
earlier, a linear equating method could have been used instead of the more
complex durvilinear method with essentially the same results.
X.

Validity

The CLEP Scori Interpretation Guide reports correlations of .42 and .54
between scores on the "Analysis and Interpretation of Literature" examination
and course grades before and after the final examination, respectively. The
final course grades may or may not include the score on the CLEP exam and
the grades were given at a variety of colleges with differing. grading systems.
Using data from the CSUC Norms Sample, a correlation coefficient of .39
The cautions
between Essay-Total Scores and course grades was obtained.
suggested in the CLEP Guide and the cautions noted in Section III (5) above
should be considered in interpreting this correlation.
XI.

Summary

.The California Sate University English EquivalenCy Test was administered to 4,071 students in May 1973. The test consists of two parts; an
The essay part was also
objective (multiple-choice) part and 'an essay part.
administered to,a norming sample of 242 CSUC students. Essay scores weie
converted to the same scale as the objective section scores by the equipercentile (curvilinear) method. Data suggests that simpler linear methods
could have been used with essentially the same results.

To pass the exam, a student had to earn a total score of 100 or higher
and, in addition, earn scores of 45 or higher on the objective part and 48
or higher on the essay part. Approximately 33 percent of the students
passed the exam.

Lord, F. M. and Novidk, M. R.; Statistical Theories of Mental Test
7.
Scores, Reading, Mass.:. Addison - Wesley Publishing Company, 1968, pages
115-118.
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The correlation between the objective and essay part scores is about
each
.55; high enough to show the parts Are related and low enough to show
The
reliability
total
score.
Part contributes some unique component to the
of the objective part is about .88 and that of'the essay part is probably
(objective plus essay)
between .58 and .9%. The reliability of the composite
is probably between .83 and .93.
The correlation between part-scores and college course grades is
'approximately .40 for both the objective and essay parts.

0
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PUBLICITY FOR 1973 -74 ENGLISH EQUIVALENCY EXAMINATION

Publicity pertaining to the statewide English Equivalency
Examination has included both program information and editorial
comment.

In December 1972, William Trombley in the Los Angeles

Times reported on the agreement reached between the Chancellor's
Office and the California State University and College English

faculties for the English Equivalency Examination, and on the
nature, scope and purpose of the proposed examination.

During

its development in early '1973, the project as well as the concept

of English Equivalency Testing came under professional scrutiny
in the Chronicle of Higher Education.

As firm timetables were established for the testing phase
of the program, news releases from the Chancellor's Office and
each of the participating institutions provided. notice of test

dates, sites and prerequisites for participation.

More than

seventy-five newspapers throughout the state, including, those

with local and statewide circulation, carried pretest stories
about the project.

The pretest publicity campaign was rounded

out by radio appearances of the project director, and by direct
mailings of test brochures and application forms to all state
high school counselors, and to all persons applyihg.at that
time for admission to any of the California State colleges and
Universitie.s.

In all,

approximately 5,9,000 registration-

information forms sere distributed.'
Media coverage of the proiect followirig the May examination
focused primarily on the test results.

For example, the test

outcomes reported by the Chancellor's Office in.a news release
J.
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Times on
dated June 28, 1973, were carried in the Los Angeles
who
the following day under the byline of William Trombley

referred to the success of the 1973 test and the possibilities
of refunding the program in 1974.

The Log Angeles,Herald

Examiner *carried an editorial on.July 4, and many other
results.
newspapers throughout the state reported the test

Public interest in the program seemed to remain fairly
high.
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73-10

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

February 25, 1973

LOS ANGELES--The first systemwide program enabling students to earn
academic credits without classroom attendance was announced today by
Chancellor 'Glenn S. Dumke of The California State University and Colleges.
The program will permit seniors in all California high schools to
Those
be tested May 12, 1973, on their knowledge of freshman English.

who pass will receive credit equal to six semester units at any of the
system's 19 campuses.

Under the plan, incoming freshmen who demonstrate sufficient
college-level ability will be able to move directly into advanced course
work in English.
Application forms will be mailed between March 1 and April 18 to
students who have already applied for fall 1973 adMission. The forms
,

Forms also will be available from

must be returned by April 27, 1973.
counselors in high schools.,

The tests will be adrnistered on all California State University
and Colleges campuses only the one day--Saturday, May 12. The campus on
which the applicant takes the test need not be the one he plans to attend.
"We are moving rapidly on the premise that many students come to our
campuses with sufficient knowledge and ability to proceed directly into
more advanced levels of academic work," Chancellor Rrke said.
"The new testing program developed by representatives of our English
faculties is an important example of our efforts to increase the options
It contains the hallmarks of much success."
of higher education.
Dr. Edward M. White, chairman of the Department of English at
California State College, San Bernardino,'the project's director, said the
test is divided into two 90-minute components with a break in between.
The first component is an objective exam, the Coll'ege-Level Exam--MORE-II:e
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inatiOn Program (CLEP) Subject Examination in Analysis and Interpretation
of Literature by the Educational Testing Service of Princeton, N.J.
Sponsored by the College Entrance Examination Board,''objective-type

CLEP tests were tried on a large-scale exploratory bAsis in 1971 with
frephmen about to enter California State University, San Francisco, and
California State College, Bakersfield.
Although CLEP tests in the new project are not the saine/as thQse in

the 1971 program, experience from the earlier project promptedwider
agreement among English faculties that fully adequate testing must contain_
both objective and written portions.
Thus; the test's second component will, be in essay form.

It will

consist of two questions composed for students by English professors
throughout The California State University and Colleges.

Students taking the exam will pay a $15 fee, the standard cost for

the CLEP testalone. The system'S Fund for Innovation and Improvement
will finarke the project's administration and the separate essay component.
Results of the CLEP portion of the test will--at the option of the
student--be sent to other institutions as well as those-win The California
State University and Colleges.
However', only the 19 campuses.in the State University and Colleges

system will be provided,a list of students who pass both parts of the
exam.

These students, upon registration, can claim--and will automatically

receive -- academic credit.

Passing scores will be based on average performance of "C" students
who have actually completed six semester units of freshman English.

Students not attaining this level will not be penalized, however, as none
of their names will be forwarded to admissions offices.
"We expect 3,000 to 4,000 students will take the examination,"
Dr. White said.

"Many able high school seniors shduld pass, if they have

done enough reading and writing."

Dr. White noted that, although English professors usually oppose mass
testing programs, this one has received unanimous approval of 'English

Department chairmen because of its essay component and the high quality
of the objective-type CLEP test.

"Thb entire process is being supervised by English professors," he
4

said.

"The professors have fun confidence in this project and urge

all studentc who feel they might pass to take advantage of this
--MORE--

17,

172.

innovative Opportunity to ,gain a head start in college."

In addition, the project has the endorsement of the Chancellor's
Council of Presidents and the Academic Senate of The California State
University and Colleges.
Dr. White, as project director, will be assisted by Dr. Richard Lid,

chairman of the California State University, Northridge, English
Department.
Dr. William Abbott, chief test officer at California State
University, Lohg Beach, will be coordinator of test administration.

Dr. White said students taking the examination will be informed of
the results in two stages.

They will receive results of the CLEP portion

IN Juhe from Princeton, N.J., and the combined results of both CLEP0 and
essay components in July or August.

4

NOTE:

For additional information please contact Public Affdirs, Office
of the Chancellor (213)
938-2981, EXf. 231, or Dr. Edward M.
White, CSC, San Bernardinb (714)

8'87-6311, Ext.. 597,

Clipping of
Los Angeles Times Sun. Dec: 17, 1972, pg. 173,
removed due to poor reproducibility.
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June 28, 1973

LEASE

LOS ANGELES--More that) 1,300 newly graduated high school

seniors will receive academic credit for freshman English upon entrance
in The .California State U,D;pversity and Colleges, Chancellor Glenn S.

.Dumkeannounced today.
The seniorsare among approximately 4,100 who last month took
the,

CalifoPnia State University English Equivalency Test, the first exam

of its kind administered under auspices of the 19-campus system.
By pa'Ssing the two-part examination, students can receive credit

equal to six semester units at any of the system'S 14 universities and
five colleges.,

Thus, they Can move directly into'advanced coursework in Eglish
and--if they, choose to do so--shorten the usual class attendance time
required for graduation.

as supported in part by the CSUC Fund

The examination program

islature last ear in respose to

for Innovation, created' by the L

Chancellor Dumke's 1971 proposals for New Approaches to Higher Education.

English professors throughout the system devised and conducted
the testing plan under the direction of Dr, Edward M.. White Of California,

State College, San Bernardino, and Dr. Richard Lid of California State
University, Northridge.
v-MORE--
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"The results are most encouraging in that many students will, not
be required to dupliCate work they have had in high school and can use
said.
their time in higher education more effectively," Chancellor Dumke

"I am pleased with both the results of the examination and the
adherence to established academic principles which was strongly evidenced
in this unique testing program."

Dean David H. Provost of the Division of New Program Development
and Evaluation, which monitors the system's, approximately 50 pilot projects
in educational innovation, said students who took the test will be
notified of their eligibility to receive academic credit in letters being
mailed this week.

Congratulatory letters to the some 1,343 students eligible for
academic credit noted that they "have demonstrated the same level of
ability many students achieve only after a full year's work in college
EngliSh."

The test, divided into two 90-minute components, was administered
May 12 at all system campuses.

The first component was an objective exam, the College-Level
Examination Program (CLEP) Subject Examination in Analysis and
Interpretation of Literature.

The CLEP portion was developed by the

Educational Testing Service of Princeton, N.J., for the College Entrance
Examination Board.

Dr. White said California students performed very well on the CLEP
component; ihe-tes'e group, without the college course/ , approached the

national norm based on students who have completed the College course.

The test's second component required students to provide essay
w

--MORE--
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responses to two questions designed by English professors from The
California State University and Colleges.

Seventy-five English professors graded the essays during a
four-day session this month.

Essays were read by four faculty

members, working independently and without knowledge of grades assigned
by the other readers.

Upon completion of the individual grading process, the ratings
of all four readers formed the basis for assignment of a final grade.
Combination of scores on the CLEP component and the essay grades
resulted in the determination of whether students qualified for academic
credit in the State University and Colleges.

Students taking the examination paid a $15 fee, the standard
cost for the CLEP test alone.

The system's Fund for Innovation financed

the project's admihistration and the essay component.

For additional information pleaie contact Public Affairs, Office
owe Chancellor (213).,938 -2981, Ext. 231, or Dr. Edward M. White,
CSC, San Belnardino (714)
887-6311, .Ext. 597.
NOTE:

Clipping of the Los-A6geles Times, Part
Friday, June 29, 1973, pg. 177, removed due

po poror reproducibility.
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College -Level Equivalency Exams in English Draw Fire
By Edward R. Weld lein
The use of standardized tests to allow college
freshmen to skip introductory courses is being
ubjected to ihcreasing scrutiny, particularly
by professors of English.

The current debate over credit by examination recalls ficulty onposition in the 1950's and
early-1960's to the advanced-placement tests of
the College Entrance Examination Board
This time, however, a newer series of College

Board teststhe College Level Examination
Program (sirs} --is being looked at.
The CUP tests were instituted in 1965 by the
College Board as a way to provide academic
certification for knowledge that people picked
up outside of college classrooms

That use of the test has been heavily promoted. In one Cur television commercial, a

tall, bearded job applicant named Lincoln is
turned away by a sleazy employment agent be-

cause he does not have a college degreede. spite Lincoln's plea that he has read a lot, "sort
-of on my own."

examination.

Their concern is hardly surprising. Already
the profession is wary, because many colleges

have been dropping or reducing freshman-

Freshman Requirements

idea of using ci I P to give academic
credit to contemporary Lincolns has been gen-

erally applauded. hot a growing' number of
colleges have also begun to use the tests to
allow incoming freshmen to avoid normal
freshman requirements. suth as English composition.

conferences this year to consider how to respond to the burgeoning practice of credit by

.

Some history professors. mathematics professors. and a few others have criticized this
latter use of cut', but English professors have
been most vocal. and have organized several

English requirements, thereby at least 'poten-

tially endangering the jobs of some English
professors...Now CU.? has the further potential

of enabling huge numbers of freshmen to skip
many of the freshman- English courses that still
arc required.
These fears have combined with skepticism
that an objective, multiple-choice test can really

measure a student's writing ability, and with
distrust of administrators who impose creditby-examination programs. The concern surContinued on Page 6, Column 3
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College-Level Equivalency Tests in English
179.
Held Inadequate by Some Professors
Continued from Page 1
faced in California about a year ago.
when the California State University
and Colleges, in an experiment, gave
a battery of five CLEP tests to entering

students at two of its 19 campuses.
Of the 873 students who took the
tests at California State University at

reflects

with a student's writing ability

.

.

That

is

more

or

less

accepted

gospel among psychometricians, the

people who put objective

tests

to-

gether. Less widely held is a view Mr.

White puts forth as almost a mandatory corollary: "The combination
of objective items (which measure
accurately some skills

involved

with the objective tests are
worth the costs of grading theessays.
which Mr. White- admits is a "hideously expensive" undertaking.
essays

A Question of Costs
He and his colleagues hope to show

that the essays are worth the $6 or

than will one good essay test."

San Francisco, 331-38 per cent
passed all five and became "instant
sophomores." About 10 per cent of the
148 students who took the test at California State College at Bakersfield also
scored well enough to skip the fresh.,
man year.
Several of the students at Bakers-

little more than a common

professorial aversion to standardized
tests. Mr. White's report tries to coMbat such perceptions, fie points to research that shows that. "one good objective test will correlate more highly

in

more it costs to grade each one.
It is a cost the College Board itself
cannot hope to bear. The CLEP program has already consumed $3.1-

million in grants from the Carnegie
Corporation and at least an equal
amount in board funds. The number
of people ,taking the tests is mush-

remedial English before they could

rooming, however. There were about
20,000 candidates last year and this
year the board expects 55,000.
This month, more than 30.000 ap-

expect to take even the regular fresh-

plication forms for a special "Cali-

man course.

University
English
fornia
State
Equivalency Test" were mailed to /

field were quickly counseled by the
English department, which had given,
its own written placement test. to take

Experiences like that, and general
faculty objections that the English
section of the tests did not do well in
measuring students' writing abilities.
led to the appointment of a university
committee to study CLEP. Last fall,

California high schools. The test, to/
be given in May, is essentially an ob.:
jective CLEP test on the "analysis and
interpretation_ of _literature," together

the committee produced a 25-page re-

with an essay question put together
by the state system's English pro-

port, and this spring it will conduct

lessors.

its own experiment with a CLEP test.
Few professors challenge the basic
idea of a test like CLEP.
"No one should be asked to repeat
work in college that he has mastered;
be should receive credit for what he
knows. and proceed to appropriate
levels of learning," says Edward M.
White, chairman of the English department at. California State College at

Mr. Whitc
p.

r

ilhliammor

Some CLEP tests are inadequate. "The
use of the present a.m. objective tests
as a means of exempting a whole year
of freshman English is a disaster,"
charges James A. Parrish, English de-

partment chairman at the University
of South Florida.
The CLEP tests have been

used

on a mass basis elsewhere without
creating as much furor as they did
in California.
At the University Of Utah, about

4,000

re-

ceive six semester-units of credits in
English at the college and university
system's.19 campuses.

*)

:4

More Rigorous Test

Students will pay the normal $15.
CLEP fee to take the test. Those fees

xidt..1..:.:7:1Nt" 0,14

'A Disaster'
But some professors do insist that

take thef test., Thos

at

sign up .to.
o. get a com-

bined grade of C or better will

San Bernardino and author of the
report on CLEP.

estimates

high school students wi

Edward M. White: .
"No one should be asked
to repeat work in college
that he has mastered."

writing) with an essay (which measures directly, if somewhat less accurately, the writing itself) proved to

be more valid than either type of

will go to the College Board. The
state

system

has

also

allocated

S40.000 to cover the grading costs of
$6 per test plus other expenses.

Implicit, in this plan developed by

Mr. Whitc and

his fellow English
professors is the belief that the new,
more rigorous CLEP test will not per-

mit as many as 38 per cent of the
students who take it .,to become
"instant sophomores."
"If 'Equivalency becomes one more

mechanical device to turn education

into processing, we will have done
our students and our society a significant disservice. even if we have
saved them some cash," Mr. White

year off the time it will take them to
tarn a degree. Although Utah has

item alone."
The statement comes, in fact, from
Tin' Measurement b/ Writing Ability,
published in 1966 by the Educational
Testing Service, the-semi-autonomous
agency that the College Board con-

been probably the largest single user of

tracts with to write, administer, and

much

faculty criticism of the

score (LEP and ether tests.
Sonic E.T.S. officials question, however, whether the benefits of including

1,200 students were able to trim a full

CLEP,

tests

there has been restrained.

Some of the criticism nationwide

183

saxs.

\Although cup
greater

officials

confidence

express

in

their

whole range of tests than does Mr.
White, they have also taken some of
his comments to heart. Albert Serling,
CLEP'S program director at Educational Testing Service, calls Mr,

White's report "about the best thing
,that has ever been done in the field
of English testing."
But CLEP officials may have sonic
difficulty in convincing professors that
their jobs are not jeopardised by the
tests. For instance, James Ballowe.
chairman of the English department
Bradley University, states., "The
examinations inevitably- lead to the
at

cutting down c4 staff in large freshman composition courses."

